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Introduction
Many introductions on Information Literacy try to describe the importance of
their subject, narrowing down the problem of students and researchers who
are insufficiently skilled, and, last but not least, these introductions give an
overview of what Information Literacy ‘is’. There is virtually no preamble or
introduction on Information Literacy that would not cite any standards,
definitions, interpretations and rules. And there is absolutely no introduction
that would not insist on the importance of Information Literacy for either
researchers or the libraries; what is more, we hear about the relevance of
Information Literacy for the universities, for education as such, the society,
ethics and many other fields that were not necessarily correlated with
Information Literacy in the first place. Unfortunately, I cannot completely
spare you these routines, but we will try to minimise the burden of lecturing
you.
With all standards and definitions of Information Literacy, what is
striking is that there are different scopes of usability in all these descriptions.
Some focus on scientific performance, some on the moral commitment
implied, some on a more general role of information, some even on the
freedom of the individual 1 . No matter what the different approaches define as
their ‘aim’, they all constitute a certain change, be it Information Literacy,
Informationskompetenz, information competencies, library instruction, or
basic research skills, etc. (the concepts do not necessarily change with the
name; the self-concepts, political implications and missions do). This change
is twofold: First, the world of information as a whole has changed a lot over
the last few years and second, Information Literacy and its definitions change
as long as librarians and other information workers create, recreate, define
and shape the world of information retrieval. Panta rhei, everything flows.
While Germany was equally hit by the change in information culture, it
did not react on it as many other countries did (especially the UK and the
USA). The changes in the production and distribution of information and the
connected amount of ever growing information are responsible for an
alteration of overall concepts of many university libraries. In Germany, there
1

Shapiro, J.J., Hughes, S.K. (1996), „Information literacy as a liberal art:
enlightenment proposals for a new curriculum”, Educom Review, 31, 2, p. 31-35.
http://www.educause.edu/pub/er/review/reviewArticles/31231.html
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was some introspection on user behaviour, plus there were rudimentary
efforts on user training, 2 but endeavours in Information Literacy were only
made after the “Stefi-Studie” 3 2001. The impact of this study was immense.
After its results became official, many German university libraries started to
engage in Information Literacy education for undergraduates. Since 2001,
these undergraduates were the target group for any endeavours in this field,
especially so, because the educational reorientation in the course of the
Bologna-Process made it easier to integrate the library and its services into
the faculties’ routines.
The Konstanz Workshop on Information Literacy, on the other side, was
created out of the project “Information Literacy for Advanced Users” funded
by the German Research Foundation (DFG) at the University of Konstanz.
The project was dubbed “IK2” internally – long before any two-dot-zerohype broke out and everything was ‘versioned’. What we meant by the actual
‘2’ was the difference between our ‘normal’ Information Literacy instruction
for students (“IK1”) and our courses on Information Literacy for a ‘new’
target group. Information Literacy for ‘advanced users’, e.g. for those who
already had had exposure to scientific information, libraries and universities,
was somewhat new to us. Although in Germany, there had been library
services for this clientele and there were training sessions and there was some
kind of marketing, all of this was unsystematically described, let alone
systematically applied. Information Literacy – not limited to some kind of
knowledge of and attitude towards information – was never associated with
the ‘ordinary’ information services provided by the libraries, though.
What we all quickly learned was that the project team and all colleagues
involved in teaching Information Literacy (i.e. the subject specialists) – in
one way or another – were already engaging this ‘new’ target group, which
was pretty much an old one: researchers, lecturers, doctoral candidates,
master students and even professors whom we were dealing with in our
‘normal’ library routines. The groundbreaking and new thing for us was then
to systematize the reaching-out to this group and the question on how to
teach these users.
The Konstanz Workshop 2007 was thus focusing on the target group of
‘advanced users’. After two years of research we wanted to seize the
2

cf. Lux, C., Sühl-Stromenger, W., „Teaching Library in Deutschland. Vermittlung
von Informations- und Medienkompetenz als Kernaufgabe für Öffentlich und
Wissenschaftliche Bibliotheken.“ Wiesbaden 2004.
3
http://www.stefi.de/
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opportunity to invite researchers and librarians to Konstanz to discuss their
experience in this area.
Susie Andretta and Patricia Davitt Maughan provided us with some
fundamentals in Information Literacy in their opening speeches. They were
followed by the contributions of Thomas Hapke, Alexis Smith Macklin, F.
Bartow Culp and Nadja Böller, who set the basis for a thorough discussion of
a theoretical framework.
Carol Leibiger, Will Schweinle and Susanne Mühlbacher supported the
theoretical frame with their speeches on empirical work „in the field“. Their
contributions aimed at deepening our understanding of the impact and the
outcomes any facilitation of Information Literacy would have.
Oliver Kohl-Frey, Mary Harrison and Hannah Gascho Rempel
contributed to highlighting the more practical side of the matter. All their
speeches were about actual measures taken by university libraries, about
hurdles, successes and future opportunities arising from the respective
programmes.
Debbie Boden, Nicole Krüger and Sheila Webber were focusing on the
wide area of E-Learning and the use of technical means to provide services at
the overlap of Information Literacy, reference work and research support.
We want to thank all contributors and all other supporters who made this
workshop possible. This includes our sponsors – the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft DFG, RefWorks/CSA, the Universitätsgesellschaft
and Ebsco Information Services – whom we thank for their financial support,
and, above all, our aides and assistants – namely Anita Ludäscher and
Charlotte Rösner – who contributed immensely to making this workshop a
success. Many thanks go to Rosie Jones and Ben Bowman for chairing two of
the sessions.
After nearly two years, the project “IK2” is coming to an (preliminary)
end. The Konstanz Workshop on Information Literacy is an appropriate end
to our endeavours, but there is more: we are far away from being done with
Information Literacy and we have by far not reached a point where to
conclude the topic. So, this might just be the beginning – keeping in mind
that university libraries just started to change, that education is in a constant
flux and that the “information revolution/explosion” has just begun.
Oliver Kohl-Frey, Bernd Schmid-Ruhe
Konstanz, July 2008

Patricia Davitt Maughan
University of California, Berkeley

From Theory to Practice: Insights into Faculty
Learning from the Mellon Library/Faculty
Fellowship for Undergraduate Research
The literature of American Higher Education is rife with scholarly and
popular books, journal articles, and web sites on the topics of adult learners
and adult learning. Some address the topic from a theoretical perspective,
sharing a range of observations on adult learners based on years of research
representing a variety of disciplinary approaches. Others consider adult
learning from a more practical, “how to” viewpoint, examining the conditions
that need to be in place in order for adult learners to best learn. This paper
addresses the work of leading American adult educational theorists, shares
empirical data gathered on faculty learners over course of the four year
Mellon Library/Faculty Fellowship for Undergraduate Research at the
University of California, Berkeley and raises issues concerning the impact of
both physical and social learning environments on adult learning.

Origins of American andragony
Andragogy is commonly described as “the art and science of helping adults
to learn”. It complements pedagogy, “the art and science of teaching”, which
comes from the Greek words meaning “to lead the child”. While there is
currently no single unifying theoretical model existing in the field of adult
education in the United States, there are several existing schools of thought
that have collectively informed the study and practice of adult education.
Common to American adult educational thought is the belief that learning
should be driven by the needs and interests of the adult learner. The work of
early Twentieth Century educational reformer John Dewey was regarded as
revolutionary during an era when “learning” consisted mostly of the rote
memorization of facts and figures. Dewey believed learning resulted from the
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learner’s direct experience. Knowledge resulted from “doing,” and the ways
in which learners defined and solved problems was central to their learning.
In Dewey’s mind, learning was a process that began with a real life problem
from which the learner generated a hypothesis, gathered evidence, and
ultimately either confirmed the hypothesis or formulated a new one. Dewey
also described a process of “assessing one’s belief” as critical to the learning
process. Later, this process came to be further developed and referred to in
the literature by others as “reflection”.
In contrast to Dewey, and with roots in the nineteenth century,
Behaviorists observed the problem solving behaviors of animals and humans
and from this, came to describe learning as a series of behaviors. Their work
provided the theoretical framework for programmed or modular instruction in
which learning is broken into small discrete steps which, when properly
performed, are rewarded with positive reinforcement. Humanists, on the
other hand, focused on creating an environment conducive to learning:
providing the flexibility to match learning options with the learner’s
individual learning styles and preferences; creating a warm and supportive
atmosphere; emphasizing interaction between teachers and learners and
among learners themselves, and in general, building learning around the
needs and interests of the learner.
Developmental Psychologists sought to describe how learning takes
place within the human life cycle, whether in terms of discrete lifetime
phases (e.g. leaving home, entering the work force, etc.) or in the stages of
human psychological growth (e.g. dependency, conformity to rules,
awareness of oneself in relationship to a group, recognition of personal interdependency, etc.). They sought to describe how these factors affect the
learner’s readiness to learn. Critical Theorists critiqued how teaching and
learning were being conducted, primarily in relation to how they suppressed
either individuals or groups of people. They viewed adult education’s
primary purpose as being social reform and characterized “reflection” as a
critical process in adult learning where learners are encouraged to critically
question the information and opinions presented to them by the dominant
culture.
Malcolm S. Knowles is widely acknowledged as the father of American
andragogy. While he originally characterized pedagogy (childhood
education) and andragogy (adult education) as opposing entities, Knowles
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later acknowledged that the seeming divisions between pedagogy and
andragogy were not necessarily hard and fast and more naturally occur along
a single continuum.
Knowles’ mentors included Eduard C. Lindeman (The Meaning of Adult
Education,New York: New Republic, Inc., 1926), who was among the first to
identify the unique characteristics of adult learners. In his own work,
Knowles recognized that some teachers appeared more effective in working
with young adult learners than others. He made a set of observations about
these teachers: they involved learners in participatory activities; they
assumed a more informal role in the classroom; they were interested in their
students as people; and they provided supportive help.
Knowles observed that Educational Psychologists at the time were
studying student responses to teaching rather than studying the learning
process itself. With Cyril Houles, he began a study of how continuous
learners go about their learning, and from laboratory work he conducted, he
was able to collect more data about the unique characteristics of adult
learners than had ever before been documented. By 1980, he had assembled
enough data to organize around a framework of principles, assumptions, and
strategies. He asserted that no single approach to adult learning is right or
wrong and that the learning approach should be chosen deliberately, based on
the given set of circumstances. If, for example, adult learners are faced with
an entirely new subject content area, they may benefit initially from a more
didactic and content-rich approach in order to ground their learning. In most
situations, however, a more self-directed, “andragogical” approach will prove
to be more engaging to the adult learner.
According to Knowles, the learner’s characteristics should strongly
influence the choice of approaches, methods, and materials. The following
key components are included in his framework:
•

the critical importance of self-directedness to adult learners

•

the need to capitalize on the adult learner’s past experience

•

the adult learners’ readiness to learn as being dependent upon their
identification of a specific need or problem

•

the interactive nature of adult learning

•

the importance of learners and teachers co-planning the learning
experience

Patricia Davitt Maughan
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•

the fact that students – sharing their significant past experiences – can
not only teach one another, but can also “teach the teacher.”

Dewey

Behaviorists &
Humanists

Pragmatic

BEHAVIORISTS

Learning starts with
a real life
problem

Described learning
as a series of
behaviors

Learner learns by
“doing”
Emphasized
problem solving
& critical
thinking skills as
a means of
broadening the
intellect
Learner questions
personal beliefs
What is learned is
fully integrated
into learner’s life

Stress the
importance of
feedback
HUMANISTS
Advocate methods
& techniques that
“shape” learning
Emphasize group
work
Choose interactive
methods

Developmental
Psychologists
Study changes
occurring in
humans from
childhood to
adulthood, e.g.:
• problem solving
skills
• conceptual
understanding

Critical
Theorists
Emphasize:
• reflection
• growth
• transformative
learning
Learning linked to
societal change

• identity
formation
• moral
understanding

Andragogists
(Knowles et
al.)
Learning is
interactive
Teacher & learner
mutually plan
the learning
experience
Students can learn
from one
another and
teachers can
learn from
students

and how they affect
the learner’s
readiness to learn

Table 1: Adult learning | Informative schools of thought

Characteristics of child versus adult
The work of many of these researchers resulted in educators being able to
profile the “typical” childhood learner and compare this with the profile of
the “typical” adult learner. These sets of observations can prove very helpful
in deciding how to plan learning experiences and activities for the advanced
user.
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Pedagogical Model
Childhood Learners

Andragogical Model
Adult Learners

Learners are externally motivated (e.g. by parents,
teachers, grade competition, etc.)

Learners are internally motivated (by the desire to
perform better, master a skill to use in their
work, solve a real life problem, etc.)

Learners view learning as the mastery of subject
content
Learners’ readiness to learn is determined outside of
themselves (e.g. by teachers, school systems,
curricula, etc.)
Learners are dependent
Instructors decide
•

what is to be learned;

•

how it is to be learned;

•

whether it has been learned

Learners view learning from a problem-centered
orientation
Learners’ readiness to learn is determined by their
need to know or do something that contributes
their effective performance in some area of their
lives
Learners are self-directed; being independent and selfdirected is critical to their self-concept
Instructors take on a more of a facilitative role

Learners come with limited experience

Learners come with extensive experience which
actively contributes to their and others’ learning

Curriculum is organized around content units and
structured sequentially

Curriculum is organized around life situations and
problems not subject content

Table 2: Assumptions about childhood versus adult learners

Findings on faculty learners: the University of California, Berkeley
Mellon Library / Faculty Fellowship for Undergraduate research
Over a period of four years, the Library at the University of California (UC),
Berkeley has gathered empirical data on faculty learners as part of a new and
larger initiative it undertook in partnership with other academic support units
on the campus. The initiative is known as the Mellon Library/Faculty
Fellowship for Undergraduate Research was founded on the principles that
(1) the library can play a leadership role in creating learning environments
that allow faculty to teach in new and more discovery-based ways; (2) the
responsibilities for instruction in library research and information skills are
shared by the entire campus; and (3) librarians can (and should) effectively
partner with faculty in the design of courses, curricula, and assignments.
Stakeholders in American higher education have called upon faculty to
assume new roles and responsibilities for the design of student-centered
liberal education programs with particular emphasis on interdisciplinary
problem solving and the development of transferable skills. Some have noted
how faculty often are not trained as teachers and therefore require significant
institutional support to meet these changing expectations. Closing the gaps
between curricular (faculty) and co-curricular programs (library, general
education, freshmen experience, etc.) while working with other academic
support units (educational technology and teaching centers) can be an
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effective means of supporting faculty as they move in needed, new directions
to restructure courses and curricula that support independent discovery and
self-directed learning.
At Berkeley, as elsewhere, higher education administrators and faculty
are increasingly being required by a variety of stakeholders to demonstrate
their value and effectiveness. That value, in addition to research distinction,
is increasingly being defined in terms of student learning.
Beginning in 2002, the University Library at Berkeley initiated a
campus-wide conversation with other academic support units interested in the
developing interactive, research-based, and technologically facilitated
learning experiences for undergraduates. The resulting group, named the
Campus Academic Partners, drafted pilot and follow-on funding proposals,
grounded in the development of a long-term, sustainable campus
collaboration, the aim of which was to share skills and leverage resources to
promote and realize the redesign of undergraduate courses and curricula
which emphasize the development of library-based undergraduate research
skills. The Partners realized that a scalable model for developing
undergraduate research skills and discovery-based learning on the campus
must begin with campus faculty, who oversee the curriculum and who are the
primary agents of curriculum reform on the campus.
The collaborative infrastructure developed by the Academic Partners
supports faculty interested in these new ways of undergraduate teaching that
incorporate library research skills and the ability to analyze, evaluate, and use
information ethically as key learning goals of the courses they design and
teach. With support from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Academic
Partners began their work by designing the Mellon Library/Faculty
Fellowship on Undergraduate Research Institute. Offered each summer from
2003 to 2006, the six-day Institute was designed to model active learning and
assessment strategies through the use of in-class activities, discussions,
written reflections, media, and a range of assessment methods. Faculty
selected as Fellows discussed a range of topics related to developing effective
undergraduate research-based syllabi and assignments. They were
encouraged to write learning outcomes for their courses and to design
assignments that would challenge undergraduates to use the Library's print
and digital resources and engage in the process of scholarly discovery.
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By the end of the four-year Mellon Library/Faculty Fellowship for
Undergraduate Research Project, forty-eight faculty from a wide range of
disciplines participated in a series of activities beginning with the annual
Mellon Library/Faculty Institute. Following the Institute, Fellows were
partnered with Implementation Teams (iTeams) made up of librarians,
instructional technology experts, pedagogy experts, and other academic
support staff. The teams provided feedback and worked with faculty to refine
syllabi and assignments, and integrate technology and assessment into course
development where appropriate.
Fellows could submit post-Institute proposals for additional funding.
Collections funds provided by the Library were used to acquire or digitize
materials in support of Mellon-related courses. Innovation Funds provided by
the Project were used to support scaleable and sustainable changes to the
curriculum, departmental implementations, and teaching tools that
incorporate information competencies, research skills and the use of campus
information resources as integral components, and to assess the impact of
research assignments on student learning and faculty teaching.
In these ways, the Berkeley Library aimed to foster campus wide
changes in the curriculum and support the faculty in their emerging
responsibilities for student-centered and discovery-based learning.

UC Berkeley data on faculty learners
In conjunction with the Mellon Project, an ambitious evaluation framework
was developed and implemented over the course of the four year project.
Details of the framework are available at http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/
mellon/evaluation/2006_evaluation_framework.pdf.
The framework allowed us to determine the extent to which the project
goals and objectives were met as well as to measure the project’s and the
Institute’s impact on individual faculty members, on student learning, and on
the campus culture of teaching.
From the original Pilot Project (2002-2003) through the final Mellon
Faculty Institute (June 2006), both formative and summative evaluation data
on faculty learners’ learning preferences and suggestions for improvements
was collected and analyzed by the Project Manager. This was carried out by
administering pre-Institute, mid-Institute, and post-Institute surveys of
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faculty participants. Copies of the survey instruments are available at
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/mellon/evaluations/surveys.html.
The data was also used for the duration of the project to make informed
changes in the Institute’s requirements, organization, content, and learning
activities. Interestingly, in response to the pre-Institute survey question asked
of faculty, “What convinced you to apply for the fellowship?” one hundred
percent of respondents highlighted “learning more about library resources” as
being a powerful motivator.
Having studied the faculty’s top-rated Institute sessions, we found that
they shared the following characteristics:
•

They involved OBSERVATION
Top rated sessions included viewing films or videos related to the
library, student learning generally, and Information Literacy learning
in particular; they also included sessions which invited faculty to
serve as observers of a student focus group discussion in which
students critiqued a “real life” library research assignment and
demonstrated how they would go about accomplishing the
assignment.

•

They were PRACTICAL
Other top-rated sessions included peer presentations made by
previous Mellon Faculty Fellows who were asked to share the
particulars of how they had integrated the development of student
Information Literacy skills into their actual course design and
assignments. They included practical examples of how to accomplish
this.

They were CUSTOMIZED
Faculty participants repeatedly mentioned their preferences for
personalized, one-on-one feedback, either while working with their
Implementation Teams (i-Teams) or in exercises that involved
discussing their actual syllabi and assignments with faculty peers.
During the mid-point of each Institute, Mellon Fellows were asked to
comment on what they wanted more of, and what they wanted less of during
the remainder of each Institute.
Faculty learners wanted MORE:
•

•

QUESTIONING about what Fellows knew and what they wanted to
learn
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•

DISCUSSION – in pairs, in small groups, and in larger groups

•

Interactive, HANDS-ON activities

•

Practical experiences – rather than theories, they wanted to see
CONCRETE EXAMPLES of model syllabi and assignments

•

INDIVIDUALIZED FEEDBACK – from peers, Institute Facilitators,
and i-Teams

•

TIME TO WORK ON THEIR OWN syllabi and assignments

• BRAINSTORMING – learning from one another’s ideas
Faculty learners generally wanted LESS:
•

THEORETICAL ABSTRACTIONS – learners wanted to focus on to
what could be practically implemented

•

GENERALIZATIONS – learners preferred the concrete

•

“POWERPOINT lessons” – learners preferred interaction to listening

•

of “anything that felt like a LECTURE”

•

STATISTICS – saturation with numbers and facts

HASTILY run through DISCUSSIONS – ample time allotted to
discussion – in pairs, small groups, and large groups
Having studied the faculty’s lowest-rated Institute sessions we found that
they too, shared some common characteristics:
•

•

They were described as TANGENTIAL
Their topics were viewed as only marginally connected to the Institute
goals and faculty interests.

•

The were PASSIVE
Faculty learners generally disliked having to listen to lectures.

They were related to the topic of ASSESSMENT
Faculty learners mostly disliked the mention of standards,
taxonomies, or attempts to measure student learning against formally
stated learning outcomes.
At the conclusion of each Institute, Mellon Fellows were asked to comment
on the most and least valuable aspects of the Institute.
Faculty learners MOST LIKED:
•

•

QUESTIONS AND INSIGHTS FROM COLLEAGUES representing
different disciplines

•

LEARNING FROM PEERS – again, learners like plenty of time for
discussions, reactions, and exchange

Patricia Davitt Maughan
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•

INTERACTION with the Institute Facilitators, Library Partners, iTeams

•

Getting to know one another; building a COMMUNITY OF
COMMON INTEREST

•

INDIVIDUALIZED FEEDBACK from peers, facilitators and iTeams

•

TIME TO REFLECT and to focus their thinking

•

HANDS ON PRACTICE – concrete activities with concrete feedback

• “Experiencing research from my students’ perspective”
Faculty learners LEAST LIKED:
•

Use of “ed speak” | educational jargon

•

Discussion of standards and taxonomies (including the American
Association for Higher Education’s Information Literacy Standards
for Higher Education (!) and Bloom’s Taxonomy)

•

Lack of context for some of the exercises

•

“Formulaic” exercises; filling in worksheets

•

Homework assignments

“The big cookie that comes in our lunch box.” (only one faculty
member thought to add this comment.)
Finally, at the end of each Institute, the Fellows were invited to contribute
suggestions for improving any and all aspects of the Institute. Based on their
suggestions, the Steering Committee made the following improvements to the
annual Institute over the course of the project:
•

•

Shortened the duration of the Institute from nine days to five days;

•

Eliminated tangential topics;

•

Severely reduced the amount of required reading and homework
assignments;

•

Provided more opportunities for discussion among faculty peers;

•

Provided more personalized, one-on-one consultation and feedback
on syllabi and assignments;

•

Reduced the number of lecture sessions;

•

Linked technology discussions to the participants’ individual needs;

•

Worked to build personal rapport more quickly between the Institute
Facilitators and Fellows.
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Physical and social learning environments
In addition to planning the course content, flow, and learning activities for
adult learners, and to be fully effective, instructors of adults must also plan
for the physical learning space and consider their own behaviors within the
classroom to ensure that these elements supporting adult learning are in
proper alignment.
Several studies have reported that communication between instructors
and learners and among learners is adversely affected by the negative feelings
they experience as a result of inhospitable learning environments. German
studies in the 1970s found evidence that physical environments impact both
human perception and human behavior. The term “office landscape” was
coined to describe features of the built space that can either facilitate or
hinder the ultimate purpose of that space. The same concept can be applied to
“learning landscapes”.
In the early 1990s, Roger Fulton commented on the lack of critical
research on learning and physical environments and observed that instructors
are frequently unaware of the possible value or harm to learning caused by
the characteristics of the physical spaces in which learning is meant to occur.
He also noted the absence of model that explored the relationships of
physical environments to learning. In response, Fulton developed the
SPACIAL model to integrate the findings from a wide range of disciplines
studying the impact of space on human psychology, aesthetics, social
psychology, human factors engineering, and architecture. The SPATIAL
model hypothesizes that learners’ satisfaction, participation, and achievement
within instructional settings are all affected by their individual perceptions of
the learning space, that learners’ perception of space are subjective, and that
the positioning of the instructor within the classroom and the layout of the
room itself are modifiable. It suggests that physical environment is but one
tool in the educator’s toolbox that can be manipulated to better support
instructional design, encourage discussion and facilitate other learning
activities that are important to adult learners. While the SPACIAL model
acknowledges that there is no perfect physical environment that meets all
learners preferences, physical space can still impact learners’ participation in
coursework and their satisfaction with the learning experience. Since
interactivity is frequently a crucial factor in adult learning, special attention
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must be paid to room arrangements that support interactivity. Environments
with adjustable furniture afford learners more self-determination and
customization; both are qualities that they seek in learning. While the
traditional rectangular classroom with a lecturer’s podium situated at the
front of the room reflects an authoritarian or institutionalized learning
environment, moveable furniture, rounded seating arrangements, and face-toface site lines all support the active and social learning that are preferred by
adult learners.
In Creating Environments for Effective Adult Learning, Rodney D.
Fulton and Richard S. Vosko include the following types questions for
instructors’ consideration as they perform diagnostics on a classroom’s
features and suitability:
•

What messages about learning are suggested by the conditions of the
space?

•

Is the space well lit and comfortable? Does the noise level
accommodate listening and talking? Can you control for heating, air
conditioning, and ventilation?

•

Is the space arranged in such a way as to support the planned for
learning activities?

•

Have distractions and barriers been mitigated? Are there clear site
lines for everyone in the room?

•

Can learners take charge of learning spaces and make changes to meet
their preferences?

•

Do learners appear to be uncomfortable, distracted, or anxious to
leave? Have they been asked whether they are comfortable?

•

Does the space provide the necessary equipment to support planned
learning activities?

•

Have accommodations been made for special needs of the learners?

• Can learners easily find their way to the instruction room?
Beyond the physical learning environment, social learning theorists describe
the adult educator as more than a mere dispenser of knowledge. For them, the
adult educator is one who -- beyond the physical learning environment -strives to create a social learning environment that projects encouragement
and inclusiveness and adopts the qualities of a facilitator rather than an
expert. This plays out in the respect they afford the learner’s experience,
needs, opinions, and feelings, in their recognition of how the learning
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experience is being perceived by the learner (enhanced by administering midcourse evaluations, taking corrective action, and following up with postcourse evaluations), and by presenting themselves to the learner in a genuine
way.
Climate setting is a crucial activity to be addressed at the beginning of a
course involving adult learners. It is here that the instructor can allay any
anxieties that adult learners might bring to the classroom. It is generally
recommended that during the initial class meeting that the instructor
demonstrates the course’s value by addressing how it will meet learnerdefined problems and needs and contribute to the learners overall
effectiveness. At the same time, the instructor should provide an overview of
the course and seek learners’ reactions to it. The instructor can make clear
that (s)he and the learners share responsibility for defining course goals and
activities and that learners are encouraged to express themselves freely and
contribute to decision making affecting the course, thus fulfilling the adult
learner’s desire for self-direction. So too, it is generally recommended that
the instructor reinforce that learners are encouraged to share their experience
with the course topics, and that individual opinions and personalities will be
respected. In these ways, a relationship is established where all members of
the class, including the instructor, are co-learners, and where the “instructor”
role is shared by all.
Burton R. Sisco, in Creating Environments for Effective Adult Learning
suggests instructors consider questions similar to the following in this regard:
•

Why might learners want to take this course? How can I ascertain
their personal learning goals?

•

How can I relate/customize the learning experience to participants’
unique needs and experience?

•

How are learners in the class either alike or dissimilar from one
another and how might this affect discussions and sharing? What
steps might I take to mitigate this?

•

How can I make learners feel welcomed, at ease and comfortable with
shared planning and participation in the course?

•

What can I reasonably expect from learners in terms of commitment
to completing work outside of the classroom?

•

How much time should I allot to hands-on practice and personal
application of course concepts, theories, and information?
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•

What can I say or do to convey my genuineness and commitment to
the learners?

Practical implications of andragogy
In concluding, I would like to share what I consider to be some of the
practical implications of an andragogical approach to planning the learning
experiences of advanced user’s.
IF … adult learners view learning from a problem-centered orientation …
THEN …
•

The Instructor needs to clearly understand how advanced users are
identifying and framing the problems they wish to have addressed
through the learning experience and what their individual goals and
challenges are.

•

The learning experience needs to be designed around these learners’
identified problems and questions rather than focused on the
instructor’s content knowledge.

The instructor must set the scene for learning by explicitly stating
how the course and individual exercises and assignments have been
designed to directly address the learners’ needs.
IF … adult learners’ readiness to learn is determined by their need to know or
master something that will contribute their effective performance …
THEN … Instructors should …
•

•

make connections between the information and activities shared
within the course or workshop and their direct contribute to the
effective performance of learners over time

•

arrange for other advanced users who have already applied the lessons
of the course to share how this has contribution to their effectiveness

build in reflective exercises for the advanced users that will allow
them to surface this information themselves
IF … the best adult learning is interactive learning …
THEN … Instructors should …
•

•

arrange the learning space to maximize discussion and hands-on work

•

encourage discussion and draw learners into the learning community
with questions not lectures
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incorporate a variety of individual and group activities within the
course and allow sufficient time for participants to apply what they
have learned to their individual circumstances

provide individualized feedback from the instructor and from the
learners’ peers
IF … adult learners come with extensive experience upon which to build …
THEN … Instructors should …
•

•

design exercises to elicit relevant experiences that might inform the
advanced learners’ learning

•

think about interactive exercises that will cause the participants to
reflect on past relevant experience

listen carefully and make connections between the adult learners’
previous experiences and the course content
IF … being self-directed is critical to the adult learners’ self-concept …
THEN …
•

•

Instructors will need to adopt the role of facilitator in the classroom.

•

The power of determining the direction the course will take must be
shared between the instructor and the participants.

•

Offering a choice of learning activities should be considered.

The instructor should remain flexible and adaptable to suggestions for
changing the course plan and activities that are offered by the
participants.
For more information on the Mellon Library Faculty Fellowship for
Undergraduate Research, please consult the web site http://www.lib.berkeley
.edu/mellon/.
•
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Everyone Can Be an ‘Advanced’ Learner with
Information Literacy
Introduction
Elevating learners to an advanced level of information practice is an
ambitious target which is explored in this paper from the perspective of the
Information Literacy educator. Overall this paper proposes that the Relational
frame of Information Literacy can help us achieve such an ambitious goal
through the following strategies: start with the learner-information
relationship and develop a customised learning profile for each learner; make
learners create rather than just find information to encourage ownership of
learning; facilitate reflection on information practice through the evaluation
of the outcome of learning. The aggregate impact of these strategies is a
qualitative change in the learners’ awareness of information, enhancing their
attitude towards learning and their overall perception of the world (Andretta,
in press). This is contrasted with Information Literacy perceived solely as
the development of information skills and knowledge of the information
environment which dominates educational policy at national level (Andretta,
2005a; Andretta, 2005b), and determines learning and teaching strategies
within the HE sector, where skills and knowledge are preferred because they
are more easily measured (Andretta, 2006a). It is the contention of this paper
that the Information Literacy community needs to consider issues of
facilitating (rather than teaching) Information Literacy and address the
challenge of assessing the emancipation of learners generated by the
Relational approach (Andretta, 2007b). The ultimate aim of this paper is to
demonstrate how the conceptual framework proposed by the Relational
approach can be applied effectively at different levels of provision, giving
any learner the opportunity to be an ‘advanced’ learner.
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Defining the ‘advanced’ learner
A clear distinction between ‘basic’ and ‘advanced’ learners is encapsulated in
the HE culture at undergraduate and postgraduate provision. This point is
illustrated by SCONUL’s Information Skills Model: 1
“The progression from novice to expert is indicated by an arrow.
First year undergraduates will largely be at the bottom of the
arrow, perhaps only practicing the first four skills, whilst
postgraduate and research students will aim to be towards the
expert end, and will be aspiring to the seventh.” (SCONUL,
1998, p. 7)

Diagram 1: SCONUL’s information Skills Model (1998)

SCONUL’s hierarchical structure of knowledge acquisition and the creation
of new knowledge is associated with the seventh and highest Information
Literacy competence that can be achieved only by advanced learners, such as
postgraduate students. By placing library and IT skills as the foundation of
the seven Information Literacy competences, SCONUL promotes the view
that the latter can only be developed after the learner has mastered the basic
set of skills, and has become a competent information user. This distinction
1

Society of College, National and University Libraries (SCONUL). The used in this
paper model was designed by C. Taylor, the original SCONUL’s information Skills Model is
available online. Retrieved October 24, 2007, from http://www.sconul.ac.uk/groups/
Information Literacy/papers/Seven_pillars.html
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creates a false separation between basic information skills, and a complex
process of knowledge acquisition which is difficult to sustain in practice.
When using information systems for basic research, such as the library online
catalogue, or a search engine like Google, the students must be equipped with
critical thinking competences which SCONUL attributes to the more
complex Information Literacy strand. Research by Andretta (2005a) points
out that even at postgraduate level, students do not automatically operate as
advanced learners. This questions the validity of the claims regarding the
arbitrary limit on the Information Literacy competences of first-year
undergraduate students, and the expected ability for Information Literacy and
independent learning at postgraduate level.

Information Literacy = information-skills
Measuring the level of information skills achieved is a common view in the
Information Literacy HE culture. Again, the Information Literacy approach
promoted by SCONUL is a case in point.
“Information Literacy encompasses library user education,
information skills training and education, and those areas of
personal, transferable or 'key' skills relating to the use and
manipulation of information in the context of learning, teaching
and research issues in higher education.” 2

The Relational model of Information Literacy
In line with the Relational perspective promoted by Bruce (1997), Lupton
(2004), and Edwards (2006), the Information Literacy Relational model
presented in this paper is influenced by the Phenomenographic view of
learning which states that the way of experiencing something is characterised
by the internal relationship between subject and object (Marton, 1994). It is a
contention of this paper that the Relational model identifies information as
the ‘object’ in the subject-object relation. This is in line with Bruce’s claim
that a Relational approach requires:
2

SCONUL (2007) Information Literacy. Retrieved October 8, 2007, from http://www.
sconul.ac.uk/hot_topics/info_literacy/
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“Descriptions of these conceptions, or experiences, reveal
variation in the internal relation between subjects (people) and
some object (in this case information) [...] internal variation
suggests that the meaning of Information Literacy is derived
from the ways in which people interact with information [..].”
(Bruce, 1997, p. 9)

This view is also promoted by Bruce, Edwards and Lupton (2006) where
their Relational frame describes Information Literacy as a “complex of
different ways of interacting with information” (Bruce et al, 2006, p. 5).
Drawing from Marton and Booth’s model of experiencing learning 3 ,
Edwards (2006) provides a detailed account of what a Phenomenographic
investigation of Information Literacy entails. This starts with the
identification of the structure of awareness, consisting of internal and
external horizons which depict the dynamic relationship between learner and
information (Diagram 2).

Diagram 2: the dynamic relationship between learner and information (Relational model)

The diagrammatic representation of the internal and the external structures of
awareness shown in this diagram is based on the concentric circles analogy
initially devised by Bruce (1997), and later implemented by Edwards (2006).
The circle at the centre represents the focal awareness of the learner (the
information goal). The next circle shows the internal horizon, representing
the aspects of the information environment the subject is aware of, things that
are ‘thematised’ (Marton, 1994), or ‘internalised’ (Bruce et al, 2006). While
3

Marton, F., & Booth, S. (1997). Learning and Awareness, Mahwah: New Jersey, LEA.
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the external horizon, or outer circle contains elements of the information
environment that are partially or totally unknown. Therefore, the external
horizon is characterised by fuzzy awareness, where the existence of
information may be acknowledged, but remains outside the subject’s focus.
The diagram proposed here was devised by the author of this paper as part of
her doctoral thesis 4 and a detailed account of this is published elsewhere
(Andretta, 2007b; Andretta, 2007d; Andretta, in press). What is worth
stressing here is that Information Literacy (and by implication independent
learning) is demonstrated by the ability to engage effectively with
information and expand his or her internal horizon. As one of the students
interviewed during this research explains, for him the ultimate goal of an
information literate person (ie an ‘advanced’ learner) is:
“[To] manage uncertainty. If you go back to the
familiar/unfamiliar situation, in a familiar environment you are
expected to be a good user in a way. But I think that the real
good user the user, with real skills and know how to operate with
information and information systems, is the one that can find his
way through information within unfamiliar situations (PhD).”

Three strategies of implementation: how to expand the internal
horizon
These three strategies are presented here together with suggestions on their
practical applications drawn from the author’s Information Literacy practice
at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. The undergraduate module shall be
referred to as ILDASS (the Information Literacy module run by the
Department of Applied Social Sciences at London Metropolitan University).
ILDASS was delivered from 2000 to 2006 as part of the core provision of the
Department’s undergraduate scheme. While at postgraduate level examples
are taken from the Applied Information Research (AIR) module 5 , covering
research methods for the MA in Information Services Management and the
MSc in Digital Information Management, at London Metropolitan

4

The main focus of the thesis is on ‘Mapping perception and practice of Information
Literacy by Library and Information Science (LIS) postgraduate students.’
5
AIR is supported by a dedicated webpage. Retrieved October 6, 2007, from http://
www.ilit.org/air/indexair.htm
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University, and Facilitating Information Literacy Education (FILE). 6 This
last module was sponsored by London Health Libraries 7 as a Continuing
Professional Development course for their Learner Support Programme
(LSP), and accredited as a 20-credit module by the University. A detailed
account of this provision is beyond the scope of this paper, here we offer a
brief explanation of how the three strategies are applied in each of these
modules.
Strategy One:

Start with the learner-information relationship and develop a customised
Information Literacy profile for each learner.
This strategy establishes the learner’ structural awareness exemplified by the
internal and external horizons, also described as what the learner ‘knows’ (to
foster confidence) and ‘doesn’t know’ (to foster motivation to engage with
Information Literacy practice).

Information Literacy profile for ILDASS
To address Strategy One the Information Literacy module delivered at
undergraduate level employed a web-based diagnostic questionnaire 8
(Andretta, 2005a, p. 83). This covered the following areas of Information
Literacy: the effective use of ICT resources, the ability to search for, evaluate
and reference information for a specific academic purpose. An automatic
scoring of the students’ responses was generated at the end of the
questionnaire and produced customised Information Literacy profiles that the
students consulted to devise a programme of study addressing their individual
learning needs. If the profiles showed an overall competence in Information
Literacy, then the students could complete the module in fast track mode, that
means skipping the tutorials and completing the assignments directly
(Andretta & Cutting, 2003). Conversely, if the students scored novice in one
or more Information Literacy areas, then support was provided in the form of
1:1 face-to-face and/or online tutorials. This diagnostic strategy led to a
6

FILE is supported by a dedicated webpage. Retrieved October 6, 2007, from http://
www.ilit.org/file/indexfile08.htm
7
Retrieved October 6, 2007, from http://www.londonlinks.ac.uk/
8
The full diagnostic questionnaire for this module is available in printed format from
Andretta, 2005, pp. 171-178.
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flexible mode of delivery that enabled the students to become information
literate in their own time:
“[The ILDASS module] allowed me to progress at my own pace
whilst providing access to assistance when it was required. [..]
useful in developing Information Literacy tailored to my needs.” 9

It is important to stress that in this module, the diagnostic task was integrated
in the assessment simply because, as recent research has shown the students’
engagement at this level is assessment-driven (Stubbings et al, 2006, p.7).
Example 1 ILDASS: Information Literacy profile (Component 1)

After you have completed the online diagnostic questionnaire you need to
examine the score displayed on your feedback sheet as this shows the areas
of Information Literacy that you need to work on to successfully complete
the module.
Write a short sentence of between 100 and 150 words to identify the
categories where you have scored as novice and explore ways in which you
expect the Information Literacy module to help you develop these
competences. Email the file to the tutor for approval and feedback.

This exercise was particularly effective in addressing the problem of
retention by identifying students who were information illiterate, and
therefore at risk of ‘dropping out’ of the degree course at the end of the first
year.
“I feel that this module has been very beneficial to me [..] it has
given me an insight into how to improve and better myself [..] It
has truly improved my chances of obtaining a degree.” 10

Information Literacy profile for AIR
By contrast, the diagnostic strategy in AIR is accomplished through the
application of an investigative activity that illustrates the students’ ability to
research a topic. This is a different approach from the strategy employed at
undergraduate level, although the idea of making the learners aware of their
Information Literacy competences at the beginning of the module underpins
9
10

Extract from Component 5 of the assessed portfolio, ILDASS cohort 2005/6.
Extract from Component 5 of the assessed portfolio, ILDASS cohort 2004/5.
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both diagnostic practices. In AIR, the students’ initial Information Literacy
profile is produced by the combined process of completing a brief entry for
an encyclopaedia and acting on the areas of Information Literacy that they
need to improve, discerned from the tutor’s comments. The diagnostic
exercise used in AIR is not assessed, because, in contrast with the
assessment-driven attitude of undergraduates attending the ILDASS module,
LIS postgraduate students have a strong motivation to engage with the AIR
activities, whether they are assessed or not (Andretta, 2005a).
Example 2 AIR: Encyclopaedia entry
Extract from the guidelines to the encyclopaedia entry task.

Write an entry of no more that 250 words to provide a definition of
qualitative or quantitative research and how this fits in with the current role
of information professionals.
Email your entry to one of the AIR tutors for comments. The entry must be
written in your own words and any direct or indirect quotes should be
referenced using the Harvard method. Information Literacy profile for FILE

The diagnostic exercise in FILE adopts yet a different approach compared
with AIR and ILDASS. This is because this module focuses on the role of the
Information Literacy facilitator, rather than concentrate on the development
of Information Literacy within an academic scenario. As a result, the
diagnostic strategy needs to take into account the initial Information Literacy
position of the facilitators as learners. This is in turn influenced by the
Information Literacy profiles of the users they support. In FILE, the
diagnostic task draws from the personal statements produced by the
participants during their initial application, outlining their expectations of the
course. An additional input to a pre-course online survey 11 also generates
data on the FILE participants’ preferred learning style, their background as
trainers, and a detailed profile of their users. To ensure that the participants
fully appreciate the importance of this diagnostic strategy within the process
of facilitation, the data from these activities is used to draw up an evaluation
of their own competences, together with an outline of their expectations of

11

Retrieved October 8, 2007, from http://freeonlinesurveys.com/rendersurvey.asp?sid=
n1cv568kep1cj2t240701
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the course. This is assessed in Component 1 of the e-portfolio. 12 Example 3
illustrates the instructions for this component indicating the relevant
documentation for each aspect of the assessment.
Example 3 FILE: Guidelines for Component 1

Write 300 words max addressing the following:
Your own expectations of FILE contextualised within your current training
experience. (Based on the personal statement in your application form).
Users’ profiles - and by implication their diverse information needs (based on
the users’ profiles given in the online survey).
Learning perspective - Your perspectives on what constitutes effective
learning and how your view/experience of learning affects your role as
facilitator of Information Literacy (based on the online survey).
Strategy Two:

Devise learning outcomes that make the learners create, rather than just find
information to encourage ownership of learning (internalisation of the
information – shifting awareness from unfamiliar (external horizon) to
familiar (internal horizon).
The most effective way of achieving this strategy is to devise real-world and
problem-solving assessment activities (Lantz, et al, 2006) that enhance the
learners’ academic and professional development (Andretta, in press;
Andretta, 2007d).

Learning outcomes and real-world assessment in ILDASS
This module aimed to enhance the academic performance of learners by
developing their competences in locating, manipulating, retrieving,
evaluating and presenting information through effective interaction with
customised web resources and ICT facilities available at the University. The
learning outcomes were therefore articulated as follows:
•

Use essential features of the University's ICT facilities effectively and
appropriately.

•

Develop competences in locating, evaluating, processing and
presenting information, using both printed and online formats.

12

Details of the e-portfolios produced by the 2007 FILE cohort are online. Retrieved
October 8, 2007, from http://www.ilit.org/file/eportfolios07_1.htm
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Develop ICT skills to European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL)
standards.
A full account of the impact of this module is given in Andretta (2005a, pp.
67-102), here it should be noted that the active production of information was
promoted by a number of assignments that focused on information goals
where the answer was based on the application of several searching strategies
and on the use of more than one source. For the purpose of this paper we
explore a tutorial, displayed in Example 4 below, demonstrating how to
produce answers using the Newspaper database and Google when little is
known about the topic searched.
•

Example 4 ILDASS: Tutorial on how to conduct a search using the Newspaper
database and Google

Task: In 2002 the designer of the Apple iPod gave a rare
interview.
Where did he study before he joined Apple?
When was the Apple iMac launched?
First do a Google search to find out who this person is. Just like
with the biographical search you can use a phrase search for
example:
“designer of the Apple iPod” which will give you the name of
Jonathan Ive
Now that you have found the name of the person you can search
the Newspaper database to find the needed article by entering the
following keywords in the search box:
Jonathan Ive iPod
Limit the search to the year 2002 (so the date option would be
between: January 1st 2002 and December 31st 2002)
The search strategy is specific enough to produce one article:
‘The fruits of his labours’ written by Sathnam Sanghera, and
printed by The Financial Times, June 11, 2002.
All you need to do is read the article and find the answers to the
following questions:
Where did he study before he joined Apple?
Newcastle Polytechnic
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When was the Apple iMac launched?
1998

The students found this task extremely difficult for two distinct reasons.
Firstly, because they had not used the newspaper database prior to the
module, and therefore found it difficult to master. Once this resource became
familiar it was seen as: ‘an extremely useful’, and ‘a really helpful’ source for
articles that improved the quality of their research by retrieving information
relevant to other assignments: “[The newspaper database] helped me find an
article for an assignment on poverty and social exclusion.” (Andretta, 2005a,
p. 90). The problem caused by unfamiliarity with the database was
compounded by lack of critical thinking required to complete the task, which
did not come naturally, particularly to the weaker students.

Learning outcomes and real-world assessment in AIR
In AIR the assessment is based on two distinct components: a research
proposal using the application form from the AHRC 13 , and a 5 minutes oral
presentation of the preliminary research plan to an adjudicating panel. 14 The
aim of this module is to ensure that students engage in research that is valid
and transparent, while at the same time focus on topics that are innovative
and reflect the current concerns of the information profession. The learning
outcomes clearly promote these real world and applied research practices:
•

Design a research project exploring an issue relevant to the
information profession in support of an application for funding.

•

Identify and evaluate relevant literature in order to contextualise the
research proposal

•

Select research strategies appropriate to the nature of the proposed
research project.

13

The Arts and Humanities Research Council funds research and postgraduate study
within the UK's higher education institutions. Retrieved October 12, 2007, from http://
www.ahrb.ac.uk/
14
The guidelines for the proposal are available online Retrieved October 24, 2007,
from http://www.ilit.org/air/files/airproposalform.doc, similarly, the guidelines for the oral
presentations are available online Retrieved October 24, 2007, from http://www.ilit.org/
air/files/airpresentguidelines.doc
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Communicate the various aspects of the research project using a range
of dissemination strategies.
The full impact of this strategy is beyond the scope of this study and is
examined elsewhere (Andretta, 2005a; Andretta, 2007d), here it suffices to
illustrate how the communicative confidence developed by the presentation
benefits the professional practice of a part-time student who is also working
full time as an academic librarian:
•

“[..] I find myself now using those transferable skills [from AIR]
[..] for instance there is a staff conference this month [March]
and I’ll be presenting with some other people as well. I have to
do some kind of literature review on [subject] and [the assessed
presentation for AIR] helped. [..] because [otherwise] it would
have been the first time I did a presentation. (PhD)”

Learning outcomes and real-world assessment in FILE
FILE aims to equip information professionals with the competences and the
confidence required to facilitate Information Literacy education and address
the needs of a wide range of users 15 . The learning outcomes are formulated to
fully reflect these aims:
•

Identify diverse Information Literacy requirements of the users you
support

•

Develop a learning strategy that appropriately addresses the needs of
a targeted group of users

•

Facilitate a range of Information Literacy activities

Reflect on the process and the impact of Information Literacy practice
on your professional development
A full evaluation of this course is presented in an earlier publication
(Andretta, 2007c; Andretta, 2007d; Andretta, in press). What is worth noting
here is that the assessment consists of the production of Information Literacy
strategies and resources that are collated in electronic portfolios, which are
made available to the FILE participants and a wider Information Literacy
community of practice. The feedback from a FILE participant shows that this
•

15

Ranging from home care workers to NHS support and perioperative staff, ie nurses to
surgeons.
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strategy promotes successful sharing of Information Literacy resources
developed for the e-portfolio:
“[..] I've just run a training session for library assistants on
searching the databases such as Medline. Used my Boolean
presentation as part of it [Component 4 of FILE] and bits of both
Jane's and Louise's presentations around selecting search terms
and introduced the citation matcher into my session for the very
first time. All down to FILE and my wonderful colleagues! One
lady [who attended the session] said she learnt more this
afternoon than in the last 3 years together and has been
‘inspired’.” 16
Strategy Three:

Devise assessment strategies that facilitates reflection of Information
Literacy practice through the evaluation of the outcome of learning.
(transforming impact)
Reflection ‘in action’ is encouraged through formative assessment, and ‘on
action’ through summative assessment. (Hughes et al, 2007; Andretta, in
press; Andretta, 2007d).

Reflective assessment strategies in ILDASS
In ILDASS students were exposed to self-reflection primarily through
Component 1 where they needed to address the question ‘how information
literate am I?’, while in Component 5 they completed the reflective process
by answering the question ‘what have I learned from the Information Literacy
module?’ A detailed evaluation of the responses generated by the fifth
component are published elsewhere (Andretta, 2005a; Andretta, 2005c,
Andretta, 2006b), the comment presented here summarises the overall
experience of a student from the 2004 cohort describing confidence in the
manipulation of information that transcends academic use:
“[..] the fundamental aim of the module is to develop our
handling of information. After taking this module, I believe that I
can now handle and use information effectively both for my
degree and in other areas of life.”

16

Extract from email correspondence from a FILE participant received March 15, 2007
(Andretta, in press)
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Reflective assessment strategies in AIR
As the presentation of the project occurs approximately six weeks prior to the
submission of the written proposal, reflection in action is promoted by the
students’ interpretation of the feedback from panel on quality of their
projects. The panel’s comments are then used by the students to improve the
final proposal, therefore reflection on action is measured in terms of the
changes made to the proposal in response to the feedback received. The
emphasis on reflective practice is seen as beneficial not just to enhance
academic research embodied in other research modules, such as the
dissertation, but also to improve professional practice:
“The AIR module has furnished me with useful transferable
skills. What are needed now are opportunities for practice and
reflection – not only in my dissertation but also (hopefully) in my
future career.
•

I hope that what is module has taught me will enable me to
become better at clarifying my thoughts – reflecting critically
on information I need to find and putting it to the best use. In
turn this will help me to provide better services to the
library/information users that I assist in their research during
the course of my job.

•

Its emphasis on reflection – how theory and practice inform
each other. Information services can be improved and
expanded by Action research.” 17

Reflective assessment strategies in FILE
The e-portfolio promotes continuous professional reflection through
formative assessment strategies underpinning Components 2 to 4. Here selfevaluation is complemented by feedback from peers and the tutor, and further
enhanced by the use of video recording technology (Andretta, 2007c).
Components 1 and 5 also enable initial and final reflection by identifying a
set of CPD targets at the beginning of the course by evaluating the extent to
which these have been met. A FILE participant confirms that reflection in
and on action has enhanced her professional practice:
17

Extract from feedback to AIR, 2004 cohort.
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“I am more aware of my own strengths and abilities and feel
more confident in the preparation of training, setting out targets
and evaluating. I have been able to take what I have learnt to my
workplace and make improvements to the training offered
there.” 18

Transforming impact of the three strategies
This paper proposes that the aggregate impact of these strategies is a
qualitative change in the learners’ awareness of information, enhancing their
attitude towards learning and their overall perception of the world (Andretta
2007d; Andretta, in press). This view is based on Bruce’s definition of the
outcome of learning seen as:
“[..] a qualitative change in a person’s way of seeing,
experiencing, understanding, conceptualising something in the
real world - rather than a change in the amount of knowledge
which someone possesses.” (Bruce, 1997, p. 60)

Evidence of this transformation is found in all three modules explored here.
For example the feedback from a student who attended ILDASS shows that
thanks to this module she successfully developed tool literacy that enhanced
her overall academic performance:
“This [module] proved to be of great benefit for later modules as
it enabled me to take notice of all the tools available to conduct
and narrow down a search, whether it is on the Internet, using the
newspaper database or even the university library catalogue.” 19

In AIR this transformation extends to the professional practice by equipping
the students with a lifelong learning attitude needed to deal with professional
challenges: “[AIR] has given me a greater confidence when dealing with
academics/academia. It has made me look, increasingly, to evidence-based
decision making when confronted with changes in the work environment.” 20
While in FILE the transforming impact is multifaceted and includes: a
shift in the perception of Information Literacy from the teaching of
information skills to the facilitation of an Information Literacy attitude, a
18

Extract from Component 5 submitted by a FILE participant in May 2007.
Extract from Component 5 of the assessed portfolio, ILDASS cohort 2004/5.
20
Extract from feedback to AIR, 2005 cohort.
19
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clear increase in confidence as a professional facilitator of Information
Literacy education, and the establishment of a supportive community of
practice.
“The FILE course enabled me to see Information Literacy (IL)
training from a new perspective. It made me re-evaluate the
fundamental need for IL training and allowed me to evaluate the
process involved in preparing an IL training activity. Working
with other IL trainers provided an insight into the variety of ways
training sessions can be run and the peer feedback was very
useful. The tutor was very supportive and encouraging. Overall I
feel that the course was very useful and a great confidence
builder.” 21

This means that anyone can be an advanced learner irrespective of the level
of provision they operate at, but most importantly irrespective of the
information literate attitude they possess when they enter in a relationship
with information.
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Between Dewey and Dewey - Information
Literacy in Germany between a Librarians' and
a More Holistic View
Abstract
Information systems change and so Information Literacy will change. In the
world of the Web 2.0 the user becomes a co-producer. The library-based
view on Information Literacy, for which the first (Melvil) Dewey in the title
stands for, has to be supplemented by a more holistic and critical view on
Information Literacy with an emphasis on "learning by doing" (John Dewey)
and on promoting reflection about information and its production. This view
is called here "Information Literacy 2.0".

Introduction
The German Information Literacy scene in higher education is coined by
diversity and change. The scope ranges from library practice which grew out
of classical user education to new course-integrated teaching activities as a
result of library-faculty relationships because of the ongoing transformation
of German universities through the Bologna process. Each library in higher
education meets its own context within its parent institution. The new
possibilities concerning electronic learning environments led also to library
activities to produce online tutorials as well as to integrate their services in elearning systems.
Although there are efforts of standardization and of merging information
systems through global players like Google, through federated search systems
or through portals which reduce the diversity, the development of the Internet
led constantly to more diverse information systems. Not least this is seen
with the emergence of the Web 2.0. The user of today has to know how to
handle this information jungle to find his way and to make conscious choices.
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Information systems change and so Information Literacy has to change.
In former times the information system and the user were strictly divided:
The user send a search request to the system, the system answered with a list
of hits. Sometimes in between there acted a human information specialist like
a librarian. With systems for example like Amazon the information system
learns from user input and the answer of the system is influenced by the
searches of former users. In the world of social software the "users" or now
better "co-producers" take part in building up the content of the information
systems like weblogs, wikis etc. Users do learn from the system like before
but they also learn from each other through the system which is now also a
communication system (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: From the user to the co-producer
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Between Dewey and Dewey
Most approaches in Information Literacy instruction in Germany are
grounded in a librarians' viewpoint, for which the first Dewey in the title of
this paper stands for, the American librarian Melvil Dewey (1851-1931) who
developed the decimal classification and in whose writings early views about
the teaching role of librarians can be found. The emphasis on Information
Literacy here lies in searching of information and learning with information.
This concept of Information Literacy predominating in German libraries has
to be critically questioned, not only because of the changing role of the user
in information systems of the Web 2.0. More than efficient retrieval and
navigation strategies, Information Literacy today includes the creativity to
organize and shape one's own information and learning process in a
conscious and demand-oriented way.
The other Dewey, John Dewey (1859-1952), an American educational
philosopher, stands for metaphors like “learning by doing” and an
experience-based and democratic learning (Elmborg, 2006). Information
Literacy in this view means in addition to the former view seeing Information
Literacy as an activity to promote reflection and learning about information.
It can include a more holistic view on Information Literacy as an important
part of learning as well as learning Information Literacy by practical
experience "on the fly". In respect to this, issues like intellectual property and
plagiarism or coping with information overload have to be important parts of
Information Literacy activities. It is necessary to raise awareness about the
quality of information and its sources as well as to create an understanding
about ways and mechanisms of publishing and information circulation.
Two projects, where the University Library of the Hamburg University
of Technology (TUHH) took part, aim at some aspects of this second
approach.
BibTutor (http://www.bibtutor.de) supports and facilitates searching in
library catalogs and databases adapted to the need of the user and to the
context. The cooperative project was supported by the Federal Government
(BMBF) and which has been developed together with the university libraries
Darmstadt, Heidelberg and Kaiserslautern and the software company
Brainbot Technologies in Mainz under the leadership of the German
Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) in Kaiserslautern,
BibTutor offers learning possibilities and suggestions to promote the
Information Literacy of the user. In addition to support the selection of
databases through an interactive BibTutor module which gives orientation
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about information systems offered, BibTutor gives context-specific advice at
the point of need when the user searches a specific database interface.
Oriented at the "micromoment" of searching, BibTutor also offers contextspecific, just-in-time (e-)learning, through further information modules or
linking to external learning modules like online tutorials as DISCUS
(http://discus.tu-harburg.de) or LOTSE (http://lotse.uni-muenster.de). When
searching via BibTutor the user automatically gets hints concerning
misspellings, handling or syntax errors. If required, alternative search terms
or in some cases terms of the controlled vocabulary of the database used are
offered. All this is now part of the development of so-called next-generation
catalogs in the Web 2.0 and the idea behind BibTutor to support and “teach”
the user in the real context will survive the BibTutor prototype.
VISION (VIrtual Services for Information ONline, http://www.vision.tuharburg.de), an online-tutorial on research methods and writing scholarly
papers, was supported by the Federal State of Hamburg and complements the
first online tutorial of the TUHH library DISCUS (Developing Information
Skills & Competence for University Students). DISCUS drew heavily on
searching information in an online world from a classical librarians’ point of
view (Bieler, Hapke & Marahrens, 2005). 1 VISION supports reflection about
the set of problems concerning the production of information like reading,
writing and publishing and also picks out as a central theme aspects like the
journals' crisis, open access and intellectual property. Methodically
significant for VISION are the different means of visualising its content as
well as the inclusion of emotional and theatrical elements (Bieler, 2007). It is
no comprehensive tutorial about research methods but should raise awareness
and lead to further resources like lists of books and links in web 2.0
environments like Librarything and social bookmarking services.

Information Literacy 2.0
The term “Information Literacy 2.0” challenges the library based concept of
Information Literacy mentioned above. In the world of the Web 2.0 this view
has to be changed (Hapke, 2007a). The view on Information Literacy 2.0

1

See also the database PRIMO (Peer-Reviewed Instructional Materials Online) at http://
www.ala.org/apps/primo/public/search.cfm where DISCUS was selected as website of the
month in August 2005: Retrieved October 31, 2007, from http://www.ala.org/ala/acrlbucket
/is/iscommittees/webpages/emergingtech/site/august2005.cfm .
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does not centre in social software or technology but in giving Information
Literacy another, more critical perspective (view Figure 2). 2
Information Literacy 2.0 includes a more holistic understanding of
information and learning processes. A holistic view emphasizes the diversity
of views on Information Literacy. In addition Information Literacy is one of
many other key competencies which are necessary for a life-long learning
process. So, it may be good to look at Information Literacy also from a nonlibrarian view, e.g. from business, in which information overload for example
is a key challenge (Ingold, 2005). A whole bunch of important competencies
and “new literacies” are discussed and available in the modern digital world
(Martin & Madigan, 2006): digital literacy, media literacy, e-literacy,
academic literacy, soft skills, interdisciplinary competence, intercultural
competence etc. The view of the librarians on Information Literacy and these
other competencies is only one of many other. Nevertheless this view should
be a critical view: The user is seen not as a customer, but as a co-producer;
education is not a transfer of information and knowledge but a process to
create an ability of reflection and a critical awareness; the library is not a
warehouse of information but a place for individual and collaborative
experiences and learning. Information Literacy 2.0 is a "learning experience"
(Lupton, 2004) in a time where informal learning becomes always more
important.
Information Literacy 2.0 includes not only learning with information but
learning about information and knowledge. Information Literacy is not only a
methodical competence to use more fluently the manifold world of
information, but has to do with a competence of reflection e.g. about issues of
intellectual property as well as problems in privacy which are for example
caused by the Web 2.0. In a world of "cut and paste" the use of citation rules
and avoiding plagiarism are issues of information ethics. Economical and
political questions within the information process like authors' rights and
open access have to be picked out as a central theme. What is the role of peer
review? How has scholarly information been constructed by the diverse
partners, the authors, the publishers, the libraries, the readers etc.? How to
evaluate research and its publications? All these questions are part of a
holistic understanding of Information Literacy.
2

Some of this draws heavily on insights taken from reading papers of the international
Information Literacy movement such as authors like James Elmborg, Barbara Fister, Cushla
Kapitzke and others. See Hapke (2007a) for more detailed references. In addition my views
are also influenced by many discussions within the Working Group Information Literacy of
the Common Library Network (GBV) in Northern Germany, see http://www.gbv.de/wikis/
cls/Informationskompetenz , retrieved October 31, 2007.
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The promotion of Information Literacy 2.0 uses tools of the Web 2.0. On
one side the content of what it means to be information literate changes in a
world of social software. Browsing through weblogs, writing a blog oneself,
using RSS feeds, all these today are important competencies to cope with.
One key for success to reach academic staff with Web 2.0 stuff (in the
moment!) may be consulting services how to use RSS feeds or offering
collections of RSS feeds. Another may be to offer communities of practice
about using the different possibilities of reference management systems or
social bookmarking systems. On the other side new methods for delivering
Information Literacy education are available in the world of the Web 2.0:
Podcasts can deliver customised pieces of Information Literacy education,
toolbars to include in browsers can facilitate learning, etc.
Multi-dimensionality and diversity of contexts
Competence of reflection
Weblogs

Storytelling

Key competencies

Wikis Web 2.0
Podcasts

Competence of action

Information literacy 2.0
Learning about information

Privacy

Critical view

Learning
E-Portfolios

Intellectual property

Sociotechnical practice and community of practice

Figure 2: Information Literacy 2.0

Promoting Information Literacy today has to be part of the strategy of the
whole library. In Germany most activities in Information Literacy are an
additional task of the normal library service. The whole library services have
to be changed in the direction to promote Information Literacy. What can
reference service do for this goal? How to change the catalog? One idea may
be including Web 2.0 features to make it possible for the user to collect items
and to build their personal database of selections. Also features of BibTutor
described above are to mention here. In addition to aiming at an informationliterate university (Webber & Johnston, 2006) we have to create the
information-literate library.

The library in the learning environment
The “own” local situation of the author at a University of Technology is still
similar to the situation in the year 2000: Information Literacy activities based
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on personal contacts as a subject librarian, in the subjects chemical
engineering and biotechnology – by occasion also in materials sciences and
optoelectronics - are integrated as one-shot presentations in the curriculum. A
further result of this local faculty-librarian collaboration was the inclusion of
an appendix with the title "The world of biotechnology information - 8 points
for reflecting on your information behavior" in a biotechnology textbook
(Buchholz, Kasche & Bornscheuer, 2005). 3
At the Hamburg University of Technology activities in building online
tutorials on Information Literacy led the library to be a constitutional part of
e-learning. A peer group of the university in which the library played a strong
role developed a strategy plan for the development of e-learning which
includes a chapter about the learning facilitating role of the library (Rohling,
2007). It is important to make the library visible in the e-learning
environment through integrating library services and learning management
systems (Hapke, 2005; Hapke, 2007). It is also important to facilitate the
creation of information products by the patrons themselves, e.g. by creating
services for digital consulting (intellectual property) and services for digital
production.
Most learning management systems are still orientated at study courses.
What is needed are places for learner expression, e.g. electronic portfolios, a
form of learning diaries, whose importance was early emphasized by Roes
(Roes, 2001). Learning management systems have to change and add
possibilities for such personal learning environments. The Web 2.0 eases
their realization (Attwell, 2007). The work with weblogs and wikis
corresponds with modern views of constructivist learning. The narrative
component (Purdue, 2003) of weblogs enhances memory and reflection.
Storytelling within a personal portfolio can be viewed today as an important
part of coping with "information overload" (Sax, 2006). Using weblogs can
have similar advantages for learning like learning diaries and research logbooks which have been recommended for a long time by researchers in
academic instruction. Learning portfolios (Zubizarreta, 2004) support the
reflective process of learning and prepare for life-long learning. There is a
close connection between (electronic) portfolios and Information Literacy,
visible in the following citation:
"In the context of a knowledge society, where being information
literate is critical, the ePortfolio can provide an opportunity to
support one's ability to collect, organize, interpret and reflect on
3

Appendix I, pp. 419-426. For an enhanced online version see Hapke (2007c).
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his/her learning and practice. It is also a tool for continuing
professional development, encouraging individuals to take
responsibility for and demonstrate the results of their own
learning. Furthermore, a portfolio can serve as a tool for
knowledge management, and is used as such by some
institutions. The ePortfolio provides a link between individual
and organizational learning." (EIfEL, 2007).

The term 'teaching library', which is quite popular in Germany, is to question.
The author prefers 'learning facilitating library' instead, which can surely also
contain teaching but not alone. But to remind: good teaching today means
facilitating learning. Today learning in its best sense means mainly coproducing, collaboration etc. It is important that the student does not learn
through teaching but through taking part at researching. For the author of this
paper the metaphor of calling the student a 'customer' was challenged by the
statement of a president of a small German university in 2006 who claimed
not to watch students as customers but as co-producers, which clearly
correspondents to the Web 2.0 world.

Conclusion
A learning facilitating library offers its customers - in addition to the physical
library as an important place for learning - consulting services as well as
possibilities for their customers to change and broaden their repertoire of
experiences when searching and finding information (Pilerot, 2003). To
address the "teachable moment" (Block, 2003) of customers as well as the
full complexity of Information Literacy, it is necessary to offer a wide and
diverse range of activities to promote Information Literacy and reference:
one-off sessions in-class or outside of class, online tutorials, just-in-timesupport as virtual reference, an informative library website, face-to-face
meetings, newsletters via email, bookmarks, leaflets etc.
From a libraries' point of view, it is important to watch the student as
customer who gets the best possible service from the library, but it may be
also challenging to see the student as a co-producer and not as a user (of a
library or of an information system). The term 'user' of information systems
was correct clearly for the past, but the information systems of today, like
wikis, blogs etc., are produced together by their 'users' which are now coproducers of the information system. The role of the library in this world may
be the role of the trusted user (co-producer). Libraries will have an excellent
future when librarians become co-producers, facilitators and "more critical
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commentators, mediators and mentors - perhaps nomadic intellectuals and
cultural tourists - rather than traditional archivists and monitors." (Luke &
Kapischke, 1999, p. 476).
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Reaching Graduate Students: A Community of
Practice for Teaching ICT Literacy
Abstract
This study explored the use of a community of practice for teaching
information and communication technology (ICT) skills to graduate students.
Two questions were posed. The first addressed the ICT skill needs of 15
students enrolled in a research methods course in chemistry education. The
second focused on the use of a community of practice to facilitate ICT skill
acquisition. Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected and
analyzed. Results indicate that ICT instruction was most useful when: 1)
students defined/interpreted information needs by recalling prior knowledge
and experiences; 2) those interpretations were tested, refined, rejected, or
revised for a specific purpose; 3) access to resources and tools (artifacts,
symbols, and language) were readily available; and 4) formative feedback
supported critical thinking about the information retrieval process. These
findings provided important insights into using a community of practice to
facilitate and reinforce learning.

Introduction
According to the National Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education
(NCIHE), college and university administrators acknowledge ICT literacy as
“key skills” for graduates in a knowledge-driven economy (1997). In fact,
Purdue University’s strategic plan states that all students will graduate
information and computer literate (H. Webb, personal communication,
August 2, 2006), but there is no plan of action for accomplishing this task –
nor is there a method for assessing students’ skills to see if they acquired
them during their academic training. This dilemma is pervasive. Breivik’s
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(1998; 2005) research indicated that students are entering higher education,
including graduate school, lacking basic ICT skills and, because these skills
are not being taught or reinforced in the classroom, they are also entering the
workforce with a deficit of critical ICT abilities. As a result, the Computer
Science and Techno communications Board (CSTB) and the National
Research Council (NRC) issued a report (NRC, 1999) that identified three
areas higher education should be addressing to support ICT literacy and
better prepare graduates:
•

Foundational skills: “the basic principles and ideas of computers,
networks, and information” (pp. 2-3).

•

Contemporary skills: “the ability to use particular (and contemporary)
hardware or software resources to accomplish information processing
tasks” (p. 18).

Intellectual capabilities: skills that “integrate knowledge specific to
information technology with problem domains” (p. 20).
Academic librarians attempt to teach skills that address complex information
problem solving with library instruction sessions, formerly called
bibliographic instruction (Farber, 1999), but at lower levels of skill
acquisition. Resource constraints often preclude these sessions from
concentrating on knowledge for increasing intellectual capabilities and
problem solving skills needed for graduate level research, particularly as they
relate to information technologies within specific subject domains. Still, the
demand for some type of instruction is evident. According to the Association
of Research Libraries (ARL, 2004), requests for library instruction sessions
(group presentations) continue to remain high – increasing by 50% since
1991:
•

“The typical ARL library offered 768 “teaching” sessions in
2003-04. If we assume that each session was at least an hour
long, then the median ARL library offered the equivalent of 21
three-hour credit courses last year. Since a median number of
13,034 people received formal education through library
instruction in a typical ARL library, those 768 “teaching”
sessions averaged about 17 attendees ”(p. 7).

At both the graduate and undergraduate level library instruction is often
designated to one 50-minute session with minimal interaction or follow-up
from the instructor of record. Within that period, the expectation is for
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students to become familiar with various research databases, print resources,
advanced search strategies, and evaluation of information to conduct
literature reviews for initiating research agendas. Given the nature of ICT
literacy skill acquisition, this is unrealistic, but librarians continue to try to
meet these demands.
In an effort to address information problem-solving skills heuristic
problem-solving models have been developed for teaching Information
Literacy skills (Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1990). These models, which
emphasize a hierarchical approach using techniques such as “make a
connection between the data and the unknown”, attempt to map to standards
of Information Literacy, as defined by the Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRL, 2000):
•

Determine the extent of information needed

•

Access the needed information effectively and efficiently

•

Evaluate information and its sources critically

•

Incorporate selected information into one’s knowledge base

• Use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose
While there is substantial literature over the past four decades on using
heuristic models to teach problem-solving skills (Eisenberg & Berkowitz,
1990; McAllister, 1994; Polya, 1957), current researchers question this
approach. In particular, Lesh and Harel (2003) argued that these models do
not provide an explanation of students’ problem solving processes in
individual problem-solving sessions, nor do they help understand the situated
development of general reasoning skills necessary for Information Literacy.
diSessa (1988) stated that problem-solving activities are more situated,
multidimensional, and unstable and require more useful ways to synthesize
information, define information goals, and determine solution paths. This
interpretation process may include filtering and sorting given information,
and testing and revising possible products, especially at the graduate level.
Students’ reasoning about the situation is revealed in the process of
developing interpretations, explanations, predictions, and descriptions that
are related to the problem situation (Lesh & Doerr, 2003).
This approach requires multiple cycles of interpretation beginning with
fragmented or confused interpretations of the problem (Kulhthau, 1993), but
resulting in more complete, sophisticated solutions (Lesh, Hoover, Hole,
Kelly & Post, 2000). Although teaching ICT skills this way is a much more
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intricate process than the linear stages proposed by the heuristic models, it
targets the skills graduate students need for successful information problem
solving. For the purpose of this study, the librarians collaborated with the
instructor of record to address those skills that would support the students in
the development of a research agenda by building on existing knowledge
structures, in particular the ability to evaluate and synthesize information.
Lesh (2002) explained that to learn about the nature of students’
developing knowledge, it is useful to focus on tasks in which the resulting
products demonstrate significant information about the ways of thinking that
produced them. This means that students need to be able to communicate –
through descriptions, explanations, and constructions – how they interpreted
a task or problem-solving situation, and selected information to support their
representations (or hypotheses). Through testing, revealing, modifying, and
refining their thinking, the collective knowledge of the group changes as
students develop models for making sense of their experiences. An important
characteristic of these kinds of activities is that students generate meaningful
solutions (descriptions, explanations, and constructions) to integrate into their
own knowledge bases and to share with others (Wenger, 2000). These
products perform the same role of documenting and exposing critical
information about problem-solving processes during information retrieval
and use.

Rationale
Global industry, international media, and academic institutions are
increasingly using the term “ICT literate” to define the key qualities and
competencies they are looking for in well-educated people. These include a
combination of cognitive proficiencies (the ability to identify and address
information needs and problems) and technical proficiencies (the ability to
use digital tools, software, and infrastructure that facilitate the creation,
storage, manipulation, and transfer of information) (Newell & Simon, 1972).
While appropriate application of ICT literacy skills entails recognition of
social, educational, ethical, and economic issues, the characteristics of an ICT
literate person include the ability to (Katz et al., 2004):
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•

Define: Formulate a research statement to facilitate the search for
information

•

Access: Find and retrieve information from a variety of sources

•

Evaluate: Judge the usefulness and sufficiency of information for a
specific purpose

•

Manage: Organize information for later retrieval

•

Integrate: Summarize or otherwise synthesize information from a
variety of sources

•

Create: Generate or adapt online information to express or support a
point

Communicate: Adapt information for an audience for delivery via a
different medium (e.g., e-mail, presentation software, word
documents, and spreadsheets)
In January 2001, the Educational Testing Service (ETS) convened an
International ICT Literacy Panel to study the growing importance of existing
and emerging information and communication technologies and their
relationship to digital age literacy. In recognition that critical ICT literacy
skills were not being addressed in higher education, a consortium of experts
in ICT literacy assembled to serve as advisors to ETS test developers as they
designed an Internet-delivered assessment that measures students’ abilities to
research, organize, and communicate information using technology.
Development of the iSkills TM assessment is a key component of raising the
awareness of the importance of ICT literacy as a foundational skill critical for
success in higher education and the workplace. For this study, the test was
used to benchmark graduate students’ proficiency levels and to make
decisions about curriculum integration in a research methods course.
Three assumptions about how graduate students acquire ICT skills
guided this study: First, knowledge is socially constructed (Bandura, 1977;
Vygotsky, 1978; Vygotsky, 1986) and students learn to use information
technologies by testing their ideas in real-world situations; Second, realworld problems of interest to the students motivate them to learn and retain
ICT skills (Lave & Wenger, 1991); Third, the construction of knowledge is
reinforced when students produce something tangible to demonstrate that
they have in fact achieved the desired learning outcome (Lesh et al., 2000).
For the purpose of this investigation, a community of practice was used to
investigate how students construct (and co-construct) ICT knowledge to
•
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solve information problems. Jonassen (1999) stated that the model for
designing constructivist learning environments focuses on a problem,
question, or project.

Problem-based Learning
Problem-based learning (PBL) was used as a means to empower students to
conduct research, and apply knowledge and skills to develop a viable solution
to a given problem (Savery, 2006). This approach to teaching and learning
started at McMaster University in 1969 as the result of curriculum reform for
medical schools. It is now recognized as an innovative instructional
methodology and is used across disciplines (Duch, Groh & Allen, 2001). The
problems are deliberately ill-structured (or open-ended) and are typically
based on real-life situations; they are designed for thoughtful and careful
analysis to help improve critical thinking skills by applying the learner’s own
expertise and experience to data collection, analysis, and formulation of a
solution (Jonassen, 2000). As such, these problems have a dual emphasis on
developing strategies for learning content, and skills, and constructing
knowledge (Hmelo-Silver, 2004).
PBL is well suited to helping students become ICT literate because it
situates learning in real-world problems. It has a dual emphasis on
developing strategies for learning content, and skills, and constructing
knowledge (Hmelo-Silver, 2004). For every problem scenario, there is an
individual level of interpretation that takes into consideration a student’s own
experiences, domain knowledge, bias, etc. For teaching ICT literacy, these
scenarios are best developed in collaboration with subject-matter experts
where ICT skills are imbedded into the content. As Savery and Duffy (1996)
noted, the focus of PBL is on students as constructors of their own
knowledge. As such, they are placed in situations where they must develop
strategies for identifying learning issues and locating, evaluating, and
learning from resources relevant to that issue (p. 143). Because these are also
the goals of ICT literacy, using the PBL approach seemed to be a meaningful
and productive way to teach and reinforcing skill acquisition.
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Communities of Practice
The community of practice provided an environment for sharing experiences,
and disseminating information for collaboration and problem solving. This
approach put students in situations where they were required to construct
knowledge by testing and refining their thinking through activities that are
meaningful to them. In order for knowledge to be constructed, however,
learning must be anchored in experience and concrete understanding. Lave
and Wenger (1991) identified four features that are fundamental to this
theoretical perspective:
•

Active construction: Knowledge that is developed by testing,
revising, and refining ideas.

•

Situated learning: Real-world experiences of individuals such as
activities or conversations where knowledge is used and extended to
solve problems.

•

Community: A group of people who come together to build a shared
practice for learning, problem-solving, and completing tasks.

Discourse: Shared meanings among community members that evolve
through dialog, debate, and negotiation.
In this environment, learning occurs when students actively create their own
knowledge by trying to make sense out of material that is presented to them.
The librarians’ role in this study was to facilitate organizing and directing
these activities so that students became responsible for their own learning and
the learning of others (Palloff & Pratt, 1999). For ICT instruction, this meant
encouraging students to think and talk about information problem solving.
These dialogs functioned as a way of formulating, testing, and sharing ideas
where students raised questions, proposed hypotheses, and extended their
knowledge. As with learning any new concept, competence is gained through
practice, participation in problem-solving activities, and argument using
rhetoric and analytic discourse (Roth, McGinn, Woszczyna & Boutonné,
1999).
In contrast to learning paradigms that focus on the transmission of
information, a discourse perspective such as that provided by the community
of practice framework implies learning through active participation (McGinn
& Roth, 1999). To encourage this type of behavior, activities should be
designed to generate significant information about the ways of thinking that
•
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produced them. Specifically, the tasks should be authentic in nature and they
should focus on the development of constructs (models or conceptual
systems) that provide the foundation for deeper and higher-order
understandings (Lesh & Lehrer, 2003). For example, as students present
ideas about some phenomenon, they make inferences, predictions, and
observations based on assumptions from prior knowledge or experiences.
When they engage in debate with other students, they learn to justify and
explain their reasoning and suggested actions. As they clarify their own
understandings, their representations of the problem become more
sophisticated (Lesh, Post & Behr, 1985) and their knowledge increases.
As a theoretical framework for this study, the community of practice
served as a means to study how shared knowledge about information retrieval
and use progresses and how groups learned to collect, organize, and manage
data for problem solving. Traditional learning environments do not support
this type of investigation because skill development and understanding are
assessed on an individual basis, where there is no evidence of how collective
knowledge is used to support the learning process. Researchers, however, are
currently using communities of practice as a diagnostic tool for
understanding knowing and reasoning by examining the varying degrees of
participation within authentic learning environments (McGinn & Roth, 1999;
Palincsar, Magnusson, Marano, Ford & Brown, 1998). This is known as
“situated learning” because knowledge is situated in practice for a significant
purpose, where members of the community work to solve authentic problems
(Brown, Collins & Druguid, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991). Learning,
therefore, occurs in the act of solving the problem and in the social
arrangements in which the activity is taking place.

Context
Prior to the start of the semester, the librarians collaborated with the
instructor of record for the research methods course in chemistry education to
integrate critical ICT skills into the curriculum. They developed a virtual
space, similar to a portal, for the community of practice where information
could be shared. This space included information selected by the instructor,
including seminal works in the field; information selected by the librarians,
including online tutorials to guide students using specific databases; and
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information selected by the students, including relevant journal articles and
blog entries on topics covered in class. The librarians played an integral part
in maintaining this space, and facilitating the dissemination of information. In
addition, they provided the students with research help “on demand” by
linking to the online reference desk (both chat and email).
Membership in a community of practice required the librarians to
establish a physical presence in the course, where they joined the instructor
and the students on a weekly basis to address research, learning needs, and
other issues related to the course. They also worked closely with the
instructor to design problem-solving activities for improving ICT skills by
applying the learner’s own expertise and experience to data collection,
analysis, and formulation of a solution (Jonassen, 2000). These problems
were used to stimulate discussions within the virtual community, as part of
the course, and for data collection during the think-aloud protocols.

Methodology
Fifteen students enrolled in the required research methods course for
chemistry education participated in this study. They were sectioned into three
groups of five for participation in the think-aloud protocols and semistructured interviews. At the beginning of the semester, they all took the
iSkills TM assessment, which was delivered via the Internet in a proctored
computer lab. Over a 2.5-hour period, they completed a background
questionnaire, assessment tasks, and an exit survey. Each interactive task,
separated into five-minute and fifteen-minute tasks, used simulated software
with the look and feel of typical applications (databases, search engines,
spreadsheets, etc.). There were 16 tasks: 12 five-minute single proficiency
activities and four fifteen-minute complex problem-solving scenarios. The
simpler tasks contributed to the overall reliability of the assessment whereas
the more complex tasks focused on the richer aspects of ICT performance
(Katz et al., 2004).
The iSkills TM assessment was appropriate for this study because it is the
only evaluation tool currently that addresses both cognitive problem solving
and critical thinking skills associated with using technology to handle
information. As such, scoring algorithms target decision-making, rather than
technical competencies. The assessment measures ICT literacy through seven
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performance areas, which represent important problem-solving and critical
thinking aspects of ICT literacy skills (i.e., define, access, manage, integrate,
evaluate, create, communicate)
iSkills TM score reports provided aggregated data on the performance of
the class, as a whole, for the purpose of building an ICT curriculum to meet
specific needs. Feedback from individual score reports also enabled
comparisons between proficiency levels from other groups of students on
campus who took the test, including students enrolled in other graduate-level
courses, graduating seniors, and entering freshmen. These comments
provided valuable insights into the actual performances on each of seven ICT
competencies, including defining an information need, accessing appropriate
resources, integrating and managing information, and creating and
communicating new ideas.
Think-aloud protocols and semi-structured interviews were conducted
weekly, by the librarians, to watch as students engaged in discourse that led
to increased understandings about information retrieval and problem solving.
Actions (i.e., search behaviors) and reactions (i.e., selection of information)
were demonstrated successfully most often when the students had
opportunities to practice search strategies and see others practice them, and
when they were able to discuss what these activities meant in relationship to
other situations (i.e., accessing appropriate resources; establishing evaluation
criteria).
Below is an example of one of the activities used for the think-aloud
protocols in this study. This particular problem scenario, adapted from
Moore’s (2007) editorial in the Journal of Chemistry Education, is
representative of the kinds of discussion and research problems addressed in
the research methods course:
Siegrist reports that one important change during her career as a teacher
was great improvements in instrumentation and technology. Today’s high
schools often have instruments and information technology that were not
available to college students 40 years ago. Such changes in the tools of the
trade are also likely for our students during their careers, and change is
accelerating. Therefore it is imperative that our students understand
chemistry rather than learning by rote things they expect to be on a test.
How can you engage students who could become excellent chemists but
learn in different ways?
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During these weekly sessions, students engaged in a process of
verbalizations to reveal their assumptions, inferences, misconceptions, and
problems associated with information retrieval for a given task (Ericsson &
Simon, 1993). They worked in a computer lab in groups of four or five and
explained each step of the problem-solving process in as much detail as they
were able. They were only prompted to “Say more” if they stopped talking.
Each session was audio taped and screen captures of their searches were
recorded (when possible). Savery and Duffy (1995) explained how this
collaborative process works in a problem-based learning environment:
“The students begin with the problem “cold” – they do not know
what the problem will be until it is presented. They discuss the
problem, generating hypotheses based on whatever experience or
knowledge they have, identifying relevant facts in the case, and
identifying learning issues.
After the session, the students all engage in self-directed
learning. There are no assigned texts. Rather, the students are
totally responsible for gathering the information from the
available medical library and computer databases resources.
After self-directed learning, the students meet again. They begin
by evaluating resources – what was useful and what was not so
useful. They then begin working on the problem with this new
level of understanding ”(p. 141).

As the students engaged in these activities, substantial data were generated
regarding how they were thinking about information retrieval and use. For
example, they made inferences, predictions, and observations based on
assumptions from prior knowledge or experiences. They also engaged in
debate with each other, as they learned to justify and explain their reasoning
and suggested actions. All observable behaviors, discussions, and events
were documented systematically and coded for examination.
The following coding structure in Table 1 illustrates concepts that
emerged during the think-aloud protocols (Strauss & Corbin, 1998):
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Categories

Sample concepts

Justify or explain

Jake: “If they can actually see 3-D models then
maybe they can learn better. That just goes back to
what I was saying before about auditory or visual –
people learn in different ways. We need to do more
than just lecture.”
Karen: “I heard a talk the other day about lectures

Recalling prior experience

and how we learn... well, that the average attention
span is about 15 minutes.” (Moves to seek approval)
Karen: “So, it’s like you (Jake) were saying, if we

Seeking approval/validation

lecture for 15 minutes, then vary the activity with
something more hands on.”
Identifying connection between information retrieved

Andrew: “The basic premise of lecture is conveying

and need

information rather than getting students involved in
the process. So, if we’re trying to engage the
students, it needs to be something they are actively
doing.”
George: “Moving beyond just spoon feeding
information to them. Perhaps some kind of discovery
in this type of inquiry environment would help? Like
instead of starting with a lecture, start with an
experiment?”

Table 1:Coded Categories

Results
Evidence gathered from the iSkills TM assessment (M = 574.8) suggested that
students were weakest in skills requiring them to define an information need
and evaluating and selecting information appropriate for a given need. As a
result, think-aloud activities were designed to focus on proficiencies in those
areas. Table 2 provides an overview of the aggregate task performance
feedback.
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% of students
providing highest
scoring response

Task

Feedback

Clarifying a project

You selected the best initial question
to help clarify the project

64%

Choose a research topic

You correctly reported the criteria
fulfilled by the research topic
selected

9%

Select the most appropriate category for
searching

You selected the most appropriate
category for searching

24%

Analyze the possible reasons for poor
results from a give Internet search

You analyzed the reason for the
poor search results correctly

9%

Search a database to obtain information
most helpful to a research project

You selected only the most relevant
information for your research
project

0%

You correctly justified use of the
information selected

9%

Evaluate the extent to which a specific
information source was useful to your
research

65

Table 2: Aggregate Task Performance Feedback from iSkills TM Assessment

Data from the think-aloud protocols provided thick, rich descriptions of the
processes students used in information retrieval for problem solving
activities. In addition, the data sources offered tangible evidence in the form
of artefacts, models, and tools of how groups and individuals learn to learn
within a community of practice. This environment provided a valuable
opportunity for investigating and reflecting upon problem-based learning
activities and the use of an integrated approach for teaching ICT literacy. As
students worked through problems, they needed to discuss what they knew,
identify what they did not know, and work though confusion and
misunderstandings in the overall concepts being presented.
Three major findings emerged from the data analysis suggesting that the
community of practice approach to ICT instruction was successful in helping
graduate students understand how to frame an information need, and in
modifying search behaviors. These include the use of prior knowledge to
make sense of given problems; the use of everyday experiences to make the
learning process meaningful; and the use of discourse and debate for task
interpretation.
In the first finding, students used their prior experiences to help them
identify their place in the group, to give meaning to the problem scenario,
and to leverage their existing knowledge on a given topic to gain credibility
among other group members. As students shared what they knew – either
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from their own experiences or from prior knowledge – they achieved
legitimacy and place in the group because they provided experiences others
may not have had, but to which they could relate. In addition, students
questioned each other’s experiences and knowledge to justify their own
beliefs and to extend their own knowledge bases. This type of feedback
fulfills one of the purposes of a community of practice to promote learning
via communication and peer mentoring (Ertmer & Russell, 1999; Lave &
Wenger, 1991).
The second finding focuses on the use of a situated learning environment
to provide context and meaning for the learning process. Lave (1988) and
Greeno (1997) referred to this context as participation in a social practice. For
example, the comparison can be made between learning to solve problems in
mathematics using traditional textbooks vs. using settings that are more
reflective of the kinds of mathematics used in everyday experiences (e.g.,
completing an assignment vs. making change on the street; Cobb & Bowers,
1999; Lesh et al., 2000). Similarly, a situated perspective provided a unique
purpose and intention for acquiring and using critical ICT skills. Students
contributed to the development of ICT literacy practices by moving beyond
finding information to complete a given task (e.g., fact-finding) to finding
information to fulfill a need (e.g., finding relevant information sources to
help establish a research agenda). This change in behavior suggests that
students were becoming more receptive to the rhetoric of the academic
community, and more knowledgeable about using appropriate terminologies
for developing search strategies.
The third finding describes the use of discourse and debate to test,
reveal, modify, and refine problem-solving strategies. Throughout the study,
students engaged in discussions to make sense of their experiences, negotiate
meaning, and contribute to a collective knowledge base. These dialogs
functioned as a way of formulating and sharing ideas where students raised
questions, proposed hypotheses, and extended their knowledge. Discourse
within a community of practice fosters a culture of discovery and
engagement, where both individuals and the group, as a whole, are learning
how to learn (O’Neill, 2001). In contrast to learning paradigms that focus on
the transmission of information, a discourse perspective implies learning
through active participation (McGinn & Roth, 1999). As with learning any
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new concept, competence was gained through practice and participation in
problem-solving activities (Roth et al., 1999).
The Venn diagram in Figure 1 shows how these finding fit into the
overall concept of the community of practice. As students recalled and shared
experiences, they were better able to identify information needs based on
what they knew – collectively and individually – and what they needed to
know regarding a given problem or topic (Pea, 1993). Throughout the study,
they were engaged in activities where they were required to select resources
and develop artifacts to explain their thinking. These artifacts included
annotated bibliographies, research journals, and products to disseminate new
information. Through continuous discussion and debate, they were able to
develop criteria for choosing the most relevant information. Eventually, they
learned how to test and refine their thinking about the information goals,
selection of resources, and evaluation and use of information to formulate
solutions (Rosebery, Warren, & Conant, 1992).

Prior Knowledge
Recall
Seek approval/validation
Access appropriate
resources

Situated
Community
Learning
Identify connections
Evaluate
between information
selected
retrieved (or known) and information
information needs

Define an
information
need

Discourse
Debate
Justify/explain

Figure 1. Relationship between research findings and principles of a community of practice.

Conclusion
The findings of this study indicated that when using a community of practice,
to teach and reinforce ICT skills, students were able to 1) formulate more
sophisticated problem representations than they did on their own by sharing
experiences and prior knowledge, 2) create a shared repertoire of these
experiences and collective knowledge to build and refine their search
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strategies, and 3) use discourse to validate their decisions and actions, as well
as extend their proficiency levels beyond what they could do on their own to
find and select relevant information. This research addresses the pedagogical
needs Carey (1998) identified, moving instruction from the current practice
of teaching library skills to using an integrated problem-solving approach to
teach critical thinking for Information Literacy.
The results of this study showed behavioral changes in the ways in
which students found and used information as noted in observations,
transcripts of interviews and protocols, and documented in assignments and
projects. Despite the fact that the sample size was small, students’
collectively demonstrated a shift from weakly defined information goals, to
well-articulated research needs, and using a thoughtful efficient approach to
selecting keywords and search strategies. Given more time, greater changes
may have been possible. The three findings from this study, however, have
led to specific suggestions regarding ways to support graduate-level ICT
skills including creating learning environments that invite discourse,
developing a sense of community through shared experiences, and
reinforcing skill development by providing opportunities for testing, refining,
and revising ideas.
Finally, there are three assertions, based on practice and the results of
this investigation, regarding next steps for those interested in promoting ICT
literacy skill using a community of practice approach.
•

The traditional 50-minute Information Literacy session is insufficient
to meet graduate students’ research needs.

•

Assessment practices for ICT skills should be conducted so that
instruction can be developed and revised as needed.

ICT literacy education is too demanding for librarians to manage
alone. Rather, they should collaborate with subject matter faculty to
integrate these competencies into the curriculum, and reinforce skill
development through active participation in information problem
solving activities.
The third assertion is perhaps the most important. Breivik (2005) indicated
that more collaboration is the only way to effectively teach ICT
competencies. As experts on the topic, librarians need to be proactive in
explaining what ICT literacy is and how it will help improve student-learning
outcomes. Using a problem-based learning approach, the results of this study
•
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extend the existing research (Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1990; Kuhlthau, 1993;
Webber & Johnston, 2000) by demonstrating an innovative way to
incorporate these skills into the curriculum through a community of practice,
and by using iSkills TM for establishing valid and reliable benchmarks to
address critical learning needs.
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Collaborative Design of Ontologies: Theory,
Opportunities and Convenient Applications
Abstract
Increased demands on users have led to information and media competence
gaining a very high priority in today's information society. Thus, they are
giving rise to challenges in the process of teaching these competencies in
universities. In this paper, a concept for a blended learning approach will be
proposed. The framework of this approach allows key qualifications to be
taught through the implementation of contextual teaching. This involves
focusing on the process of the collaborative design and development of
knowledge structures. In this process students must envision implicit
associations within a subject area and discuss various points of view,
concepts, and understandings in cooperation with their fellow students and
visualize them in the form of topic maps. The approach is based upon new
insights from the areas of cognitive learning psychology, education and
didactics. The process of collaborative ontology development occurs in a
learning environment that was developed and implemented over a number of
years and which is explicitly geared towards the teaching of key
qualifications.

1. Knowledge and Learning through Collaboration and
Participation
1.1 Current challenges facing university teaching
Today's information society is characterized by the permanent development
of information and communication technologies and new media. Information
and media competence are therefore some of the most important key
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qualifications. Teamwork and networking have gained an important role in
professional life. Collaborative working patterns are becoming the norm and
the generation of knowledge and open exchange of knowledge have become
the success factors of productive systems.
Current developments, which can be summarized under the heading
"Web 2.0" (O’Reilly, 2006; Musser et al., 2006), make the trend clearer: the
focus is increasing on collaboration, the creation of collectively generated
contents, and the collaborative development of knowledge structures and
orders. In constructing corresponding learning environments, the
development of Web 2.0 has opened up a range of technical, functional and
community-building possibilities. New forms of social interaction and
technical functionalities thus lead to new aspects in the shaping of
knowledge. Innovative methods of teaching and learning arise from this and
they too significantly influence the knowledge exchange. University teaching
has been rapidly faced with the challenge of transforming itself against this
background.

1.2. The relevance of teaching information and media competence
A number of studies and statements deal with the high priority that
information competence has gained in our society today (Hütte, 2007; Hapke,
2007; OECD, 2005). It becomes clear here that a command of information
competence is becoming more and more important in almost all spheres of
our daily lives and that this trend will continue to increase in the future.
According to Hütte (2007), the reasons why the skills that fall under
information competence have become such a priority so fast can be explained
by the following factors:
•

Technological advances: rapid developments in hardware, the
introduction of new mobile devices, and new types of software and
software ranges, as well as the prevalence of the Internet as a
dominant medium, require new competencies in dealing with media
and technologies. The learning cycles are decreasing and users must
become familiar with innovations and learn how to use them in
increasingly shorter times.

•

Increase in the range of data and information overload: the steadily
increasing volume of data means that classical processes for handling
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information, such as searching, selecting, evaluating and interpreting
information in different contexts etc., are becoming more important.
Changes in the provision of information: automatic services and
information services available over the Internet are taking over the
provision of information from professional information providers.
This requires a higher competency on the part of the user because
they must acquire the information themselves and not simply explain
to an information provider what sort of information they require.
Furthermore, in a study on the topic of key competencies (2005), OECD
refers to the globalization and modernization of our society as the reasons
behind a networked world which have led to the development of new
challenges for individuals in terms of dealing with information.
Universities should be seen as important places where the competencies
for dealing with the challenges described above can and should be taught.
•

1.3. Comprehensive blended learning concept
A blended learning concept (Hierl et al., 2007; Böller et al., 2007b) allows us
to react to these new challenges and to create a frame of reference for
integrating the active and comprehensive teaching of methods, social,
professional, media and information competencies into the curriculum. The
concept has been developed over a number of years and has been
incorporated into the curriculum for information science at the University of
Applied Sciences HTW Chur. The approach is characterized by the fact that
first-semester students actively require the relevant competencies within the
framework of the underlying module and therefore have to acquire them
(Brändli 2007). The concept of blended learning serves as a basis, making
this process possible. Consciously working with and integrating different
types of media and ways of communicating clearly show the increased value
for learners as well as instructors clear. The frame of reference is made up of
the following learning scenarios and opportunities of which the students can
see themselves availing (Böller et al., 2007a; Böller et al., 2007b):
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Figure 1: Learning environment and learning scenarios

Interconnected learning units support the learning progress of students
throughout the semester. The weekly face-to-face lectures c serve as a
classical method of knowledge dissemination, whereby content learned can
be explored in depth in group and individual projects i, through reading
assignments g, exercises and collaborative online assignments h, seminar
papers f, and the use of an e-learning platform with lecture materials e.
Individual questions are answered in weekly tutorials d which take place
parallel to the lectures and encourage an active exchange between the
students.
The main emphasis of this approach is on encouraging students to work
collaboratively by using wiki software. Within a collaborative working
environment, students are taught in six steps how to extend their knowledge
together, critically reflect on topics, and thus develop key competencies by
writing a seminar paper.
The six steps are:
•

Focusing

Students actively acquire information on a suggested subject area.
They identify research questions and topics they feel should be
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discussed by debating their relevance and supporting this with
arguments.
•

Writing

•

Presenting

•

Reflecting

•

Criticizing

•

Collaborative optimization

Students write and work on a paper within the collaborative working
environment of wiki software.
Papers are made accessible to all members of the group. Students
develop both determination and self-confidence in making their own
presentations available to their fellow students at each stage.
Students read a selection of the presentations written by their peers
analytically and critically. They have to question and reflect on topics
by going into deeper research.
Students comment on and constructively discuss individual papers
with the help of the comment function in wiki software and collect
additional points in this way.

Using the comments as a basis, students can decide how they want to
improve their own paper, and they learn how to deal with both
positive and negative criticism by actively reflecting on their work
and developing their own strategies for solving problems (Himpsl,
2007).
We have termed this pedagogical didactic approach within the learning
environment the knowledge-enhancing helix (Böller et al., 2007a). The spiral
and the gradual expansion show the process that leads to the expansion and
improvement of knowledge step by step. It can be illustrated as follows:

Figure 2: Knowledge enhancing helix
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Every step in this process integrates the skills and content learned in the
previous phase and therefore leads to a continuously improved knowledge
exchange. Knowledge is actively acquired and disclosed, and an open
knowledge base is constructed. This concept has worked well so far in
practice and students appreciate it.
In the following, we will discuss how the principle of the knowledgeenhancing helix can be transferred from the writing of a seminar paper to
other teaching and learning aspects. First of all, we will look at the
implementation of a knowledge order in a blended learning environment
within the context of its development (Chapter 2). We will then go on to look
at transferring the spiral model to the collaborative topic map development as
a special case of a knowledge order (Chapter 3).

2. Criteria for Creating a Knowledge Order within a Blended
Learning Course
2.1. Knowledge order as an alternative representation of learning
content
The contents of new lectures and seminars are often difficult for students to
structure and understand without in-depth prior knowledge in a particular
subject area. This leads to a situation where new students in particular
acquire individual aspects of topics in an isolated way where connections
between the topics cannot be identified without an understanding of the
knowledge area. They are only able to incorporate what they have learned
into an overall context and add these aspects to their competency repertoires
when they can recognize the overarching associations.
Classically, learning material is structured in a hierarchical manner
(lecture → reading → subject areas → classes etc.). This method of
organizing learning content in textbooks is increasingly being applied to
digital learning materials and e-learning courses (Dicheva & Dichev, 2005)
without exploiting the non-linear or non-hierarchical character of electronic
data archives and the corresponding hypertext mechanisms.
By using a knowledge order of the content of a course as a basis that
must not necessarily be constructed in a linear or hierarchical form, the
problem discussed above can be overcome. The knowledge order makes an
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overview of the entire topic possible and makes it easier to distinguish it from
other subject areas and also to focus on individual aspects. Furthermore, the
new areas that have yet to be learned can be embedded in what has already
been learnt, which provides students with points of references and
associations (Brand & Markowitsch, 2004) that they can use to orient
themselves and gain entry into the new subject area.
The structure of such a knowledge order represents the structure of the
neurological network of a human brain according to findings from
neurophysiology and brain research. This makes it much easier to absorb
information within the framework of a learning process (Müller &
Schwärzel, 2005).

2.2. Theoretical assumptions for individual and group learning
processes
Within this neuropsychological understanding (Müller & Schwärzel, 2005;
Thissen, 1997) of the human brain as a neurological network, learning is
understood as an active process of knowledge construction according to the
constructivist findings of brain research: new knowledge is always organized
in connection with pre-existing knowledge and it is embedded in the preexisting neuronal structure, while knowledge that cannot be incorporated is
discarded. The most important prerequisite for this process is the active
participation of learners in the knowledge acquisition process. This is
supported in a number of ways including independent or collective
evaluations of learning content through an individual, active examination of
the subject area. Learners should be able to deal with the offered material
using their own approaches because according to Thissen (1997) learning is
the construction of mental, cognitive maps that are continuously improved
and made more detailed over the course of individual learning processes.
This point of view also corresponds to the contextual teaching and
learning (CTL) approach suggested by Clemente (2007). The CTL approach
is based on the three learning theories of connection theory, constructivism
and active learning, whereby new contents are embedded in a concrete
context with which the students are already familiar, new knowledge is
actively constructed by the students, and learning becomes an active process
conducted by students guided by instruction.
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Many of the requirements for active knowledge construction can also be
found in Reigeluth's elaboration theory (2000), which looks at how learning
material is structured and discusses how this can be transferred to multimedia
learning environments. An important method of content provision is the
zoom metaphor which allows for a representation of learning content going
from the general to the specific and thereby contributes to the construction of
cognitive knowledge maps. This means that new contents can be understood
on the basis of existing knowledge and be integrated into the bigger picture.
This method also proves the importance of prior knowledge at every stage in
the learning process. The term "elaboration" means "to expand differentially"
(Göttel, 2001) and includes the classification and sequencing of the selected
learning contents. In this context, "chunking" is also spoken of. "Chunking"
is the structuring and subdivision of knowledge contents into what are know
as knowledge building blocks which can contain three types of content:
concepts, procedures (processes), and principles (theories) that build on each
other successively and the complexity of which can vary extensively
(Peachter, 1996). This classification of content according to the elaboration
theory is not just useful for the didactic structuring of lessons, but it is also
helpful as a theoretical basis for the creation of topic maps, which are a
semantic web concept that allows ontologies to be represented visually and
also operates using information chunks. However, topic maps go one step
further in that they qualify and explain the relationships between individual
knowledge building blocks.
In order to organize the process of creating a knowledge order
collectively in a group, the discourse-based meta-communication model
developed by Yetim (2005) provides us with systematic guidance using
structured group communication. The model is rooted in the "Theory of
Communicative Action" (Habermas, 1984) and the further development of
this in the form of the “Discourse Theory” (Habermas, 1993; Habermas,
1996).
The meta-communication model offers support for the articulation,
determination and identification of knowledge or ideas in a group and for the
discourse looking for the meaning, positioning and importance of individual
topics. According to Yetim, every meta-communication consists of a verbal
examination aiming to clarify the facts. This communication can be
systematically and appropriately structured and organized by using a
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staircase model which contains all of the important successive steps involved
in collective sense-making. Should differences of opinion come into play, an
additional communication level – the discourse level - can help which tries to
balance the different viewpoints through an argumentative examination of the
topic (Yetim, 2005). To summarize, the discourse-based metacommunication model supports the development of a collective
understanding of certain facts or a particular subject area in which all
participants develop a unified basic understanding and perform team work in
a collaborative learning environment.

2.3. Objectives behind the creation of a knowledge order
The use of knowledge orders in blended learning and e-learning
environments has already been discussed in a variety of different forms
(Dicheva & Dichev, 2006; Herget, 2004; Hierl, 2005). The semantic web
concept of topic maps (Pepper, 2000) in particular has huge potential
(Feasey, 2002; Gerstorfer, 2001): topic maps allow the reuse of learning
objects that already exist in a semantic form and are used as a tool for
structuring and organizing knowledge.
The approaches discussed in the literature have the following in
common: they all use a knowledge order in the form of a topic map (or a
number of topic maps) as a basis for a lecture or blended learning course and
thus allow learners access to learning material that is not just hierarchical but
also thematic and multi-relational. In each case, the knowledge order is
created to suit the course materials by the supervising lecturer and then it is
made available to students (Bauer et al., 2007).
This type of approach has already been applied to the information
sciences study program in the University of Applied Sciences HTW Chur and
it is currently being evaluated (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Example of part of a topic map on an e-learning website for the lecture course on the basics
of information science at HTW Chur

The process of logically designing a topic map can involve a great degree of
complexity (Dicheva & Dichev, 2005) and requires an in-depth thematic
examination of the concepts and contents depicted.
Moreover, this analysis is also used to identify and explicate specialized
knowledge and knowledge structures (Smolnik, 2005). Designing and
constructing a topic map can therefore be understood as both the explication
of existing knowledge and a learning process whereby the author visualizes
associations and works out a cross-linked formation of concepts. Other things
that should be taken into account are quality criteria of ontologies that lead to
discussion, how worthwhile terms and definitions are in reality, how they are
accepted in a community, and in what context they can be linked to and
interact with other terms.
The creation of a knowledge order does not simply lead to a gain with
regard to the knowledge base that is produced as a result and which is made
available to students to use as a means of access to the learning material.
More importantly, it becomes clear that the process involved in designing a
knowledge order also has the potential of being consciously incorporated into
the learning process. If students conceive a knowledge order, for example,
the process teaches them according to the principle that "the path is the goal".
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At the same time, existing resources can be used as learning material for the
course once they have been appropriately adapted. A similar constructivist
approach has already been successfully implemented in Norwegian schools
where the creation of a knowledge base in the form of a database for learning
progress was performed by students and therefore functioned as a learning
tool (Lavik et al., 2004).
The organization of knowledge by students represents a learning moment
and serves the following two objectives:
•

Creation process as a learning objective
The above points are taken into account here because they show how
authors of a topic map create and acquire new knowledge on the basis
of their existing knowledge through the process of designing a
knowledge order. During this process, students learn how to:
• explicate implicit knowledge,
• identify individual knowledge building blocks in the material
provided,
• recognize the associations between different subject areas,
knowledge building blocks, and aspects of knowledge,
• define concepts within an application or thematic context, and to
accordingly configure the quality criteria of an ontology,
• embed the acquired and newly learned knowledge in an overall
context,
• exchange and discuss in a team with the aim of achieving
collective sense-making.

•

Result of the creation process
These objectives include the result of the process, i.e. the
representation of the knowledge order in the form of a navigational
and expandable topic map, which is made available to learners. Here,
the knowledge order is used
• as a non-hierarchical method of accessing course materials that
illustrates the associations between the individual aspects of a
subject area,
• to create an overview and differentiation of the topics taught,
• as a cross-linked representation of contents that embeds new
aspects that have yet to be learned in pre-existing knowledge,
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and thereby provides links for the internalization of new
material,
as reference material that defines terms in the contexts in which
they are used and that forms the basis of all learning matter in an
ontology.
The idea of incorporating this process of designing a knowledge order or of
representing a knowledge order into the teaching process appears extremely
promising. The complexity of the design process, however, poses a problem
in that it asks too much of some students if they are left to their own devices.
Against this background, the following will suggest an approach in which
students support each other by collaborating throughout this process and thus
profit from their cooperations according to the principle of the knowledgeenhancing helix.
•

3. The Collaborative Creation of a Topic Map

3.1 Applying the principle of the knowledge enhancing helix
The points made in the first chapter make clear how far the collaborative
acquisition of learning and the participation of students in the two-way
learning process within the framework of a university course actually serve
the development of key competencies. The much tried-and-tested approach of
collaboratively drafting seminar papers in the locally installed wiki software
has led to good learning successes, and along with increasing motivation
amongst students, it has also contributed to the construction of collective
knowledge.
If a topic map is not drawn up by one person alone, but rather in
collaboration with other students, then this exchange offers an opportunity
for students to profit from each other's knowledge and to create a framework
for targeted, subject-specific exchanges on a particular topic or lecture.
Discussions on things such as associations in a subject field that have been
understood differently or different understandings of concepts lead to an
expansion of knowledge because different perspectives, viewpoints, and
experiences are exchanged. At the same time, it becomes possible to reflect
on one's own learning processes and misunderstandings can be detected.
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In the following, a concept will be outlined that allows the collaborative
development of a topic map to be used as a concrete learning tool for
students.

3.2 Possible implementation in university teaching
The collaborative creation of topic maps can be added as another important
didactic and methodical concept to the course framework outlined in Chapter
1.3 for the lecture on the basics of information science, and it can also be
integrated without any problems into the blended learning environment
illustrated in Figure 1. The topic maps should ideally be created
collaboratively by a small team made up of a maximum of five students.
The weekly tutorial provides a good framework for introducing the
concept of topic maps and for explaining how they work. This involves
explaining the basic terms required, showing how a topic map is created,
presenting the tool that is used for collaborative creation, and letting students
practice using all contents learned by means of a small example topic map.
Finally, the course can be divided into individual teams and they can then be
assigned the various subject areas that the course instructor has previously
decided upon should be represented in the form of a topic map.
It is fundamentally decisive in this phase that the most important basic
steps necessary for designing a topic map are explained to the students in
order to ensure that all groups follow the same procedure during the
collaborative creation process later.
The relevant steps for designing topic maps that must be borne in mind
can be summarized as follows (Hierl, 2005; Müller & Tockenbürger, 2001;
Rath, 2003):
•

differentiation of the selected subject area

•

breaking down of contents into information chunks with the aid of the
knowledge structuring approach as expounded by the elaboration
theory

•

structuring and classification of information chunks

•

development of topics from the resources above and beyond the level
of the object

•

identification of associations between the topics
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•

determination of other elements

•

discussion of the results, validation, consolidation

•

software-based application of the topic map draft

• (possible) linking of all topic maps using the merging principle
All of the important methods and the tools that are necessary in the team
phases must also be explained. This includes:
•

compilation of the issues involved on an individual basis in order to
gain an understanding of the subject area,

•

brainstorming sessions in order to collect all individual opinions in
the team for a subsequent discussion which mainly makes use of
flipcharts and mind maps as support material,

•

use of the meta-communication model for achieving collective
consensus,

•

use of the card sorting procedure to help structure information chunks
(Gaffney, 2000) or to create mind maps,

alternatively, the last step could be conducted collaboratively in the
topic map software (this depends on the type of system in use and the
support available for individual phases, including the previous steps).
Extending these learning methods to higher semesters or rather to masters'
courses is strongly recommended because collective viewpoints and
reflections are just as helpful here in associating knowledge that has already
been learned with new contents.
•

4. Summary
The current paper presents a new collaborative learning and teaching method
that can be incorporated into a blended learning environment. It utilizes the
collaborative acquisition of knowledge by students using an existing
approach that has been proven itself valuable in developing key competencies
in the past. Furthermore, the concept embodies a learning process in which
students learn to reflect on their learning activities and work collaboratively
in small groups to design a knowledge order on a subject area addressed by
lectures.
The knowledge order designed is presented visually in the form of a
topic map, which has the potential to help the learner associate new contents
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better with pre-existing knowledge. Moreover, the resulting topic map can be
used as a tool that provides additional access to content.
The process of designing topic maps therefore serves as a learning tool
from which students profit as a result of the active acquisition and expansion
of their knowledge. They also learn how to systematically undertake and
document their learning preparations and the repetition of lecture contents.
The approach serves as the basis for an active and comprehensive
teaching of information and media competencies and other key qualifications
which are becoming extremely relevant in today's society due to a number of
different technological developments, the ever-increasing volumes of data,
and the increasing challenges that these developments bring with them for the
user and processor of information.
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The South Dakota Information Literacy Exam:
A Tool for Small and Medium-sized Universities
to Document and Assess Information Literacy of
Undergraduate and Graduate Students1
Abstract
This paper describes the South Dakota state universities' development of a
dual-measure instrument to test Information Literacy (IL) following the
Association of College & Research Libraries’ (ACRL) Information Literacy
Competency Standards for Higher Education and using classical and modern
psychometric methods. This tool can be used as an exit assessment for
undergraduates and as an entrance assessment for advanced learners to
indicate deficiencies in IL that must be addressed early in graduate education.

Introduction
This paper describes the development of the South Dakota Information
Literacy Exam (SDILE), a valid, reliable, on-line, and very unique and useful
psychometric instrument. The SDILE was constructed to tap the Association
of College & Research Libraries’ (ACRL) Information Literacy Competency
1
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Standards for Higher Education and follows sound psychometric principles,
including both classical and modern (Item Response Theory) psychometric
techniques. This two-pronged approach has allowed us to arrive at discrete
(threshold) and continuous (assessment) measurements using a valid and
reliable test that is shorter and less expensive than the alternatives. In this
paper we outline the history of the SDILE from its pilot in 2005-2006 as well
as describe the analyses, scoring methods, and the subsequent revisions of the
test items. We also touch on the SDILE’s potential for use as an
undergraduate exit assessment and as a graduate entrance diagnostic.

Information Literacy Instruction in Higher Education
Information Literacy is a set of skills that enables the finding, evaluation, use,
and appropriate (effective, legal and ethical) use of information (Association
of College and Research Libraries, IL Competency Standards for Higher
Education), as described in Table 1 (below). These skills are increasingly
necessary due to the well documented information explosion across so many
different formats. This overwhelming availability of information necessitates
that effective learners must develop sophisticated retrieval skills and use
information effectively to fulfill personal, academic, and professional needs.
The most problematic area of modern research involves Internet research,
which requires especially well developed critical thinking skills
(Macpherson, 2004). Finally, the ability to deal critically with information
enables people to participate as informed and critical citizens in free and
democratic societies (Shapiro & Hughes, 1996).
An information literate person is able to:
•

determine the extent of the information needed

•

access the needed information effectively and efficiently

•

evaluate information and its sources critically

•

incorporate selected information into one’s knowledge base

•

use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose

•

understand the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information, and access and
use information ethically and legally

Table 1: The ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education (2000)
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Recognition of the need for IL instruction arose in the United States during
the 1980s out of the realization of the value of library instruction for student
academic success. Hardesty, Lovrich, and Mannon (1982) found that library
instruction is more strongly correlated with students’ information-finding
skills than with their intellectual ability or academic effort. Additionally, it
was increasingly obvious that the bibliographic instruction (BI) or “library
skills” instruction that had been delivered in the past was not sufficient to
meet the needs of students faced with the growing facility and availability of
information.
American academic libraries have been providing library instruction
since before 1876, the date of the founding of the American Library
Association and the official beginning of professional librarianship in the
United States (Hardesty & Tucker, 1989). Earlier BI instruction focused on
information retrieval—retrieval from paper sources in a specific library. With
exceptions such as the pioneering work of Patricia Knapp and Evan Farber,
BI remained the normal type of instruction in academic libraries until the rise
of the library instruction movement in the 1980s. At this time librarians
became involved in course-integrated library activities in support of
instruction and assignments and moved from BI to IL instruction (Rockman,
2002). Finally, the general education reform movement identified IL as
necessary and equally as important as the communication, critical thinking,
and math skills that should be included in the general education curriculum.
This movement placed IL instruction inextricably within traditional generaleducation courses like Freshman Composition and necessitated collaborative
relationships between librarians and instructors. Further, IL instruction in
general education curricula has become required by more and more higher
education administrations (Rockman, 2002).
It is clear that IL is now recognized by politicians, administrators, and
accrediting bodies as both a necessary learning outcome of higher education
and a lifelong learning skill. Since the 1970s, various American higher
education reform movements have emphasized the role of libraries, research,
and critical thinking skills in effective higher education curricula (see, for
example, Reform on Campus and follow-up reports of the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education, the SCANS Report prepared by the
Secretary of Labor’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, the
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National Literacy Act of 1991, the Clinton era’s Goals 2000: National
Educate America Act, and Greater Expectations: A New Vision for Learning
as a Nation Goes to College). These movements have also emphasized
essential skills, especially lifelong learning skills, including the ability to
acquire, evaluate, use, maintain, interpret, and communicate information as a
job skill; and lifelong learning skills as necessary for success in a global
information-based economy. Finally, national IL standards were articulated
by the American Library Association (ALA) and its higher education and
school library subdivisions (ACRL, 2000; ALA, 1989; American Association
of School Librarians, 1998).
The European and Australasian educational reform movements have
paralleled this movement in American public and higher education. For
instance, British Commonwealth nations have developed the Key
Competencies, the first of which is information-literacy related (e.g., New
Zealand’s “information skills” and Australia’s “Collecting, analyzing,
organizing information” [Scottish Qualifications Authority, 2003, p. 7]).
These competencies have been aligned with post-secondary learning
outcomes, a move that indicates the value of such skills (Down, Martin,
Hager & Bricknell, 1999). Further, IL standards that closely resemble the
American ACRL standards have been proposed on a national and
international basis (see, for instance, the Australian and New Zealand
Information Literacy Framework and the IFLA Guidelines on Information
Literacy for Lifelong Learning.)
While IL in undergraduate education has received considerable attention
in academic librarianship, little consideration has been given to the IL of
advanced learners. The relatively small number of studies treating
postgraduate IL suggests the need for undergraduate IL instruction as
preparation for both professional information retrieval and further academic
study and research for advanced learners. For instance, Powell and CaseSmith (2003) found that lack of time and unavailability of research libraries
seem to result in minimal-effort approaches to information gathering by
professional occupational therapists, along with a preference for the Internet
and personal sources of information (e.g., colleagues, and supervisors) over
the use of library resources like databases.
Alire (1984) points to a history of library concern with the informationseeking skills of graduate students. Unfortunately, this concern generally
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limits itself to documentation of advanced learners’ deficiencies in
information finding. Studies examining the IL of postgraduate learners can be
divided into three areas of investigation according to the type of students and
the location of learning: traditional graduate students (Chu & Law, 2007;
Cooney & Hiris, 2004; George, Bright, Hurlbert, Linke, St. Clair & Stein,
2006; Grant & Berg, 2003; Green & Macauley, 2007; Honey, North & Gunn,
2006; Perrett, 2004), nontraditional graduate students (Bellard, 2005) , and
distance graduate students (Liu & Yang, 2003). For all the differences among
graduate students (traditional vs. nontraditional, distance vs. on-site, males
vs. females, etc.), there is remarkable unanimity in their approach to
information seeking, which is predictable primarily by convenience (George
et al., 2006; Green & Macauley, 2007). In accordance with the principle of
least effort, students tend to choose the easiest and most convenient resources
(for instance, an Internet search engine like Google) over their home
libraries’ resources (George et al., 2006). The choice to use an Internet search
engine rather than academic library resources should probably not be
understood as an indicator of advanced learners’ laziness. Rather,
demographic changes in the graduate student population has given rise to a
population of advanced learners who fall more readily into the description of
the nontraditional student described below, with significant effects on
graduate programs and the academic libraries that support them.
Today’s typical graduate student is more likely to be a female in her
mid-thirties. She attends graduate school part-time and carries both work
(usually part-time) and family responsibilities. She has typically been away
from higher education for at least 2 years and represents a broader range of
linguistic, ethnic, educational, and socioeconomic groups than the
predominantly white, middle-class, male students for whom most
postgraduate programs were created (Bellard, 2005; Gordon, 2002).
Additional factors associated with today’s graduate students are timemanagement issues due to competing responsibilities like childcare and work,
and psychological issues like feelings of inadequacy and anxiety about
competing with younger, traditional students; and a lack of confidence in
their learning and research abilities, compounded by their unfamiliarity with
computers and electronic resources (Bellard, 2005).
Given the demographics of today’s graduate students, it is not surprising
that they seek information in the quickest and most convenient manner.
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Unfortunately, this often results in use of lower-quality resources like
Internet web sites rather than library resources, even online ones.
Compounding the principle-of least-effort approach to resources is the
information glut mentioned above, which makes the research process “too
complex for students to acquire the necessary [IL] skills…on their own
without guidance and instruction” due to the “staggering amount of
resources…along with the growing amount of scholarly communication
available worldwide…making it difficult for even the subject specialist to
stay abreast in [her/his] field” (Bellard, 2005, p. 494). In spite of this
increasing volume and complexity of information, most advanced learners
consider themselves adept at research, despite not knowing enough about
their disciplines or their organization to be effective searchers (Bellard,
2005). This distance between students’ inflated perceptions of their own
research ability and the need for IL instruction is well documented in the
literature on graduate student library and research skills (Bellard, 2005; Chu
& Law, 2003, Grant & Bert, 2003).
Working in postgraduates’ favor is the fact that they are, in general,
highly- and self-motivated learners (Green & Macauley, 2007). Additionally,
graduate students are more cognitively mature, understand their own learning
styles, and even apply meta-cognitive strategies to their information seeking.
While they may turn to the Internet for their research needs, advanced
learners are often familiar with higher-quality search engines like Google
Scholar (Green & Macauley, 2007). Since many graduate student also
function as instructors/teaching assistants in general education courses like
Freshman Composition, a significant and positive attribute is their desire to
function as effective teachers of their students; the fact that these instructors
are an important conduit of IL instruction for their undergraduate students
heightens the necessity that advanced learners receive IL instruction early in
their programs (Given, 2007). Given this positive motivation and the fact that
IL instruction is associated with “long-term changes in library-use skills”
(Hardesty et al., 1982, p. 44), graduate students should benefit from early
assessment that can help identify and inform remediation of IL deficiencies.
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Information Literacy Assessment
According to Meulemans (2002), IL assessment arose out of three
movements in American academia and academic libraries in the late 1980s
and 1990s: the higher education assessment movement, the rise of strategic
planning and Total Quality Management (TQM) in higher education, and
most significantly, the aforementioned change in focus from instruction in
rudimentary library skills to IL in academic libraries. The final report of the
ALA’s Presidential Committee on IL pointed out the need for educational
institutions to include IL instruction and assessment in their learning
programs in order to produce information literate citizens (ALA, 1989). Once
preliminary IL standards had been articulated by the ALA, IL began to be
included in accreditation requirements by such bodies as the Middle States
Association of Schools and Colleges (2006). Since IL is recognized as a skill
necessary for student success in academic and personal matters, and one upon
which accreditation hinges, IL is now among the set of skills assessed to
account for the essential lifelong learning skills taught in higher education
(Meulemans, 2002). For instance, South Dakota’s local accrediting body, the
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools’ Higher Learning
Council, has adopted IL in its “Criterion 4: Acquisition, Discovery, and
Application of Knowledge” (2003).
Criterion 4, “Acquisition, discovery, and application of knowledge”
•

The organization demonstrates, through the actions of its board, administrators, students, faculty, and
staff, that it values a life of learning.

•

The organization demonstrates that acquisition of a breadth of knowledge and skills, and the exercise
of intellectual inquiry are integral to its educational programs.

•

The organization assesses the usefulness of its curricula to students who will live and work in a
global, diverse, and technological society.

•

The organization provides support to ensure that faculty, students, and staff acquire, discover,
evaluate, and apply knowledge responsibly.

Table 2: North Central Association Higher Learning Commission’s Accreditation Criteria

Ury et al. (2006) point out that library assessment has tended to take the form
of student satisfaction surveys (formative assessment rather than summative
assessment) like the ones reported most recently by Wong et al. (2006). The
problem with formative, survey-type assessment is that it relies too heavily
on self-reported evidence and too little on students’ IL and the efficacy of
library IL instruction. In recent years, several instruments have been
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developed for summative assessment, e.g., Project SAILS, the ETS iSkills
Assessment, and James Madison University’s Information Literacy Test
(ILT). While these tools have achieved some national recognition and use,
they are not appropriate IL measures for all of higher education for reasons
that we elaborate below (see “The South Dakota IL Exam”).
As was noted above, the focus of IL assessment has been on
undergraduate rather than graduate students. However, the need for IL testing
of graduate students is obvious, given the well documented lack of IL among
these learners (see the discussion of graduate students’ IL above). Further,
given that graduate degrees are research degrees, it makes sense to require IL
skills from the beginning of graduate students’ careers. Postgraduate learners
need to be tested for IL upon matriculation in order to establish the levels of
these skills, identify gaps in knowledge and capabilities, and allow immediate
and appropriate remediation.
There does not appear to be much evidence of the systematic IL
assessment of advanced learners. Isolated suggestions and tools are described
in the literature, ranging from a proposed research paper required of all
applicants to graduate programs (Lacefield & Mahan, 1988) to an IL skills
audit or test required of entering graduate students at the University of
Missouri - Columbia (Rice, 1978), Boston College (Morner, 1993), and
Australian National University (Perrett, 2004). And, the assessments
appropriate for undergraduate learners would not necessarily be appropriate
for use among graduate students. However, an undergraduate exit assessment
like the SDILE can serve as an entrance assessment of IL for advanced
learners, since the skill set assumed for graduate students is congruent with
that of undergraduate students who are information literate. The SDILE is a
short yet valid and reliable instrument documenting and assessing IL—both.
This tool can serve as an exit assessment of undergraduate IL, as well as an
entrance measure of graduate student IL. Graduate students can be informed
of their level of and weak areas of IL, and individualized instruction can be
formulated accordingly.

The South Dakota IL Exam
Starting in 2000 the South Dakota regental system’s general education goals
included an Information Technology Literacy (ITL) requirement, and
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universities were free to interpret and assess this goal as they saw fit. Only
the University of South Dakota (USD) interpreted ITL as IL and assessed IL
with an ITL Exam developed at USD.
In February 2004 the South Dakota Board of Regents (SDBOR)
convened a group of administrators, instructors, and librarians from the six
state universities, with a mandate to revise the system-wide general education
goals and objectives and to implement the new goals in fall 2005. In
discussions lasting until fall 2004, the team established seven general
education goals, with objectives and lists of courses that fulfilled the goals
(South Dakota Board of Regents Committee on Academic and Student
Affairs, 2004).

Goal #1

Students will write effectively and responsibly and will understand and interpret the written
expression of others.

Goal #2

Students will communicate effectively and responsibly through listening and speaking.

Goal #3

Students will understand the organization, potential, and diversity of the human community
through study of the social sciences.

Goal #4

Students will understand the diversity and complexity of the human experience through
study of the arts and humanities.

Goal #5

Students will understand and apply fundamental mathematical processes and reasoning.

Goal #6

Students will understand the fundamental principles of the natural sciences and apply
scientific methods of inquiry to investigate the natural world.

Goal #7

Students will recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, organize,
critically evaluate, and effectively use information from a variety of sources with intellectual
integrity.

Table 3: The South Dakota System-Wide General Education Requirements Goal

The seventh goal, Information Literacy, was established with student learning
outcomes that matched the five ACRL Information Literacy Competency
Standards for Higher Education (ACRL, 2000; SDBOR, 2004).
Students will…
•

determine the extent of information needed;

•

access the needed information effectively and efficiently;

•

evaluate information and its sources critically;

•

use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose;

•

use information in an ethical and legal manner.

Table 4: Goal #7 IL Student Learning Outcomes (ACRL IL Competency Standards)
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Unlike the other general education goals promulgated by the SDBOR, which
are fulfilled by university courses, Goal #7 IL can only be fulfilled by
“demonstrating competency through an assessment designed by the
university” (SDBOR, 2004). Instruction in “formal research and
documentation” was incorporated into the student learning objectives for
Goals 1 (Writing) and 2 (Speaking), thus effectively locating IL instruction in
Freshman Composition, and Speech Communication 101 (SDBOR, 2004).
Since the IL goal was a system-wide general education requirement, it
was immediately recognized that an assessment instrument should be chosen
or developed for the entire regental system. At that time, only two national
standardized assessments were on the horizon, Project SAILS and the ETS
ICT Literacy (now, iSkills) Assessment. The Strategic Leadership Team
considered the two standardized assessments and decided against using either
of them. Project SAILS was in development and, based on information
available at the time, it would still be undergoing beta testing during the
2006-2007 year (M. Thompson, personal communication, February 9, 2005).
The SD system needed a valid instrument in the fall of 2006, before Project
SAILS would be fully vetted. Additionally, while Project SAILS makes use
of Item Response Theory (IRT) for analysis and thus could locate students on
a scale of IL, it does not do so (O'Connor, Radcliff & Gedeon, 2002). Rather,
because its purpose is to enable cross-institutional comparisons of the IL
skills of student cohorts rather than to assess the IL capabilities of individual
students (O'Connor, Radcliff & Gedeon, 2001), it provides only institution- or
cohort-level information on IL skills (Project SAILS, 2006). However, the
SDBOR wished the exam used by the South Dakota System to provide
student-level information appropriate for fulfilling a general-education
requirement and for program evaluation (i.e., the exam was to tell us whether
an individual student is information literate and how information literate s/he
is). The ETS iSkills Assessment measures both Information Literacy and
technology literacy (Educational Testing Service, 2006), which goes beyond
the goal of the new SDBOR general education requirements. In addition to
the two national standardized exams, the Committee considered James
Madison University’s Information Literacy Test (ILT) and rejected it as well.
Like Project SAILS and the ETS iSkills Assessment, the ILT is lengthy (65
questions); additionally, it does not address all of the ACRL IL Standards, as
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it omits Standard 4 based on the claim that this standard cannot be assessed
using multiple-choice questions (James Madison University Institute for
Computer-Based Assessment, 2006). Since students in South Dakota’s state
universities are encouraged to pass an IL assessment by the end of their
sophomore year, and they are already burdened at that time with the CAAP
Proficiency Test, it was deemed desirable to find an IL assessment that was
shorter, addressed all of the ACRL IL Standards (rather than ITL), yet was
valid and reliable. Since the CAAP Proficiency Test places a financial burden
on our institutions, the IL Subcommittee was also interested in obtaining an
affordable alternative to the aforementioned instruments.
Since no suitable national standardized assessment tool was available,
the Strategic Leadership Team constituted the IL Subcommittee (consisting
of 5 assessment directors, 5 academic librarians, 2 English instructors, and 1
Communication Studies instructor from the six state universities) in the fall
of 2004, with a mandate to create a system-wide IL assessment based on the
USD ITL Exam. While this exam had functioned to document IL during the
years of the ITL requirement, it was fraught with problems that undermined
its value as an IL assessment tool (Leibiger & Schweinle, 2007; Schweinle,
2004). In the following sections we will describe the development of items
and the scoring methods used with the SDILE and how these helped us arrive
at a measurement designed both to document minimal IL proficiency for
summative purposes at the student level and simultaneously to assess IL on a
continuum for formative purposes at the program or institution level.
Additionally, we will discuss the role of the item analysis in the iterative
revision of the SDILE’s contents.

Method and Design of the SDILE
In its mandate to create the SDILE, the South Dakota Board of Regents
specified that the exam be brief, online, reliable, and content valid vis-à-vis
the five ACRL IL standards. The proposed instrument was also required to
have a discrete cutoff or minimal IL proficiency passing score. In other
words, the exam should be useful for documenting whether a student is
indeed information literate. Finally the SDILE should be able to assess each
of the five ACRL standards along a continuum.
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The documentation and assessment requirement was the greatest
psychometric challenge in creating the SDILE. For instance, a documentation
exam, e.g. a written driving exam, is designed to help determine whether an
examinee has attained a minimally acceptable level of proficiency. However,
such an instrument will not help determine how much better one driver is
compared to another. In other words, it would be a mistake to infer that one
person is a better driver than another because s/he scored higher on her/his
written driving exam. Assessment exams are different in that they are
designed to differentiate examinees along a continuum, rather than
categorizing examinees above or below a discrete point. Assessment exams,
usually the type administered in classes for grades, are designed to yield
information about who is more proficient and by how much in interval terms.
Creating an exam that embodies both documentation and assessment
properties was difficult.
The successful creation of such an exam lies in the carefully constructed
and empirically vetted test items as well as in how scores are computed. First,
we combined two different types of questions—documentation and
assessment items—into a single test. Then, we also scored the test in two
different ways; one method results in documentation scores and the other
results in assessment scores.

Item Development
Content experts, i.e., librarians from each state university created questions
for each of the five ACRL IL Standards (i.e., each of the 5 South Dakota
Goal #7 IL student learning outcomes). Ten questions were created at each
state institution—1 documentation and 1 assessment question for each of the
5 ACRL standards. These questions were combined with items from the
University of South Dakota ITL Exam. (Psychometric analyses indicated that
most of the older ITL exam questions were not psychometrically sound and
that they did not fit well into the SDILE design. These items have since been
thoroughly revised or completely eliminated from the SDILE.) The
Subcommittee reviewed the questions for face validity and made suggestions
for changes to the items. The final revisions were discussed and agreed upon,
and the IL Exam was set up in WebCT® at USD. Piloting of the SDILE
began in the spring of 2005 and continued into the fall of 2006.
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Test Items
The SDILE presents each student with twenty-five items consisting of 5 sets
of 5 questions in which each set addresses a different ACRL IL Standard. For
each ACRL standard there are 3 documentation questions and 2 assessment
items. In other words, 15 of the 25 SDILE questions presented to a student
are documentation items and 10 of the 25 presented items are assessment
items.
Questions 1-5 address ACRL IL Standard 1 (6-10 = ACRL IL Standard 2, 11-15 = ACRL IL
Standard 3, etc.)
•

Documentation question (9 alternates labeled 1D1a-i)

•

Documentation question (3 alternates labeled 1D2a-c)

•

Documentation question (3 alternates labeled 1D3a-c)

•

Assessment question (7 alternates labeled 1A1a-g)

•

Assessment question (2 alternates labeled 1A2a-b)

Table 7: Distribution of Documentation and Assessment Questions in the SDILE (examples)

The documentation items (see the example below in Table 8) are located
lower on Ω (~ -1.95) and have steeper ICC slopes, i.e. discrimination. The
assessment items (see the example below in Table 9) are typically located
higher on Ω (~ 0 and ~1), are more thought-provoking, and have smaller
slopes. The lower discrimination parameters of the assessment items allow
better “partial credit” allocation (see the discussion of the Bock Nominal
Model below) and, thus, more precise assessment of IL along a continuum.
Why is Interlibrary Loan so valuable to a student’s research?
•

It allows a student to visit and check out materials from a library that is not his/her local library.

•

It allows a student to request materials from a library that is not his/her local library.

•

It allows a student to access online materials at a library that is not his/her local library.

•

It allows a student to purchase materials not located in his/her local library.

•

Difficulty = .87

Table 8: Example of a documentation question addressing ACRL Standard 2 (Accessing needed
information effectively and efficiently)
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Your instructor has given an assignment that requires the use of primary source materials.
Which would you consult?
•

a biography of someone involved in the issue with criticism

•

a diary written by someone who was involved in the issue

•

a textbook article about someone who was involved in the issue

•

a journal article about someone who was involved in the issue

•

Difficulty = .63

Table 9: Example of an assessment question addressing ACRL Standard 2 (Accessing needed
information effectively and efficiently)

Note also that there are several possible items that can be presented to the
student as “Question 1” and the item that is presented is randomly selected by
WebCT®. The probability is very low that any 2 examinees will see the same
set of items.

Documentation of Minimal Information Literacy via Classical
Psychometric Methods
Because the IL Subcommittee approached the problem of a passing or “cut”
score somewhat differently. We first decided on the number of items to
include in the exam (25) and then on a cut score (13 out of 25 correct). We
did this for at least two reasons. First, with 13/25 and 4 answer choices per
item, the p (pass|chance selection) is very small (~ .0025).
The second consideration is somewhat more complicated. With a passing
score of 13/25 and with an average classical item difficulty of about .70 (i.e.,
70% of respondents answered a given item correctly), then our expected
failure rate would be less than 5%. This avoided political concerns. (Recall
that taking and passing the SDILE is required for graduation at the six SD
regental universities.)
We observed Item Response Theory (IRT) coefficients of location and
slope (somewhat analogous to difficulty and discrimination) to decide
whether to retain, revise or exclude items. (A full explanation of Item
Response Theory is well beyond the scope of this paper. 2,3 )

2

For further discussion of IRT, see Reise, S. P., Ainsworth, A. T., & Haviland, M.G.
(2005). Item Response Theory: Fundamentals, Applications, and Promise in Psychological
Research. Current Directions in Psychological Research 14 (2), 95-101.
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Figure 1 (below) depicts some typical two-parameter ICC’s for
documentation and assessment items. The ICC traces represent the p(Ω|
correct response). As Ω (i.e. IL) increases, the documentation trace line is
sharply sloped, indicating that the item discriminates well. Further, the point
at which p(Ω| correct response) = .5 is located about 1.8 standard deviations
below average, which means that a respondent who is approximately 1.8
standard deviations below average has a 50% chance of responding correctly.
The assessment item trace is located higher on Ω than the documentation
item, indicating that a higher degree of IL is necessary to have p(Ω| correct
response) = .5. Notice also that the assessment item slope is smaller, i.e. the
assessment item does not discriminate about its location as closely as the
documentation item does. All of these characteristics are used to decide
whether to delete, revise or add items to the SDILE.

2PL Item Trace Curves for Documentation and Assessment Items
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Figure 1

Assessment Scoring of the SDILE
Although we could count the number correct and arrive at a score, these
scores would not be very precise, especially for the individual ACRL
3

For the application of IRT to IL assessment, see O’Connor, Radcliff, & Gedeon, 2001,
167- 168.
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standards. This is because there are only 5 items for each of the ACRL
standards. The internal reliability for each subscale would be very low. To
overcome this problem, we used Bock Nominal scoring, which very
efficiently captures information that is revealed in a given item response
(Bock, 1972).
The Bock Nominal IRT method mathematically “assigns” numbers (i.e.
locations) that are akin to “partial credit” for each response in an item. The
efficiency of the Bock model allows the “correct” or best response to be
located fairly high on Ω. Another choice might be located lower on Ω,
indicating that a respondent who is lower in IL is more likely to make this
choice. The Bock nominal method results in scores that are much more
informed and much more informative than proportion correct scores. Figure 2
(below) depicts the Bock Nominal ICC traces for an assessment item. Each
curve reflects the p(Ω| that response). Response “c” is the correct choice and
is located at the highest level of Ω (i.e., IL), whereas response “a” is the
“worst” choice and is the likely response of a person who is relatively low in
IL.

ACRL Standard 1 Assessment Question

Probability
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p(Choose "a"|IL
level)

0.8
0.6

p(Choose "b"|IL
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0.4

p(Choose "c"|IL
level)

0.2
0.0
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

p(Choose "d"|IL
level)

Information Literacy
Figure 2

The Bock Nominal assessment score is the respondent’s maximally likely
level of IL given her/his responses to all of the items. In this way the
documentation items also serve assessment purposes and are scored using the
Bock Nominal method. The resultant assessment scores can be used in the
aggregate to assess overall levels of IL and to identify which of the ACRL
learning goals is/are in need of attention.
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The Interplay of Item Analysis and Item Revision: Revision of the
SLO 4 Questions
The SDILE was pilot tested at the six South Dakota universities in the spring,
summer, and fall of 2005 and again in the spring and fall of 2006. Data from
each pilot administration was analyzed with classical and modern (IRT)
psychometric methods. Only the questions relevant to SLO 4/ACRL Standard
4 (“Use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose”) have
required major revision.
The reason for this required revision is probably that the construct
defined by SLO4 is intuitively difficult to tap with multiple-choice questions
(see the claim supporting the exclusion of questions relating to ACRL
Standard 4 from the James Madison University’s ILT above). This difficulty
has been clearly evident as we have tried to create effective SDILE SLO 4
questions. However, we have been creating, piloting, revising and retesting
items toward the goal of having a set that can validly and reliably tap SLO 4
as defined by the ACRL. Our revision of an SLO4 documentation question
(below) reflects our use of empirical psychometric methods to create good
test questions.
To best demonstrate the scope of a problem one should use...
•

pictures

•

statistics

•

books

•

articles

Table 10: The original form of a documentation question addressing ACRL Standard 4 (Old 4D2a)

When we fit an IRT model to the SLO 4 items, we found that some of them
were reverse-scoring. For instance on item “Old 4D2a” (a documentation
question designed to tap ACRL Standard 4) students were less likely to select
choice “b” (the correct answer) when they were higher in Ω (i.e., more
information-literate, see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Bock Nominal Response Model for Old 4D2a

When we looked carefully at the question stem, “To best demonstrate the
scope of a problem one should use...”, we realized that more thoughtful
students over-intellectualize the question and answer incorrectly. Further,
students who scored higher on the items related to ACRL Standards 1, 2, 3
and 5 performed worse than other students on the Standard 4 questions (see
Figure 4 below).
0.9
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0
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SLO5

-0.3

Figure 4: Nominal Scores of SDILE Questions Addressing ACRL Standards 1-3 and 5 Compared
with those Addressing ACRL Standard 4 for the South Dakota BOR Universities

Based on the empirical psychometric information and our qualitative
observations about Item 4D2a, we revised the item to include more
contextual cues (see Table 11, below)
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The best visual aid for a speech comparing changes in the profits of two or three competing
companies over a three-year period is...
•

a spreadsheet

•

a market analysis.

•

a line chart.

•

a table

Table 11: Revised version of the documentation question addressing ACRL Standard 4 (New 4D2a)

We analyzed the revised 4D2a item and found the ICC traces depicted in
Figure 5. These indicate that choice “c” is the best answer mathematically. It
is also the correct answer. Choice “d” is the “lowest” response
mathematically, and choices “a” and “b” were in between. We could revise
choices “a” and “b” in order to make them more attractive distracters, but
doing so would alter the documentation characteristics of question 4D2a by
its empirically-derived psychometric properties. Although it may be difficult;
time, effort, and continual revision make it possible to create multiple-choice
questions that address ACRL Standard 4. The new Item 4D2a is a face valid
measure of students’ ability to use information effectively to accomplish a
specific purpose (ACRL Standard 4). Its validity is also supported and Item
Response methods do allow us to create multiple-choice questions that
address ACRL Standard 4.

Figure 5: Bock Nominal Response Model for New 4D2a
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Conclusion
Two sets of scores are computed for the SDILE. The first set of scores, the
number of items correctly answered, can be used to document whether an
individual student is information literate. The second set of scores is based on
the Bock Nominal Model and can be used to assess the level of Information
Literacy among groups of students. The SDILE is constantly being improved
through item revision, addition, and deletion on the basis of empirical
psychometric analyses.
The Information Literacy Subcommittee meets each academic term to
review the SDILE items and related performance statistics. Items are revised,
added and dropped on the basis of their psychometric properties and the
purposes of the SDILE. Additionally, items are vetted for Differential Item
Functioning (DIF) between genders, locations and ethnicities. Thus far none
of the items has exhibited appreciable DIF. Because the student bodies of the
state universities generally reflect the white, northern European heritage of
South Dakota, the population of learners participating in the SDILE pilot is
very homogeneous. The IL Subcommittee is soliciting beta-testing partners
from more diverse regions and institutions to provide a more heterogeneous
testing pool for the further development and revision of the SDILE. As a
result of this beta testing, the SDILE will indeed develop into a valid and
reliable tool for small and medium-sized universities both to document and
assess student IL for the purposes of institutional assessment and crossinstitutional comparison. In addition serving as a valid and reliable indicator
of undergraduate IL, the SDILE can be developed into an entrance
assessment for graduate students, offering advanced learners an opportunity
to discover deficits in their IL and to remediate early in their graduate
careers.

Notes
The authors wish to acknowledge the contributions of all members of the
South Dakota Board of Regents Information Literacy Subcommittee, past and
present, in the creation of the SDILE, especially those who participated in the
generation of questions and all revisions of the SDILE from 2004 to the
present. The latter group comprises the following assessment experts, library
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faculty, students, and support staff from the six state universities of the South
Dakota Regental System: Carrie Ahern, Lea Briggs, George Earley, Jacy Fry,
Lynda Oldenkamp (co-chair of the IL Subcommittee from 2004-2006), Joann
Sckerl, Sandra Schatz, Kristen Skrenes, Risë Smith, and Laura Wight. The
authors also owe a debt of thanks to the Interlibrary Loan staff of I.D. Weeks
Library (University of South Dakota) for their efforts to obtain the wealth of
resources that supported the writing of this paper.
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Workplace Information Literacy in the
Scientific Field – an Empirical Analysis Using
the Semantic Differential Approach
Abstract
The study focuses on eliciting a semantic concept of Information Literacy by
capturing the information worker’s perception of the information process. It
is presumed that this perception influences the formation and advancement of
Information Literacy at the workplace. The approach is based on the creation
of a semantic differential scale. Target group are scientists from the field of
natural sciences. The survey shows that five partly correlated principal
aspects play a major role: personal motivation, experience, personal and
corporate utility, organizational support and information quality.
Consequently, fostering adequate information handling at the workplace
implies the promotion of its utility e.g. by its integration into the business
culture, the provision of high-quality, easy-accessible information by the
information services or the library, the integration of relevant trainings and
the encouraging of personal motivation by adequate psychological incentives.

Research Context
Information Literacy refers to the efficient and effective handling of the
rising complexity of the information process. On this note, the prevailing
educational Information Literacy initiatives 1 aim to turn the members of our
information society into information literates (Armstrong, 2005): “knowing
when and why they need information, where to find it, and how to evaluate,
use and communicate it in an ethical manner”. Academic educators and
1

e.g.: AACRL, AASL, CILIP, NFIL, SCONUL
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librarians have successfully managed to establish this concept in academia
and the educational field, gradually embedded learning objectives into school
and university curricula at all levels (Baettig, 2005; Homann, 2000; Ingold,
2005; Kuhlen, 1999; Kuhltau, 1993; Rader, 2002; Tuominen, Savolainen &
Talja, 2005; Virkus, 2003).
Within the field of industry and commerce, however, researchers are still
in the process of discussing acceptable definitions of ”workplace Information
Literacy“ (Donnelly & Craddock, 2002; Kirk, 2004; Lloyd, 2004). In
addition to the difficulties to separate it from somewhat related concepts like
time management, information management, computer literacy, internet
experience or research skills, a successful transfer of the rather strategic and
theoretic educational concepts and objectives is doubtful (Bruce, 1999;
Cheuk, 2000; Cheuk, 2002; Lloyd, 2004; O'Sullivan, 2002). One outstanding
exception – taking into account the personal understandings of Information
Literacy – is the phenomenological approach by Christine Bruce (Bruce,
1999; Webber & Johnston, 2003).

Aim of research
Our study focuses on eliciting a semantic concept of Information Literacy by
capturing the information worker’s perception of the information process. It
is assumed that this perception influences the formation and advancement of
Information Literacy at the workplace. The approach is based on the
formation of a semantic differential scale. This scaling tool has been used
mostly for measuring social attitudes, especially in the fields of linguistics
and social psychology (Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum, 1957). It typically
consists of a seven-point bipolar rating scale using adjectival opposites.

Scale Construction and Revision
The scale was constructed in three stages: In the creativity stage, five experts,
working in the field of information science and librarianship, were asked to
generate as many items as possible related to the scientific information
process. Altogether 90 items were created. In the evaluation step, three
professional information scientists sorted out synonyms as well as
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problematic items and classified them thematically. This led to 65 items and
seven categories: utility, quality, expertise, method operandi, effort, personal
motivation, work-related circumstances. This item pool was the basis for the
creation of a randomly organized semantic differential questionnaire.
Consecutively, the questionnaire was revised in three stages: In the pretesting phase 1 ten volunteers participated in a small-scale pre-test. This led
to 44 items which formed the SEMDIFFIL (semantic differential of
Information Literacy) – Questionnaire.
Pre-Test phase 2 was part of the real-time study (2a). From December
2006 until January 2007, participants were given the additional possibility to
exclude items. In January 2007 this option was eliminated and the respective
items were taken out of the pool. Based on this survey, the questionnaire was
reduced to 36 significant items forming the second version of SEMDIFFIL
(2nd version). The Questionnaire – Revision Phase was performed on basis of
the second survey (2) – executed from February 2007 until April 2008. A
small number of items were singled out as they showed to be difficult to
interpret or differentiate from other items. The following table shows the
remaining 34 items of the SEMDIFFIL (3rd version), which formed the basis
of further analysis.
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Adjective pair
(German)

Adjective pair
(English)

Adjective pair
(German)

Adjective pair
(English)

1

niedriger Aufwand hoher Aufwand

high effort - low effort

19

Trainingsbedarf kein Trainingsbedarf

no training needed –
training needed

2

langweilig spannend

boring - exciting

20

veraltet – aktuell

out-of-date – up to
date

3

verwirrend übersichtlich

confusing - clear

21

allein - im Team

stand-alone – team
work

4

kritisch – unkritisch

critical - not critical

22

einmalig –
kontinuierlich im
Projektverlauf

only once –
continuously within
the project course

5

nachteilig –
vorteilhaft

disadvantageous advantageous

23

schwammig präzise

woolly – precise -

7

einfach zugänglich
– schwer zu
erreichen

easy accessible –
difficult to access

24

selten – regelmäßig
im Arbeitsalltag

seldom – regularly
within daily work

8

nicht effizient effizient

efficient - not efficient

25

hält auf - bringt
weiter

slows down - helps on

9

kein Stellenwert hoher Stellenwert
am Arbeitsplatz

high significance - low
significance at the
Workplace

26

spärliches Angebot –
großzügiges
Angebot an
Informationsquellen

sparse – broad
regarding offer of
information sources

10

unwichtig – wichtig

important - not
important

27

unsystematisch –
systematisch

systematically unsystematically

11

unerfahren erfahren

inexperienced experienced

28

unfruchtbar fruchtbar

unfruitful – fruitful

12

intuitiv – analytisch

intuitive - analytical

29

uninteressant –
interessant

uninteresting –
interesting

13

irrelevant – relevant

irrelevant - relevant

30

unzuverlässig –
zuverlässig

unreliable – reliable

14

wird nicht
unterstützt -wird
unterstützt

is not supported - is
supported

31

unnütz – nützlich

useful – not useful

15

neutral für Erfolg
des Arbeitgeber positiv für Erfolg
des Arbeitgebers

neutral for employer
success - positive for
employer success

32

mit professionelle
Hilfe - ohne
professionelle Hilfe

using expert help – not
using expert help

16

kein Lerngewinn Lerngewinn

no learning benefitlearning benefit

33

genug Zeit zur
Verfügung – wenig
Zeit zur Verfügung

enough time available
– little time available

17

nicht professionell professionell

not professional professional

34

oberflächlich –
detailliert

superficial – in detail

18

nicht angesehen angesehen

not respected - respected

Table A: SEMDIFFIL (3rd version)
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Study Design
The target group of the study were researchers from the field of natural
science (biology, chemistry, pharmacy, physics). As a means of validation
and comparison two groups in different environments were selected. Group
participants were chosen by random selection (Survey 1) and stratified
random selection (Survey 2). The questionnaire items were organized in
random order to minimize order effects.
•

Study 1: The first group included 149 employees at German
universities. The study was conducted from December 2006 until
April 2006 in form of an online questionnaire.

Study 2: The second group consisted of 79 scientific employees
working at a major pharmaceutical company. The study was
conducted from February 2007 until April 2008. SEMDIFFIL (3rd
version) was part of extended personal interviews.
In order to maintain objectivity, the execution of the study was based on a
generated guide on survey design. The following table only gives a short
overview over the study schedule.
•

Total Time: 25 minutes

Survey 1 /2
Phase 1: General Information (approx. 3 minutes)

At the beginning of the interview, participants were informed that the survey and its analysis was conducted
anonymously. Furthermore, participants were notified about the scientific aim and the course of the interview.
Phase 2: Introduction to the topic (approx. 5 minutes)
In order to establish a common standard of knowledge, a general definition of the scientific information process
and its steps was presented. Furthermore, the filling in of the questionnaire was shown by example.
Phase 3: Semantic Differential (approx. 10 minutes)
In phase 3, participants were asked to think about their scientific knowledge work and the related process and
skills. Afterwards, they were asked to complete the semantic differential scale spontaneously. The items were
shown in 7 randomly arranged sets of in each case 5-7 items.
Phase 4: Socio-demographic Data (3 min)
Socio-demographic data was taken with regard to age, workplace, scientific field, usage of information source
(etc.).
Phase 5: Conclusion (3 minutes)
The researcher thanked the respective subject for the informative and helpful participation. It was stated that the
results of the survey will be presented at the end of the year 2007.

Table B: Study Schedule
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Method of Analysis
After data generation, factor analysis and item analysis were applied as a
means of item selection and organization (Bortz & Döring, 2006, pp.185187). The application of factor analysis included the verification and
adaptation of the raw data, the appliance of an appropriate factor algorithm,
the testing of the communalities and the factor extraction as well as
interpretation of the factor loadings. As illustrated in the following table, both
data sets showed to be valid for factor analysis (Backhaus, Erichson, Plinke
& Weiber, 2006, pp. 269 - 277):
Survey 1

Survey 2

Criteria

Suitability

Suitability

Correlation matrix

Not sure: Matrix shows both,
high and small values.

Not sure: Matrix shows both,
high and small values.

Significance of correlation
coefficients

Yes: 95.5 % of the levels of
significance are low (<0.4)

Yes: 87.2% of the levels of
significance are low (<0.4)

Inverse of correlation matrix

Yes: 79.8% of the values of the
not-diagonal elements are close
to 0 ([-0.2;0.2])

Yes: 65.7 % of the values of
the not-diagonal elements are
close to 0 ([ -0.2; 0.2])

Bartlett Test of Sphericity

Not applicable (no normal
distribution) 2

Not applicable (no normal
distribution)

Anti-Image-Covariance

Yes: < 25% (7.7%) of values are
> 0.09

Yes: < 25% (17.2 %= or the
values are > 0.09

KMO-Measure

0.840 = meritorious

0.605 = mediocre

Table C: Verification the Suitability of the raw data for factor analysis

As it was aimed to reproduce the correlation matrix in form of fewer
components, principal component analysis was chosen. In case of
communalities, a sample size of 80 communality values requires at least
h2≈.60. With a sample size of 149 communality values h2≈.50 are stated to
be acceptable (Bühner, 2004, pp. 193). Consequently, attributes owning
communalities below .50 (Survey 1) and below .60 (Survey 2) were
excluded. Regarding the number of factors, a variety of different measures
are recommended (Bühner, 2004, pp. 199 - 203): In the course of this study,
parallel analysis was applied.
2

Normal distribution is not a obligatory prerequisite of the applying of a factor analysis
(Bühner, 2004, p. 196)
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Figure A: Survey 1: Parallel Analysis
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Figure B: Survey 2: Parallel Analysis
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In case of Survey 1, the lower line – representing the randomly generated
factors – cuts in the middle of factor 4 of the upper line formed by the ILFactors. Based on content-related considerations the extraction of three
factors turns out to be the most sensible. This number of factors is as well
typical for the semantic differential (Osgood et al., 1957). The data set of
Survey 2 suggests to extract four factors. After the extraction of the
respective factor matrix, item analysis for each complete item pool as well as
for each single dimension was applied (Bortz & Döring, 2006, pp. 217 - 221).
General Reliability – Survey 1

General Reliability – Survey 2

Cronbach
Alpha

Cronbach Alpha for
standardised values

Number of
Items

Cronbach
Alpha

Cronbach Alpha for
standardised values

Number of
Items

0.907

0.911

27

0.782

0.803

20

Tabel D: Reliability of data represented by the Cronbach Alpha Coefficient

Item analysis implies the calculation of the index of complexity
(recommended values: between 0.2 – 0.8), the discriminative power
(recommended values: 0.3- 0.5 = mediocre, over 0.5= high), and the
homogeneity index in form of the Alpha Cronbach Coefficient of each item
(recommended values: α> 0.8 = reliable/good, α > .70 = satisfying, α > .60 =
acceptable, α > .50 = miserable, <.50 = inadequate). It was defined that item
pool had to own a general and dimension-specific internal consistency α> .70
(= satisfying).
Based on the results of this procedure, items were taken out of the pool
step by step. After the statistical revision of the data matrix, factor analysis
was performed again, applying principal component analysis and varimax
rotation. Items were selected step by step based on the value of their factor
loadings: In order to keep an attribute in the item pool, the following criteria
were applied ( Backhaus et al., 2006, p. 299; Bühner, 2004, p. 211):
•

Only items that show a high loading (>.5) on one factor and on no
other factor (<.3) were selected.

•

Items had to be related in terms of content

• At least 3 items had to load on one component.
Survey 1: The generated matrix explains 65.9 % of the general variance,
which is stated to be good for a study with a social scientific background
(Raithel, 2006, pp. 104 - 117). Furthermore, the KMO-Value of .817 is
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“meritorious” for factor analysis. The Scree Test still supports the extraction
of 3 factors. The internal consistency of the 13 remaining attributes is
α=0.879 and therefore good/reliable.
Survey 2: The generated matrix explains 59.5% of the general variance,
which is stated to be good enough for a study with a social scientific
background (Raithel, 2006, pp. 104 - 117). Furthermore, the KMO-Value of
0.650 is “middling” for factor analysis. The Scree Test shows that 4 factors
are to be extracted. The general internal consistency of the 16 remaining
items is satisfying with α=0.732.

Methodological Quality Criteria
To ensure objectivity, reliability and validity of the test, several precautions
were met. Objectivity: In order to obtain the same results in respect of the
execution, analysis and interpretation of the related data, the study was
performed and analyzed on basis of a standardized instruction plan.
Furthermore, the survey relied on standardized, quantitative methods in form
of a fixed-response questionnaire. Reliability: The reliability of the study,
implying the repeating of the survey under the same conditions reveals
exactly the same results, was tested in form of the internal consistency
(variation of the parallel test reliability), represented by the Cronbach’s Alpha
coefficient. Validity: As there does not exist a valid external criteria, content
validity was tested by the commitment of different experts in the course of
the scale construction in order to verify whether it covers all aspects of the
underlying construct (Cook & Campell, 1979; Bortz & Döring, 2006, pp. 195
- 202; Bühner, 2004, pp. 33 - 43; Raithel, 2006, pp. 42 - 44).

Survey Results
Survey 1: The first dimension combines items connected to quality aspects of
information. Additionally, personal motivation items load high on the first
component. The second component contains user characterization as e.g. user
experience. Again, personal motivation items load high. The third dimension
refers to the related personal utility. The dimensions are displayed in the
following table and diagram (low Factor loadings <0.3 are suppressed).
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Component
1

2

3

nachteilig – vorteilhaft

disadvantageous advantageous

unerfahren – erfahren

inexperienced - experienced

0.875

nicht professionell - professionell

not professional - professional

0.842

Trainingsbedarf - kein
Trainingsbedarf

no training needed - training
needed

0.792

schwammig – präzise

–woolly - precise

0.743

unzuverlässig – zuverlässig

unreliable – reliable

0.697

unnütz – nützlich

useful – not useful

0.854

unwichtig – wichtig

important - not important

0.854

nicht angesehen – angesehen

not respected – respected

0.598

uninteressant – interessant

uninteresting - interesting

0.680

0.454

unfruchtbar – fruchtbar

unfruitful – fruitful

0.609

0.366

langweilig – spannend

boring – exciting

0.696

0.423

kein Lerngewinn - Lerngewinn

no learning benefit - learning
benefit

0.670

0.305

0.789

0.371

Table E:Survey 1: Principal factors influencing attitude towards the scientific information process
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Figure C: Survey 1: 3 Principal factors influencing attitude towards the scientific information
process
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Survey 2: Component 1 stands for user characterization as e.g. user
experience and effort. These items are additionally related to the aspect of
organizational support. Component 2 refers to personal and corporate utility
related to the process. Component 3 contains personal motivation with regard
to the information process. Component 4 refers to the quality of the
information process again influenced by the support provided by the
corporate environment. The dimensions are displayed in the following table
and diagram (low Factor loadings <0.3 are suppressed)
Component
1

2

3

4

0.850

langweilig – spannend

boring – exciting

nicht effizient – effizient

efficient – not efficient

unwichtig – wichtig

important - not important

unerfahren – erfahren

inexperienced - experienced

Irrelevant – relevant

irrelevant – relevant

wird nicht unterstützt -wird
unterstützt

is not supported - is
supported

neutral für Arbeitgeber positiv für Arbeitgeber

neutral for employer positive for employer

kein Lerngewinn Lerngewinn

no learning benefit learning benefit

nicht professionell professionell

not professional professional

0.734

Trainingsbedarf - kein
Trainingsbedarf

no training need - training
need

0.742

einmalig – kontinuierlich im
Projektverlauf

only once – continuously
within project course

0.608

schwammig – präzise

precise – woolly

selten – regelmäßig im
Arbeitsalltag

seldom - regularly within
daily work

uninteressant - interessant

uninteresting - interesting

unzuverlässig - zuverlässig

unreliable – reliable

unnütz – nützlich

useful – not useful

0.595
0.881
0.757
0.836
0.356

0.563
0.663
0.725

0.878
0.508
0.833
0.814
0.690

Table F: Survey 1: Principal factors influencing attitude towards the scientific information process
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Figure D: Survey 2: 4 Principal factors influencing the perception of the scientific information
process

Group Differences
As the variables were not normal distributed, the U-Mann-Whitney Test was
applied to test group differences on basis of the central tendencies of the
distributions (Janssen & Laatz, 2007, p. 537). As said before, the rating scale
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consisted of a seven-point bipolar scale in form of a semantic differential
(values ranging from 0 to 6) 3 . Workplace environment items referring to the
personal motivation (interesting/exciting) are rated significantly higher at the
company workplace environment (p<0.001; cf. Median and Arithmetic
Average in Table G). Furthermore, the evaluation of the usefulness (cf. Med.
in Table G) and the preciseness (Quality; cf. AA in Table G) of the data is
evaluated significantly higher at the company workplace. Last but not least,
the company employees rate the influence of this kind of work on the success
of the organization higher, but feel significantly less supported by their
workplace environment (cf. Med. in Table G).
boring/
exciting

uninteresting/
interesting

useless/
useful

woolly/
precise

unsupporte
d/
supported

neutral/ positive
for the success of
the employer

MannWhitney
-U

3775.50

4229.50

4412.00

4332.50

4490.50

3537.50

Z

-4.69

-3.79

-3.53

-3.49

-3.17

-5.23

AA

3.85

4.45

5.06

3.50

4.16

3.91

SD

1.58

1.32

0.99

1.28

1.42

1.71

Med.

4.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

4.00

AA

4.81

5.08

5.51

4.11

3.78

5.03

SD

1.103

0.883

0.574

1.222

1.055

1.158

Med.

5.00

5.00

6.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

Univ.

Org.

Table G:Mann-Whitney-U Test testing group differences

Comparing all available items, it appears that the amount of available time as
well as the accessibility of the tools is rated significantly lower (cf. Med.
Table H) , while the broadness of the offer and the provided team work
culture is rated significantly higher at the business workplace (cf. Med. and
AM Table H).

3

The range of the values is from 0 to 6 as e.g.: 0= boring; 1=quite boring; 2= rather
boring; 3= partly/partly; 4= rather exciting; 5= quite exciting; 6= exciting
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not accessible /
easy accessible

stand alone /
team work

sparse offer /
broad offer

little time available /
enough time available

MannWhitney-U

1453.00

4219.00

4541.00

4520.00

Z

-9.60

-3.72

-3.11

-3.06

AA

4.09

1.73

4.47

3.05

SD

1.38

1.80

1.38

1.52

Med.

4.00

1.00

5.00

3.00

AA

2.1

2.66

5.03

2.4

SD

0.821

1.922

1.091

1.688

Med.

2.00

2.00

5.00

2.00

Univ.

Org.

Table H: Mann-Whitney-U Test testing group differences

Conclusion
The semantic differential scale of Information Literacy (SEMDIFFIL)
captures the perception towards the information process at the workplace.
Our analysis shows that five principal aspects (loading on 3 or 4 factors) play
a major role in terms of the semantic perception of the information process:
personal motivation, experience, personal and corporate utility,
organizational support and information quality.
Principal
Component I

Component II

Component III

Component
IV

University

Quality &
Personal
Motivation

Experience &
Personal Motivation

Personal Utility

-

Company

Quality &
Organizational
Support

Experience & Effort

Personal &
Organizational
Utility

Personal
Motivation

Factor
Workplace

Table I: Comparing Semantic Aspects of the Principal Factors of the two Samples
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In contrast to the university environment, the personal motivation forms an
independent dimension at the company workplace. At the university, this
aspect is closely related to the quality of the provided information and the
experience of the knowledge worker. On the other side, the organizational
support as well as the organizational utility and the effort (time + money) in
terms of the process play a major role, mainly within the company
environment.
Organization support is hereby closely connected to the quality of the
provided information, organizational and personal utility are merged at the
company. The influence of the workplace environment becomes additionally
clear, when testing group differences: Results imply that the workplace
environment has a significant influence on the perception of the information
process, in terms of personal motivation, personal and organizational utility
and organizational support (e.g. available time, accessibility and number of
available of tools and team structure).

Practical Implications
In order to foster Information Literacy at the workplace its utility has to be
promoted, the quality of the provided information (e.g. by the information
services or the library) has to be ensured and high-quality data has to be
easily identified and accessed. Furthermore relevant trainings have to be
integrated into the respective curriculum, while personal motivation should
be strengthened by adequate psychological incentives. Concepts to integrate
the concept into the business culture and organization have to be designed
and implemented. Subsequently, strategies for advancing the information
process need to rely on different levels.
Pedagogical Level

Psychological Level

Professional trainings, adapted to user needs, integrated
into schools, universities and business organizations.

Promotion of Information Literacy e.g. in form of
adequate incentives, in order to increase the awareness
of the necessity of this competence.

Technological Level

Organizational Level

Simple, usable and homogeneous information
landscapes providing high-quality information.

Integration of Information Literacy into
organizational- processes, e.g. in form of an
Information Literacy certificate.

Table J: Strategies for Advancing the Information Process
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Consecutively, successful strategies as well as missing organizational and
technical support were diagnosed and partly implemented, relying on
personal interviews at the respective company. The following table shows
only a selection of the recommended implications at the respective level.
Level
Pedagogical Level

Psychological Level

Organisational Level

Technological Level

Implication
An user-adapted IL training concept for scientists of the mentioned company was
introduced. This training concept is based on a blended learning approach, thus
including in-house seminars as well as Elearning modules. The concept is integrated
into the business landscape in form of a Training Wiki.
The concept of Information Literacy and the respective trainings was promoted in
form of various communication channels. This included the integration of the
Training Wiki into the general training site of the HR as well as the Homepages of
the scientific departments. Furthermore, the importance of this topic was promoted it
via News Alerts as well as on internal events (poster).Last but not least, personal
interviews regarding this topic were conducted, these contacts were than employed as
multipliers of the necessity of the referred competence.
A user analysis is being conducted in order to adapt the information landscape to user
needs. Moreover, the introduction of an Information Literacy certificate into the
organization in form of obligatory courses for this special user group is discussed.
Regarding the usability of databases, a process for evaluating and optimizing
databases on basis of a user type analysis and a process for the testing of the usability
of the respective databases is implemented.
Furthermore, a concept for an intelligent database selection aid that connects
scientific information sources e.g. internet sources and scientific databases has been
created. It adapts the access to information sources to user needs by classifying these
sources and allowing for personalization. Furthermore, it adds a social component
that allows users and experts to evaluate and tag the available retrieval tools. This
helps users to get a better overview over existing tools and the quality and utility of
their contents. Consequently, it generates collaborative knowledge on the basis of
user and expert recommendation. In contrast to meta-search applications, it does not
restrict the usability of existing information sources, but enhances the finding and the
access to information by providing a recommendation framework for the selection of
appropriate information sources.

Table K: Practical Implications on different levels

Further Research
We assume that the information workers’ perception influences the formation
and advancement of Information Literacy at the workplace. This ongoing
analysis is part of a doctoral thesis that aims at an in-depth description and
model of the method operandi of employees within the scientific information
process at the workplace. It is supported by the library and scientific
information services at a major pharmaceutical enterprise. Simultaneously,
successful strategies as well as missing organizational and technical support
are being diagnosed and partly implemented.
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Oliver Kohl-Frey
University of Konstanz

Information Literacy for Graduate and
Postgraduate Students: Experiences from the
University of Konstanz
The University of Konstanz
Institutional conditions sometimes explain the success or failure of a project.
The University of Konstanz is a young and relatively open-minded university
that was founded in 1966. It employs approximately 1,140 staff, of which
174 are professors. It concentrates on humanities, social sciences and
sciences, but medicine and engineering are not taught here. In October it was
nominated as one of the nine German elite universities – which means status
and money in the first place. The library is a one-track open shelves library
with a home-made shelf classification for approximately two million
volumes. The acquisition budget is about 3.5 million €. The library has 96
staff, of which 9 are subject librarians. For five years we have offered a broad
range of curriculum-integrated credit courses in Information Literacy for
undergraduate students.

The framework: The Informationskompetenz II project
While we have been offering Information Literacy courses for undergraduate
students since the very beginning of the Bologna process implementation at
the University of Konstanz in the year 2002, we recognized the needs of
graduate and postgraduate students and researchers not until some years later.
In 2006 we started the Informationskompetenz II project with financial
support from the German Research Foundation, the DFG. The project period
will end at the end of 2007.
The overall aims of the whole project were (a) to analyze graduate
information competencies, (b) to reflect on their special needs in Information
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Literacy and (c) to find appropriate ways to inform and teach them. I will
give you an overview of these three main aims.

The need: Graduate information competencies
We can confirm the level and the diversity of the findings of advanced
student´s Information Literacy, too. Our findings rely on two quantitative
surveys we conducted in the years 2006 and 2007 (Kohl-Frey, 2006 and in
print; Hätscher, Kersting & Kohl-Frey, 2007). One of the results was that
about three quarters of the advanced students and researchers mostly use
general search engines when looking for current research results. That means:
Google is the main source of academic information retrieval. When we asked
them – only in the first survey I mentioned, where we concentrated on
graduate and postgraduate students – for an Information Literacy selfassessment, the answers directed us to the following:
They lack competencies in the more sophisticated functions of search
instruments (optional search parameters like truncation, index search, etc., the
export of data and the initializing of alerting services). The use of
bibliographic management software, which was also mentioned, seems to fit
very properly into this whole field of advanced searching, exporting and
managing references, and staying up to date.
The publishing and storing of papers, especially on an institutional
repository (like KOPS, the Konstanz Online Publication System), was an
important item, too. For two years, the library has been particularly active in
promoting this form of academic publishing as the “green way” of the Open
Access movement. One-on-one support is already provided, but with the
results of the self-assessment, workshops should also be considered.
Lack of familiarity with the use of audio-visual equipment (video
digitalization, film cutting, preparation of audio-visual teaching material
etc.), however, is expected to be the need of a very specific target group, such
as media scientists or historians, working with that sort of material.
Besides this Information Literacy self-assessment, the survey points to at
least one more lack of competence: the above-mentioned result that most of
the interviewees use general search engines for searching current research
results.
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Furthermore, within the project we had the unique opportunity to
conduct a series of qualitative expert interview in Germany, China, the US
and the UK. Most of the experts’ statements confirmed the empirical
findings, that there is a need for improving the Information Literacy skills of
this focus group.

The approach: Different methods?
From the 2006 survey we also learned that advanced users can be reached in
very different ways. When we asked “How do you want to be advised by the
library?”, the answers were varying very strongly: Most of them had a
preference for informal consulting (60% e-mail, 53% reference desk, tutorials
32%), but a certain part wants to be advised in more formal arrangements
(Courses 23%, fixed appointments 24%).
This fits very much with the qualitative data we collected with the expert
interviews: There is a certain willingness to take part in library courses, but
advanced users are more interested in spontaneous one-on-one consulting
with a librarian than group arrangements and they are more interested than
undergraduate students.
If one takes into consideration the rich literature on adult learning (e.g.
Malcolm Knowles, The adult learner, which was published this year in
German for the first time with the title: Lebenslanges Lernen, Lifelong
learning), this means a confirmation of their relevant hypotheses: Advanced
learners already have rich experiences in a certain field and therefore they
want to learn self-directed from the starting point of their concrete question.
That leads to a different approach in workshops or seminars, where the
librarian has to be much more a moderator, a consultant or (to use Knowles’
term) a facilitator than a teacher in the sense of classical pedagogy. And that
must lead to an extension of the one-on-one consulting activities of the
librarians as well.

The measures: What did we do?
Following the results of our research we have implemented Information
Literacy support for advanced users in different ways. As you all know, this
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depends sometimes very strong on institutional conditions that are positive in
one case and rather negative in another.
First of all, we increased the number of free workshops for advanced
users. Especially since the campus-wide introduction of RefWorks as a webbased bibliographic management tool – which is accompanied by
Bibliographix, a German tool for desktop installation – the demand for
introductory sessions from doctoral student groups from a wide variety of
subject areas is significantly high. In the meantime, there are approximately
400 users subscribed as RefWorks users. We are using these introductory
sessions as “Trojan horses”, too, as we have learned from Manchester
Metropolitan University (see the paper of Harrison & Jones in this volume)
and other institutions to sneak probably unknown information sources into
the attention of the participants.
Besides these free workshops (that means not curriculum-integrated), we
tried to anchor our resources into the new curricula of master and doctoral
studies. From the winter term 2006/07 on there has been an obligatory course
in Information Literacy for political science students (which is the subject I
am responsible for at the library). The evaluation of this first course was very
positive and in the winter term 2007/08 the second round took place, with
slight modifications of the study plan, compared with last year. Additional
courses for master students in psychology and in sports science will start in
2008, other courses are discussed right now with the relevant departments.
The third way is what I call the simulation of a graduate school. As there
are no such schools at German universities until now where libraries could
integrate their services, they have to look for similar institutions at their
university. At Konstanz we have found the Centre for junior research fellows
(Zentrum für den wissenschaftlichen Nachwuchs, ZWN) as such an
institutional simulation. The ZWN is an interdisciplinary research
environment for post-doc researchers and their working groups, with which
we are cooperating since last year. We organized two workshops – dealing
with bibliographic management and open access publishing – after we had an
intensive discussion with the members of ZWN about their habits and
problems in information searching, processing and publishing.
Besides this we enlarged the consulting capacity of subject librarians,
who were already responsible for the contacts between the library and the
academic departments before. Especially for the ZWN we now offer special
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welcome datings for new members to get in contact as early as possible with
the advanced user.
Within the next few months, the ZWN will be upgraded into a broader
“Zukunftskolleg”, a future centre, to attract excellent fellows from all over
the world. This was one of the core issues of the universities future concept
that succeeded in the German elite contest. Therefore we will try to intensify
the connections with this institution to deliver excellent services for an
excellent target group.

The future: What are we going to do?
Beyond the already mentioned teaching and consulting activities, we have
some more plans to reach other target groups and to cover further topics.
First of all, while more formalized doctoral programs have been in
development only for a few months at our university, we don’t have any
experiences with this target group. But there is a place for key qualification
modules as credit courses within the already developed study plans (e.g. in
history or political science, and other departments will follow, we suppose).
Therefore, we will offer an Information Literacy module for doctoral students
from summer term 2008 on. This will consist of a generic part, which covers
topics like search strategies, bibliographic management tools, open access
publishing or plagiarism. A second part in smaller, subject-specific groups
will cover the relevant information sources of the certain disciplines, and the
doctoral students will get consultation from their responsible subject
librarian. We hope to offer an attractive (for the user) and efficient (for the
library) course for this challenging clientele.
Secondly, we want to broaden the graduate school simulation with the
integration of further institutions like the very new doctorate schools of the
so-called cluster of excellence (again, funded by DFG), which is a new
research area, focusing on the cultural foundations of integration. Five
already existing “Graduiertenkollegs”, i.e. graduate centers, are possible
partners in improving the Information Literacy services for advanced users,
too.
Additionally, from this winter term on we offer a campus-wide access to
the ISI Web of science, which was a long-enduring wish of many academic
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departments. Workshops in using this product will be the next topic of
workshops for advanced users.
As I showed you, we have analyzed the Information Literacy level and
the specific needs of advanced users, and we have already tested some
possible ways and methods to reach them, to teach and consult them. The
next step will be to establish and to consolidate this program within the
library and the university. Besides this, we recognize the need for some sort
of technical help, because the human resources capacity of the librarians is
restricted. Therefore a follow-up project is in the making which focuses on
technical assistance for advanced users in improving their Information
Literacy, which will cover aspects of personalization (“my library”) and
Web2.0, too.

Conclusion
What have we learned? From our point of view, during the project period we
have learned a lot about advanced customer’s needs, about their level of
Information Literacy and about methods and measures to reach and to teach
them. Or: Consult them. Or: Facilitate their learning. And we have raised the
librarians’ awareness of this target group, which was an important step, too.
We have succeeded in integrating Information Literacy into master and
doctoral curricula, in building relations with graduate institutions, and in
embedding the library as the information competence centre within the
university.
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Mary Harrison, Rosie Jones
Manchester Metropolitan University

Two Roads, a Single Destination: Supporting
the Information Literacy Skills Needs of
Advanced Users at the Manchester
Metropolitan University (MMU)
This paper describes how the Manchester Metropolitan University Library
provides Information Literacy skills training and support for advanced users.
Given today’s time constrictions, the paper will focus on the training and
support that is currently available. If you would like to know more about its
development and theoretical underpinnings, please consult the bibliography
appended to the written version of the paper; in particular, the report of the
Big Blue project (Manchester Metropolitan University Library & Leeds
University Library, 2002) and the journal article “Blended learning in action”
(Donnelly, Jones, Matthews & Peters, 2006).
As most of you will be unfamiliar with MMU, it may be helpful to
provide an estimate of the size of our advanced user population which we
would define as comprising postgraduate students and academic staff. Based
on 2005-2006 data (Higher Education Statistics Agency), MMU’s
postgraduate population comprises 740 postgraduate research students and
5,300 postgraduate students on taught degree programs. In both cases, the
majority of these students are studying on a part-time basis. MMU has
approximately 2,000 academic staff, one-third of whom are part-time. This
makes our target audience just under 9,000 individuals. Given MMU’s large
undergraduate population – over 32,500 students – you will appreciate that
our advanced users are in the minority, representing approximately 20% of
our total audience. Nonetheless, the Library has firmly committed to
supporting their information needs both in terms of resources and
Information Skills training.
A two-pronged approach is taken to training MMU’s advanced users
with the responsibility shared by the Research Support Librarian and the
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subject teams based throughout MMU’s seven site libraries. The subject
librarians, not surprisingly, take a discipline-focused approach: they run
hands-on workshops where users explore the electronic journals and database
services relevant to their discipline and practise basic search skills such as the
development of a search statement and the use of Boolean operators. The
Research Support Librarian addresses more generic and specialist needs – for
example, training on advanced search skills such as cited reference searching
and the use of resources such as PapersInvited.com (a subscription-based
calls for papers service), ResearchResearch.com (a source of funding
information) and Journal Citation Reports. In the course of time, some topics
originally handled by the Research Support Librarian - for example, EndNote
and electronic current awareness services - have been incorporated into the
subject librarians’ work, a trend that will most definitely continue.

Information Literacy training for MMU’s postgraduate students

1. Research Student Development Program
From its inception in autumn 2002, the Research Support Librarian has
participated in the University’s Research Student Development Programme.
The aim of the program is “to provide research students across the University
with the skills to help complete the programme effectively and to provide
general and employment related skills”. Participation is compulsory, although
students have the right to choose which workshops they will attend.
Certificates of attendance are provided and, during an annual review process
as well as upon submission of their thesis, students are required to indicate
the short courses, workshops, conferences and seminars that they have
attended (Manchester Metropolitan University. Research Enterprise and
Development Unit, 2007). An attempt is made to offer each session once
during the normal working week and once on a Saturday specifically for
those part-time students who may work Monday through Friday.
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This academic year, the Library’s contributions are:
•

The Electronic Library: what’s hiding on your desktop?
This is an overview of MMU’s electronic resources and library
services which may seem basic for advanced users but many of our
research students have not studied at MMU previously so are unaware
of what we offer. Additionally, many have had no previous training in
Information Literacy skills. At the start of the session, participants are
asked to introduce themselves and to describe their research interests
in a couple of sentences. This step is, of course, a fundamental part of
the process of developing a search strategy, something which is
covered later in the session. Additionally, the exercise helps to break
the ice – remember that most of these students are from different
faculties and will not have met before the session -- and allows the
Research Support Librarian to make on-the-spot adjustments to the
content so that it more accurately reflects the interests of the
participants. At the end of the session, the students are provided with
the name and contact details for their subject librarian and are
encouraged to arrange a one-to-one meeting for subject specific help.

•

EndNote workshop
The workshop provides 2 ½ to 3 hours of hands-on training on the
main features of the bibliographic management software package. As
participant numbers are restricted to 12 per workshop, sessions are
generally over-subscribed so additional workshops are organised to
meet the demand. Online tutorials are provided to reinforce the
material covered in the workshops and to provide additional training.
Links can be found on the MMU Library website at http://www.
library.mmu.ac.uk/eresource/endnote.html.

•

Writing for publication
Following a presentation by the Director of the Research, Enterprise
and Development Unit who speaks from the perspective of an
experienced researcher, author and journal editor, the Research
Subject Librarian demonstrates electronic resources that will help
participants identify suitable outlets for their research; for example,
PapersInvited.com; the serials directory, Ulrichsweb; and Journal
Citation Reports.
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•

Cited Reference Searching workshop
To be run for the first time in 2007/2008, this workshop will offer
hands-on training on what usage statistics reveal to be an infrequently
used feature of the Web of Science.

2. Faculty-based postgraduate training programmes
Awareness of the value of discipline-based training has led some faculties to
develop their own postgraduate training programmes aimed at students doing
both research and taught degrees. An example is the Graduate School
Training Programme organised by the Faculty of Science & Engineering.
Topics of particular pertinence to science and engineering researchers are
addressed; for example, health and safety in the laboratory setting and
experimental design. The Library Services Manager responsible for the
faculty and the Research Support Librarian co-run a workshop modelled on
“The Electronic Library: What’s hiding on your desktop”. This offers a more
discipline-based approach than that offered in the Research Student
Development Programme but still includes additional resources for
participants interested in finding funding and disseminating their research
results.

3. InfoSkills training: level 4
Information skills training for postgraduates is also provided as part of the
library’s InfoSkills programme. InfoSkills training materials and guidance
are co-ordinated by a central InfoSkills team to ensure a cohesive approach to
training throughout MMU. The InfoSkills team was established in 2002
following MMU Library’s involvement in the Big Blue Project, which was
jointly managed by MMU and the University of Leeds. The Big Blue looked
at good practice of Information Literacy delivery in the UK and identified
eight key skills needed for information literate students. As a result of this
research, MMU’s InfoSkills programme was developed to teach students how
to build these skills (Manchester Metropolitan University Library & Leeds
University Library, 2002).
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InfoSkills training materials have been designed for four levels of study,
with the fourth level aimed at postgraduate students. At this level, training
focuses on research and information skills needed for undertaking a thesis or
dissertation. Content includes: how to define a research topic and construct a
search; search tips and techniques; database searching; keeping up-to-date
using current awareness services and search alerts; evaluating information;
and brief information on referencing. Training is arranged and delivered at
local sites by subject librarians who arrange InfoSkills classes in liaison with
course tutors and who tailor generic materials around the needs of each
student group. InfoSkills training can be delivered in a variety of formats:
face-to-face in hands-on computer workshops, in lectures, or online via
WebCT. Supporting materials include workbooks, help sheets, PowerPoint
presentations, WebCT modules and online tutorials for specific databases.
The framework for level 4 is as follows:
LEVEL 4
Learning outcomes
4.1
4.1.1

4.1.6

Define topic and plan search
List different uses for information in dissertation writing
Recognise that background reading is an important element of
dissertation planning
Identity main concepts of an area of interest
List keywords based on identified concepts
Be aware of a broad range of information sources relevant to subject
area
Plan a search strategy to find information for a dissertation

4.1.7

Begin a literature review

4.2
4.2.1

Get hold of information
Be aware of relevant holdings and collections in the Library for
dissertation

4.2.2

Apply search techniques between a number of different databases

4.2.3

Use advanced search techniques including Boolean, save search,
truncation, phrase searching

4.2.4

Use specialist collections e.g. British Library

4.1.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1.5

4.2.5
4.3
4.3.1

Be aware of access to other libraries/library collections e.g. ILLs, UK
Libraries Plus, NOWAL
Evaluate Information
Use critical skills to assess a wide range of printed materials taking
into account bias and other factors

4.3.2

Be aware of quality in relation to information found on the Internet

4.4

Organise and use information

4.4.1

Be aware of current awareness services e.g. ZETOC

4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1

List advantages of using End Note and be aware of training
opportunities
Review the process
Return to search strategy to review effectiveness of actions

Training methods
available
Presentation
Presentation
Presentation, mindmap activity
Presentation, mindmap activity
Presentation
Presentation, mindmap activity
Presentation, mindmap activity,
handout
Presentation, demonstration
Presentation, demonstration,
handout, activity
Presentation, demonstration,
handout, activity
Presentation, demonstration,
handout
Presentation, demonstration,
handout
Presentation, handout
Presentation, demonstration,
activity, handout
Presentation, demonstration,
activity, handout
Presentation, handout
Presentation, mindmap activity
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Information Literacy training for MMU’s academic staff
Academic staff are quick to acknowledge the Information Skills training
needs of their students. Our experience, however, is that academic staff are
less willing to recognise their own Information Skills training needs and,
even when some acknowledgement is made, are reluctant to participate in
skills training. We suspect that many factors contribute to this behaviour:
pride, embarrassment, lack of time, changing commitments, a heavy
workload. It is a difficult problem to overcome and one that requires
considerable tact and concentrated effort on our part.
The provision of EndNote training for academic staff was an unexpected
breakthrough. Following the purchase of a University-wide licence in 2001,
EndNote training was identified by academic staff as a priority. The Research
Support Librarian offered to organise and run EndNote workshops for
academic staff on a trial basis. What happened next is described in an article
published in the New Review of Academic Librarianship in 2005 (Harrison,
Summerton & Peters, 2005). Suffice it to say that MMU now has more than a
dozen library staff with sufficient knowledge of EndNote to run workshops
using a standard template that can be adjusted to meet specific subject needs.
The provision of EndNote training for academic staff has brought several
unexpected benefits, including the recognition by academic staff of the
quality of the training offered by library staff and of its relevance to them.
Consequently the library received invitations to participate in a number
of university initiatives aimed at developing the pedagogical and research
skills of MMU’s academic staff. These have included:

1. Online Research Methods Resource for Learning and Teaching
Launched in 2003 and updated annually, this web-based resource is the result
of a British Council-funded joint project managed by the Manchester
Metropolitan University and the Indira Gandhi National Open University.
The intention was to help academic staff at both institutions to undertake
research projects in the field of education and relating to their role as teachers
and trainers. The tone is deliberately informal to help overcome any anxieties
that users may have about conducting research in a discipline which may be
outside their area of expertise. MMU’s Research Support Librarian
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contributed the module entitled “How do I find out what other people have
done?” which provides a basic introduction to relevant resources and services
-- both subscription-based and free. A link to the resource is provided on the
Learning & Teaching Unit’s website (Manchester Metropolitan University.
Learning & Teaching Unit & Indira Gandhi National Open University, 2007).

2. Faculty Events
With the positive effect of training such as EndNote and due to the
enthusiastic and proactive nature of subject librarians, the library is gradually
reaching a larger number of academic staff with its InfoSkills training. Every
available opportunity is used to promote InfoSkills including attendance at
course committees, participation in in-house training events and just being in
the right place at the right time. One example is the recently developed
training package for academic staff in the MMU Business School. The
opportunity arose as an unexpected side-effect of the library’s involvement in
Adult Learners Week, a University wide event which included library-led
sessions on the availability and use of multimedia resources. Academic staff
attending the session at the Business School asked the library to run a general
InfoSkills and library updating session aimed at staff. In response, subject
librarians devised sessions called ‘Know your Business’ based on materials
created previously by the Research Support Librarian and on Level
Manchester Metropolitan University 4 InfoSkills. These were advertised on
the Business School staff e-mail list and the take-up was excellent. Wireless
laptops are used to allow hands-on practical activities throughout the session.
Their success has led to the Dean of the Business School encouraging all his
staff to attend future sessions. The library also plans to create video podcasts
(vodcasts) of the sessions to reach an even wider audience.

3. Continuing Professional Development Programme (CPD)
Like many other institutions, MMU is eager to attract, develop and retain
productive members of staff. One method for achieving this is the provision
of a programme of training courses which participants can attend either for
interest’s sake or, if they choose, to contribute towards additional
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qualifications; notably a Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practise or an
MA in Academic Practise. The latter require registration, preparation of
formally assessed work and may have implications for salary increases. As
part of this programme the library runs a session which explains the role it
plays in supporting their teaching and learning activities. This not only covers
research skills they will need for the course -- such as skills to use
educational databases and exploit other academic resources -- but it also
covers library provision for their students and for their own teaching. This
includes understanding how to order books, communications with the library
and details of the InfoSkills content taught to their students. The sessions are
run jointly by the InfoSkills team, the Research Support Librarian and the
subject librarian with responsibility for the Academic Practise course.

4. MA in Academic Practise: Retrieving and Managing Research
Information Unit
Those of you familiar with taxonomies of thinking skills and other measures
of competency standards will realise that MMU’s efforts to meet the
Information Literacy skills of advanced users – students and staff alike – tend
to the low end of the scale. We have concentrated on helping our users to
develop competency in the first four skills identified by the UK-based the
Society of College, National and University Libraries or SCONUL:
•

Recognise a need for information

•

Distinguish ways of addressing the information gap

•

Construct strategies for locating information

• Locate and access information (SCONUL, 2003)
The invitation to develop an assessed library unit for the new MA in
Academic Practice programme provided the rare and very welcome
opportunity to elevate Information Literacy training beyond mechanical skills
to a more thoughtful process embedded in a wider academic context.
Following formal approval by the Academic Board of the Faculty of
Humanities, Law and Social Sciences for our proposed “Retrieving and
Managing Research Information” unit, much of the past summer was spent in
developing the unit’s four modules:
•

Power Searching: put yourself in the driver’s seat

•

Cite Right with EndNote
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Open and Shut? traditional versus open models of scholarly
publication

• Into the Future: from ETOCs to the Blogosphere
The modules borrow and build on content from existing training packages
but also introduce new concepts such as blogs as sources of information and
the Open Access debate. The approach is more scholarly: each module
includes a short literature review and a suggestion for further reading to
provide a theoretical background and to place the content within a broader
context. Through the medium of assessed coursework, an attempt has been
made to develop the higher thinking skills and to involve the participants in
processes such as evaluating, analysis and synthesis.
Disappointingly, registration numbers were too low to justify running the
unit this autumn. However, the Programme Leader of the MA in Academic
Programme remains very positive about the unit and its future. She has asked
us to offer it again as an option in the summer of 2008 when the pressures of
the academic year will be fewer and registration may be higher. We are
concerned that the prospect of assessed coursework in Information Literacy
skills may act as a deterrent to academics but this remains to be seen. In the
meantime, the content will be adapted and recycled for other purposes: for
example, to support the new Professional Doctorate programme to be
launched in January 2008 and for library staff training. Additionally, our
continuing participation in the MA Programme Team affords us valuable
opportunities for ongoing communication with a number of academics who
have a genuine interest in Information Literacy.

Additional Services for Postgraduate Students and Academic Staff
Formal training is not the MMU Library’s only method for supporting the
Information Literacy skills needs of advanced users. We also offer the
following services:
•

One-to-one sessions with subject librarians
This is offered to any member of academic staff whether they are new
or just need a refresher. There is a checklist form available on the
library website (see appendix 1) which academics can download and
send to their relevant subject librarian. They can then check any items
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that they are interested in knowing more about. This includes physical
and electronic resources, reading lists, keeping up-to-date, research
resources and information on library sessions for students.
•

Researchers’ Weekly Bulletin
The Researchers’ Weekly Bulletin is an e-mail format newsletter
prepared by the Research Support Librarian and distributed to nearly
400 academics, research students and members of library staff each
Friday morning in term-time. Its readership is actually much larger as
many academics and Research Institute Directors forward relevant
content to their colleagues and research students. In the 7 years since
it began publication, the Bulletin has proved a highly popular means
of keeping its readers up-to-date of developments relating to
electronic resources and services, including Information Literacy
training opportunities within MMU and further afield. Feedback from
readers is positive and the Bulletin has been cited as an example of
good practise in a recent book on the changing role of subject
librarians (Holland, 2006). A one-year archive is maintained on the
MMU Library website: http://www.library.mmu.ac.uk/rwb/index.html

Library Staff
In the discussion of the Information Literacy needs of advanced users, let us
not forget a third and very important group whose needs are sometimes
overlooked: our own library staff. The prospect of providing training to
academic staff and to postgraduate students can be a daunting prospect,
particularly for junior members of the library team. Even veteran subject
specialists may be unfamiliar with the specialist resources and services
demanded by advanced users and so feel ill-prepared to engage in training
and support. At MMU the need to train library staff in the use of the “extras”
so important to advanced users and to boost their confidence levels has been
acknowledged. Last year the Research Support Librarian ran a staff training
workshop called “Resources for Researchers” which required participants to
identify and discuss the unique needs of the advanced user and gave them
hands-on experience using the specialist resources mentioned throughout this
paper. Now that resources such as PapersInvited.com and techniques such as
cited reference searching are options in the one-to-one sessions, there may be
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a need for further staff training, something that we will begin to address as
soon as specific needs are identified.

Final Thoughts
We hope that this paper has offered some insights into the “two roads” used
by the MMU Library to support Information Literacy training for advanced
users: the generic route taken by the Research Support Librarian and the
discipline-based route of the subject teams. Increasingly the two roads meet
and converge as subject librarians and the Research Support Librarian
actively communicate and co-operate to deliver more high-level training.
There have been several successes as well as a few disappointments
along the way and naturally there is always room for improvement. For
example, one area for future exploration is the evaluation of our long-term
impact on the information-seeking behaviour of our users. Our journey is
certainly not finished – but so far, it’s been a good experience and one that
has allowed the library to develop a solid reputation within MMU as a
provider of high quality Information Literacy skills training.
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Appendix 1

What can we do for you?
Library staff are offering one to one sessions for MMU staff and researchers to help you
survive in a world of information overload. Whether you’ve just joined MMU and need to
know what services and resources are available, or you’re an existing member of staff and
need to update your knowledge, we’re here to help, so why not take the opportunity to find
out more about what we offer:
•
•
•
•
•

Quick and easy ways to keep up to date in your subject area
Help to find journal articles, conference papers and more quickly and easily from
home
Making your reading list available online with key book chapters and journal
articles digitised for you
Getting your work published on e-space, MMU’s Institutional Repository
Answering that question which has been bugging you since you started?

We’re happy to visit you in your office at a convenient time.
Please tick the options you are interested in finding out more about:
Physical Resources
Tour of the Library & Resources
ERA licence: recording TV programmes to add to stock
Electronic resources
What’s available on the Library Website
Help in finding journal and newspaper articles on specific subjects please list subject area
Searching e-books
Finding reliable subject information on the internet, eg using Intute, Google Scholar etc
Accessing resources from home
Journal Citation Reports (helpsheet http://www.library.mmu.ac.uk/pdfhelpsheet/jnlcit.pdf)
Cited Reference Searching through Web of Knowledge
(helpsheet http://www.library.mmu.ac.uk/pdfhelpsheet/ast_citation.pdf)
Reading lists
Making my reading list available online
Finding new printed and e-books in my subject area,
• Library Catalogue, COPAC etc
Making electronic copies of book chapters and journal articles for student use
Ordering books & journals for the Library
Keeping yourself up to date
E-mail alerts of journal contents pages
Favourite journals are (optional):
E-mail alerts of journal articles containing specific keywords
Keywords (optional)

Sources of calls for papers (PapersInvited.com)

Tick
Tick

Tick

Tick
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Library notification via e-mail
Renewing your books online
Suggestions and comments
Research
Researchers Weekly Bulletin
Endnote – to create bibliographies easily and automatically
e-space – MMU’s Institutional Repository
Obtaining ISBNs and other services
Sources of funding (ResearchResearch.com/Research Fortnight Online)
Sconul Access scheme to borrow from other academic libraries
What we can do for your students
Induction: face to face & online
InfoSkills: face to face training sessions & new developments in WebCT & webcasts
Library input into existing WebCT departmental courses
Webcite (citation guide)
Access to other libraries
Enquiry desk support
Other areas of interest – please specify

Contact details:
Name:
Department:
Room No:
E-mail address:
Dates when you are available (optional):
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
To arrange a suitable time, please return this form to your subject librarian, a list of contacts
can be found at http://www.library.mmu.ac.uk/keyinfo/contacts/index.html through the
Library Website.

Tick

Tick

Tick

Hannah Rempel
Oregon State University

Information Literacy at the Point of Need –
Literature Review Workshops
Information literacy instruction for graduate students has historically been
limited to orientations for new students (Parrish, 1989; Piette & Dance, 1993)
and occasional partnerships between faculty, primarily in the social sciences
(Beile & Boote, 2004; Ewald, 2006; Green, 2006). Some of the reasons for
this limited instruction have been faculty members’ assumptions that
graduate students already possess Information Literacy skills or should be
able to figure out the process of finding, accessing and evaluating
information on their own (Hardesty, 1995), and graduate students’ own selfassessment that they possess some level of Information Literacy skills
already (Perrett, 2004). With an abundance of undergraduate students to
guide through the process of using the library each year, it has been easy for
librarians to allow these assumptions to continue undisturbed. However,
researchers examining the information seeking behaviors of graduate students
have begun to create an awareness of graduate students’ need to receive more
intentional guidance through the research process (George et al., 2006;
Jankowska et al., 2006; Sadler & Given, 2007).
I will be discussing a program that we have developed at Oregon State
University to address graduate students’ Information Literacy needs at a
particular point of need. Oregon State University (OSU) has a graduate
student population of approximately 3500 students, and approximately 400
new graduate students arrive every year. OSU has particular strengths in the
life sciences disciplines, including agriculture and forestry, and in
engineering. OSU Libraries services for graduate students have been
comprised of one-on-one consultations when requested by students, some
one-shot instructional sessions, and fall orientation sessions for new graduate
students. The OSU Libraries began holding these fall orientation sessions for
new graduate students several years ago. While these orientation sessions
provided students with a basic idea of the services available through the
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library and an introduction to the library’s physical space, evaluations
collected from graduate students after the orientation indicated that students
still perceived a need for more in-depth coverage of library services.
In order to address graduate students’ need for increased Information
Literacy guidance, a graduate student services coordinator was appointed,
and a graduate student services committee was formed. Our goals were to
develop programs to increase the Information Literacy of our students and to
reach a wider audience of graduate students from across many disciplines.
The committee examined what graduate services were being offered at other
universities, reviewed the limited literature available on services for graduate
students, surveyed students during the new student orientations, and drew
upon the graduate school experiences of the committee members themselves
in order to determine that an effective point of need for graduate student
Information Literacy instruction on our campus would be within the context
of the literature review process.
Because students are most receptive to library services when they have
concrete information need, we examined when this point of information need
might arise in a graduate student’s career. Some of the Information Literacy
needs that graduate students must grapple with include discovering how to
complete comprehensive reviews of the literature, learning how to evaluate
sources within the context of their projects, and properly citing and including
these sources within their theses or dissertations. We chose to examine the
specific information needs students have while writing their theses, and
began by creating a workshop focusing on the literature review process.
Because the literature review process is typically completed early in a
student’s graduate school career and encapsulates each of the facets of
Information Literacy, including learning what information is available,
finding and accessing this information, evaluating the information, and then
synthesizing the information into an end product, it seemed like the ideal
project to focus our Information Literacy instruction around.
After determining the main focus of our instructional program, we began
to think about the best way to deliver the instruction. We chose the workshop
model both because of the environment it would create and because of the
accessibility to a wide range of students it could provide. The workshop
approach has previously been used for instructing graduate students across
many subject disciplines. Other workshops for graduate students have
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focused on teaching students how to use a particular tool, such as
bibliographic management software (Harrison et al., 2005), or alternatively,
they have explored more theoretical concepts such as students’
responsibilities as future faculty, and how to understand copyright laws
(Fyffe & Walter, 2005). Workshops are independent from a particular course,
so they can be targeted toward a wide variety of graduate students, and they
can be held at any time during the term, thereby providing easier access to
students than is possible when faculty buy in through a collaborative teaching
arrangement is required. We also chose the workshop model because of the
professional environment it could create for students. By having a
registration process, and making name tags and professional folders for the
students, the environment we created would communicate to the students that
we valued their time and were taking these workshops seriously. The
workshop arrangement was also appealing because of the opportunities it
could provide for students to interact both with us and with their peers in
small group discussions, thereby creating a more active learning experience.
The curriculum we decided on for the literature review workshops
involved a combination of theory, review of the research process, and
important research tools. We set the stage for helping students think about
writing their literature reviews by discussing and defining the characteristics
of a successful literature review. We drew upon the work of Arlene Fink
(2005) who emphasizes that a literature review should be comprehensive,
systematic, explicit and reproducible. We asked students to consider the
purpose of the literature review in order to consider the context for their
literature reviews. Understanding who they are writing their literature
reviews for, as well as what end product their literature reviews would be
incorporated into, allowed us to discuss the expectations of their individual
departments and advisors, and to help students understand that the purpose of
their literature reviews might change if their literature reviews are used in
grant applications, governmental publications, or in journal articles. This
discussion also begins to pave the way for guiding these students to
appropriate literature searching and organizing strategies. For example, to
perform comprehensive research in some fields requires looking at the grey
literature, not just scholarly publications. To be systematic in carrying out a
literature review demands that some type of organization system is used.
Thinking about who the audience is for their work may lead students to
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realize the need to read publications by their audience members so that they
can emulate their approach and style.
In order to bridge the theoretical aspects of the literature review with the
tools needed to complete their literature reviews, we asked students to discuss
the research process and to think about what methods they have previously
used when undertaking a research project with a written component. Students
discussed their past techniques in small groups and typically came up with a
list that included search strategies, such as citation searching or footnote
chasing; information organizing strategies, such as using EndNote or a
system of folders; and the patterns they began to recognize, such as
reoccurring authors or research labs in the literature. One additional point we
decided to emphasize in this research process section was the importance of
learning how to read. We discussed the difficulties of reading scholarly
literature and some strategies that students could use to more effectively
remember what they read and how to use their reading to serve as a catalyst
for their writing.
Next we delved into illustrations of database searching. We modeled
searching in several databases in order to point out the need to search
multiple databases in order to perform a comprehensive review of the
literature. Because many of the students previously reported using only one
database, it was important for us to emphasize to these advanced users the
importance of using multiple databases. We showed students the importance
of a citation database like the Web of Science (Thomson Scientific), which
can be a powerful tool for advanced users, but which few of them had used
before. We briefly discussed Google Scholar so students would understand
that not everything is covered in Google Scholar and to show them how to
access the articles they find in Google Scholar through the library. To help
them become more advanced database users, we showed them how to use the
thesaurus provided with the database and discussed the advantages of using
controlled vocabulary. While we did model searches in specific databases,
the purpose of this exercise was not to provide an in-depth overview of a
particular database, but rather to illustrate particular tools that students could
use in a variety of databases to progress beyond simply entering in keywords.
Approaching the exercise in this way allowed these database illustrations to
be meaningful for all of the students, not just for those from the disciplinary
area of the particular subject database.
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While the students had all performed database searches before, they were
less likely to have taken advantage of the search management tools available
to them through the databases. We showed how to save searches in a
database and how to set up automatic searches to help streamline the research
process. Additionally, we discussed the benefits of using a bibliographic
management software system like EndNote, to help illustrate more
sophisticated ways of organizing their research.
Before the students came to the workshop, we asked them to fill out brief
pre-assessment surveys designed to provide us with background information,
including their year in school, whether or not they were pursuing a masters or
a doctoral degree, and their departmental affiliation. We also inquired about
their previous knowledge of library services, including databases they had
used, and whether or not they were familiar with our interlibrary loan service
or our consortial catalog. We asked what students were hoping to learn in the
workshop. The most common response to this last question was that they
were interested in learning how to keep up with the literature in their field.
In order to meet the students’ need to keep up with the literature, we
discussed how to use several Web 2.0 tools. We covered the RSS feeds
provided through the databases for setting up search alerts, RSS feeds
provided through table of contents service providers such as Ingenta, and
even RSS feeds for personal information as a way to get students motivated
to use RSS feeds. Interestingly, few students had previously used RSS feeds
even for their own personal use. We also discussed how students could use
social bookmarking as a way to keep up with the literature in their field by
creating a network of contacts and tags that would allow them to see what
related sites similar users considered to be important.
Students were asked to fill out evaluation forms at the end of the
workshop to help us get a sense of how well the workshop worked for them,
and to determine what future workshop options should be. The response to
the workshop was overwhelmingly positive with 90% stating that they were
satisfied or very satisfied with the workshop. When asked what additional
needs they had, students voiced a desire for more workshops. One type of
workshop they felt could be helpful would be a workshop that focused on the
actual process of writing the literature review. As a result, we have started
gathering information about where graduate-level writing instruction takes
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place on our campus to determine whether those existing resources are
sufficient or if we should host a writing workshop ourselves at the library.
Although we already offer EndNote workshops, students requested more
EndNote workshops. We have created a web-based EndNote tutorial, and we
will also begin holding EndNote Web workshops for students who are
interested in using that service to organize their references and papers. Based
on our observations that students had relatively little experience using such
Web 2.0 tools as RSS feeds and social bookmarks, we will also begin to offer
workshops specifically on how to use these tools. With each new
instructional interaction, we will continue to gauge students’ information
needs and see how we might be better able to serve them.
Currently we are contemplating how to provide better service to several
subset groups of the graduate student population. These groups include
international students, distance education students, and students whose
graduate program does not require a thesis or a literature review, such as
Masters’ of Business Administration students. Each of these student groups
has particular needs that might be better served through a more specialized
program.
For example, Liao et al. (2007) found that while international students
are more confident with both their English language skills and their library
skills than they were ten years ago, they are still significantly less likely to
have received undergraduate bibliographic instruction than American
students. While many international students attended our literature review
seminars, and a diverse group of students enhanced the group dynamic of our
workshops, an opportunity to meet with these students separately may
provide them with a chance to ask more questions or for us to move more
slowly through some of the searching examples.
Distance students are developing specialized learning cultures that
include extensive use of group work and guided online discussions (Green,
2006). In addition, their instructional sessions are more likely to be delivered
via the web, which should not be a significant barrier as Beile and Boote
(2004) have illustrated that web-based library instructional delivery can be
effective if it is correctly prepared. We have just developed a web version of
the literature review seminar workshop, and we are in the midst of evaluating
how effective this version of the literature review workshop was for our offcampus students.
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While many students on our campus are in a program that requires a
thesis or dissertation, there are some students who do not write a thesis or
literature review, and therefore have not been compelled to attend our
workshops. However, these students typically still do need to use the library
for some of their work. We are working to determine where their points of
information need might be so that we can also provide them with quality
Information Literacy instruction.
In conclusion, graduate students are required to carry out exhaustive
research within their fields, yet they have historically been inadequately
supported by faculty or library instructional programs in learning about the
research process. These students will soon become faculty and professionals
within their disciplines. Therefore, it is crucial for both the advancement of
research within their disciplines and the continued successful integration of
the library into the higher education system that these students gain
Information Literacy skills and an understanding of the value of library
services.
Our approach of meeting graduate students at the point of their
information needs proved highly successful. Using the shared information
need of many graduate students of writing and researching a literature review
enabled us to teach across academic disciplines. A combination of theory and
practical resources met students’ needs for a higher degree of shepherding
through the library research process.
For instructors planning to attempt this type of instructional service on
their campus, I would recommend learning about the types of graduate
students on your campus and what their point of information need is. Engage
the students before the workshop with a pre-assessment in order to help
students start thinking about what they would like to learn about the research
process and what the gaps in their understanding might be. Encourage the use
of an active learning style which allows students to interact with their peers
and helps the instructor facilitate an enhanced learning experience. Finally,
emphasize the value of making a personal connection with a subject librarian
for more in-depth disciplinary assistance.
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Debbi Boden
Imperial College London

Gaining a PILOT’s Licence:
Supporting Researchers at Imperial College
London through the Postdoctoral Information
Literacy Online Tutorial
Introduction
Researchers have become our ‘invisible users’. With the advent of Virtual
Research Environments (VRE), full-text electronic journals, information
portals and other digital resources being delivered direct to their desktops
researchers no longer need to visit the library. Yet how can we, as librarians,
be sure that they really know what resources are available to support their
research and whether they are searching these effectively?
A recent report from the Research Information Network (RIN) and the
Consortium of University Research Libraries (CURL) titled ‘Researchers’
Use of Academic Libraries and their Services’ highlights the issue:
“researchers must master an array of finding tools that
themselves form part of the complexity of materials and services
incorporated in modern digital libraries … Librarians and users
must make sense of this cascade, and librarians must be the
guides of users in this respect. Skills training is a big issue …” 1

Experience at Imperial College London suggests that researchers are not only
unclear about what resources are available but are also unsure about the
publishing process in general. The RIN report also demonstrates that areas
such as Open Access and institutional repositories are adding to the
1

Researchers’ Use of Academic Libraries and their Services A report commissioned by
the Research Information Network and the Consortium of University Research Libraries.
(2007) Research Information Network & Consortium of Research Libraries.
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researcher’s confusion. In response, the library at Imperial decided to create
PILOT (Postdoctoral Information Literacy Online Tutorial) a resource that
would provide its research community with an overview of appropriate
information sources pertinent to continually shifting world of scholarly
investigation.

Aims & Objectives

Aim
•

To provide a holistic overview of information and also focus on the
rapidly changing world of scholarly communication

Objectives
•

To reach a community dispersed over 9 campuses

•

To ensure that the researchers can further develop their knowledge
and research skills

•

To provide researchers with a programme that allows them to create
their own personal learning development plan

•

To introduce researchers to the publishing process

Planning
Imperial has its own IL definition:
“An independent learner who has the confidence and ability to
retrieve, evaluate, exploit and manage information with an
understanding of the legal, economic and social issues that
surround the use of information.........is information literate”

The definition, along with a set of competencies, forms the basis of all IL
programmes created by Imperial. Therefore, an initial course design
document was created using the definition and competencies which gave an
overall picture of the programme, its aims, objectives and learning outcomes.
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This was required, not only as a basis for content development, but also
because the programme was partly funded from the Postdoctoral Committee
and it informed the process of cost analysis. The cost analysis included
design work, content creation and marketing of the programme.
The planning process also included writing a project initiation document
(PID) which gave an overall view of the programme, timescales, costs and
human resource (both internal and external) that would be required. A full
risk analysis was also undertaken. It was anticipated that the development of
the programme would require cross-team working and the PID, along with a
Gantt chart, ensured that the appropriate people would have capacity within
their working week to meet the additional demands and deliver the project on
time and to a high level of quality.

Design
Design is an essential part of a programme such as PILOT. The programme
needed to have immediate appeal, look professional and be easy to navigate.
The library Webmaster was given a clear remit as to what was required,
along with a profile of the type of user at whom the programme was aimed.
Once an initial design was approved the Webmaster worked closely with the
project managers to ‘fine tune’ the design and navigation.
A deliberate decision was made to build the programme using HTML.
There were several benefits to this:
•

The files for the programme could be easily transferred between
VLE’s

•

The files could be uploaded as a website if required

•

Templates and cascading style sheets (CSS) could be created to make
the programme easy to amend and ensured a consistency of look and
feel to each unit

•

Navigation could either be similar to a webpage or could be linked
into WebCT navigation as required
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Figure: Image of the first page

Content development
As part of the planning process a mind map of content required for PILOT
was created and the following ‘content units’ identified:
General units:
• Welcome
•

Contacts

• IL Pilots License
The Welcome Unit was an introduction to the programme, outlining its aims
and objectives and having a link to an online interactive tutorial which
introduced learners to the programme and to the tools within WebCT such as
the Calendar. The Contacts Unit provided details on who to contact for
subject specific questions or IT problems.
Post graduates tend to assume they have good IL skills; however library
staff were aware, from working with researchers, that they were lacking in
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certain skills and additionally, that international researchers in particular had
large gaps in their knowledge. There was therefore an issue about how
researchers could be “encouraged” to look at units such as ‘Search and
Retrieve’.
The IL Pilots license was designed as a fun way for researchers to test
their understanding of Information Literacy while allowing them to create
their own personal development plan. Five short, but challenging quizzes
were created in Adobe Flash multimedia animation format. If the researchers
were unable to complete the quiz successfully, they were directed to add to
their personal development plan the appropriate learning unit. All the quizzes
had a science fiction theme which led the users through a ‘story board’ of
flying a space ship through meteors and meeting Aliens.
Learning units:
• Information
•

Search and retrieve

•

Databases

•

Acquiring and managing information

•

Publication process

• New technologies
Each of the learning units had learning outcomes which informed content
creation. A content analysis took place to consider what material already
existed that could be reused or appropriately amended and what material
would need to be created. Authors for each section were then identified.
Quality assurance of content was important to ensure consistency of
approach throughout the whole programme. Research has shown that a
programme which has different authors providing content can create
problems for users who find the change in styles of writing difficult. 2 An
editorial process was put in place to check not only grammar, spelling etc.
but also to ensure consistency in writing style.

2
Boden, D. & O’Beirne, R. Pop-i & LolliPops. (Presentation) Umbrella Conference. June
2007. University of Hertfordshire.
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Figure: Image of the first page of the quiz on Databases

Figure: Image of the last page of the quiz which directs the learner to add unit 3 to their personal
development plan
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The Imperial College London University has four faculties: Medicine,
Engineering, Natural Sciences and Business & Humanities. The challenge
therefore, was to create content that was appropriate for all faculties.
Information literacy is a transferable skill and any IL programme has a
generic core. Therefore, general examples were used in the following units:
Information, Search and Retrieve and Acquiring and Managing.
The Information section looked at why information was needed and at
primary and secondary sources. Search & Retrieve provides information on
preparing the search, identifying key words and general Boolean searching.
The Acquiring & Managing unit informed the researchers about gathering
information via the Digital Library, organising information, the use of
bibliographic software as well as guides to Harvard and Numerical
referencing. It also had a section on plagiarism. This unit not only looked at
plagiarism from the researcher’s perspective but, as the Postdoctoral was
often the first to teach undergraduates, it also provided information on
student plagiarism. The section looked not only at why students plagiarise
and the different types of plagiarism, but also surveyed the tools and
information sources used to help students and to support them when teaching.
The database unit however, was split into faculty sections and provided
information on key databases in each subject area. A description of each
database was given and an Informs Online Tutorial 3 created for each
database. The tutorials are popular as they allow users to learn to use a
database in an interactive session and at their own pace. This unit also
provided considerable information on the benefits of using MetaLib 4 .
Importantly information was provided on their own search sets which would
support their research through the use of multiple databases and other eresources.
Researchers at Imperial are demographically spread which can in turn
lead to a feeling of isolation. The new technologies unit focus is on tools that
can be used for searching for information but also on tools which will also
assist postdoctoral researchers to communicate with research colleagues, both
Informs software allows you to create interactive online tutorials and is freely available
to FE / HE institutions in the UK via Intute.
4
MetaLib is the universities library portal that allows cross searching of many of the
universities databases and e-journals.
3
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at Imperial and globally. The unit provides information on areas such as RSS
feeds, Weblogs, Wikis, Social Bookmaking and tagging. Informs tutorials are
provided to help researchers set up RSS feeds and information on De.licio.us,
Flickr and Technorati are also provided. An issue with this unit is that it
needs to be constantly updated if it is to remain current and of value.
The Publishing Process was the name given to a core unit within the
programme because scholarly communication was seen as one of the key
areas highlighted within the RIN report as an issue for researchers. The unit
begins by looking at the area of Peer Review, explaining the process but also
introducing researchers to the debate on how scholarly communication is
affecting the process of peer review.
The area of Open Access is highlighted within the RIN report as an area
which causes confusion amongst researchers. This section explains what
Open Access is, what is Open Access archiving and outlines recent
developments in Open Access at Imperial. This is an area where debate
continues. The programme developers therefore made a deliberate decision to
link to websites which provide information and current debate about
Scholarly Communication and Open Access rather than be constantly
changing the unit content. Information on Impact Factors and Repositories
can also be found as part of this unit.
Copyright is complicated and can be a minefield for those who are not
only publishing but also teaching, especially with the advent of Virtual
Learning Environments and the application of new technologies in teaching.
Part of the funding for the project had been set aside to commission a
consultant to write this section (Dr Jane Secker of the London School of
Economics). To ensure that this section remained current it was agreed that
the library would then continue to find funding to pay for updates.

Marketing
A key part of the process of any new development is how that product is
marketed. The cost of marketing the product had been budgeted for within
the PID. It is essential, in today’s economic setting, for libraries to
demonstrate good value for money and innovation. Research has shown 5 that
5

Report on survey of skills training for researchers. Roberts Survey Report 2007.
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PILOT is unique and therefore it was appropriate to hold a high-level
promotional launch party within the university. The Prorector for Teaching
and Learning was invited to launch the programme and invitations were sent
to key members of the university and to postdoctoral researchers at all
campuses. A cheese and wine reception was the focus of the launch event
together with a large cake in the shape of an aeroplane. Library ‘Goodie’
bags were handed out which contained PILOT key rings’, stress balls in the
shape of aeroplanes and a PILOT flyer which gave information on PILOT
and its benefits. The university marketing department was invited to the event
and in return ran an article in the university staff magazine about the launch
and the programme.
All Postdoctoral students were enrolled on the programme and received
an email notification of how to get started. This was followed up with glossy
A5 leaflets outlining the benefits of the programme to all involved in
scholarly activity and research.
Marketing the programme was essential not only to the university and to
the postdoctoral researchers but also to library staff. It is therefore planned to
run ‘road shows’ at all the campus libraries along with hands-on sessions.
This means that the library staff have an understanding of the programmes,
its aims and ensures they can promote it appropriately.

The future
PILOT is not a static programme. As technology develops and the debate on
scholarly communication continues PILOT will also grow, change and
develop. PILOT is organic and continues to be a work-in-progress. The
challenge is to ensure that it stays useful, relevant and appealing to its
audience.

Nicole Krüger
German National Library of Economics

EconDesk - Getting the Content of Need at the
Point of Need
I want to introduce to you the idea of interconnecting the subject-specific
online reference service EconDesk 1 of the German National Library of
Economics (ZBW) with the economics section of the online tutorial on
Information Literacy, LOTSE 2 .

1. EconDesk - Online Reference in Economics
EconDesk has been online since August 2005. The conception and the setup
of EconDesk were funded by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG) as part of a renewal proposal for EconBiz,
the Virtual Library for Economics and Business Studies. Since then
EconDesk has changed its status from project to normal routine and is
financed entirely by the German National Library of Economics (ZBW).
The reference service EconDesk is integrated into the website of the
ZBW 3 as well as into EconBiz 4 and is linked very prominently in every
section of the two websites where help may be needed. It comprises an offer
for personal assistance with literature search on site in the library
(EconVisit) 5 and a literature search service, EconTitles 6 . The main field of

1

http://www.zbw.eu/e_services/e_econdesk.htm
http://lotse.uni-muenster.de/wirtschaftswissenschaften/index-de.php (LOTSE is only
available in German language at the moment.)
3
http://www.zbw.eu/e_services/e_econdesk.htm
4
http://www.econbiz.de/service/econdesk/index_e.shtml
5
http://www.zbw.eu/e_on_site/e_kiel/e_kiel_intro_literature_search.htm (As EconVisit
is currently only available in Kiel and not in the Hamburg branch of the ZBW, it was placed
in the section "ZBW on site - Services in Kiel" on the ZBW website and is at the moment not
visually integrated into EconDesk.)
6
http://www.zbw.eu/e_services/e_econdesk/e_econtitles.htm (EconTitles is the only
service of EconDesk which is subject to fees.)
2
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EconDesk however is to give assistance and advice via internet chat,
telephone and email for users from all over Germany and all over the world.

1.1 The idea of the subject-specific online reference service
One possibly unique feature of EconDesk is that it is a subject-specific
service, which provides answers tailored to the users’ questions on economic
topics. The National Library of Economics counts several economists among
its staff of subject librarians and holds highly specific and comprehensive
literature and databases. Thus it provides an ideal basis for subject-specific
online reference work.
The subject librarians of the ZBW, who are experts in the acquisition and
retrieval of economic literature in various specific fields, are integrated into
the reference work of EconDesk and cooperate closely with the reference
librarians, providing support concerning economics terminology and the
research of particular data, if needed. They also cross-read the answers to
questions that require specialist knowledge before they are sent to the users,
to ensure the quality of the service.
This specialization on economic topics enables reference staff members
to build on and enlarge a comprehensive knowledge of the available
information resources, their contents and their handling. This specialized
know-how and the involvement of the subject librarians allows EconDesk to
provide answers even to users who already have an advanced knowledge of
their particular subject and to supply these answers quickly and efficiently.

1.2 Contents delivered via EconDesk
EconDesk provides users with individually needed information about
economic topics and answers questions on how to find, evaluate and use
information in order to improve the Information Literacy of users. As an
additional service, EconDesk researches and delivers brief facts in
economics. In such cases research paths, search terms and databases relevant
to the topic of the user are described. The portfolio of brief facts researched
by EconDesk staff members includes:
•

Statistical data,
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•

Addresses,

•

Information on companies and institutions,

•

Biographical information,

•

Country information,

•

Definitions of technical terms,

•

Translation of technical terms,

•

Explanation of acronyms and abbreviations,

•

General information from encyclopaedias,
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• Verification of citations.
Already during the testing phase of EconDesk it became clear that most users
ask questions that are very specific and require comprehensive answers.
Requests for data delivery mostly exceed the limitation to brief facts. In such
cases staff members of EconDesk research on behalf of the user but do not
deliver the actual data due to copyright regulations and the high effort
necessary for collecting and formatting the data. The sources of information
and the means of accessing them are named to the users and again search
paths and relevant databases are described, so the user learns how to search
for information and how to access or order it.
If a question can only be answered by searching for literature, the
relevant databases and search terms are named to the user. Usually in this
context the truncation of terms and the use of subject headings etc. are
explained. Additionally the service EconVisit is recommended to the user.
Through EconVisit users can make an appointment with a ZBW librarian for
an individual introduction to literature search on a question of her / his
interest. These introductions take place on site in the library in Kiel, and if
specialist knowledge is required, the subject librarians will undertake these
introductions.
Below are given examples of questions that were sent to EconDesk and
which represent the different types of questions described above. These
questions also illustrate how EconDesk improves the Information Literacy of
users.
•

"How do you define the term agribusiness?"
The user asked for a type of data which is included in the service
profile of EconDesk. The definition was found in a textbook on
agribusiness and was sent to the user. The user was also informed that
textbooks and encyclopaedias often contain definitions of terms. The
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definition was also found in Wikipedia, but here the user was warned
that usually Wikipedia does not name its information sources and
therefore may not be cited in scientific works, and that information
gathered at Wikipedia must be verified by other sources because of its
lack of referee processes.
•

"How much water is used in different countries of the world?"
This user asked for factual data but the amount required to answer the
question in full exceeded EconDesk's limitation to brief facts. The
user was informed which international organization deals with
countries' access to fresh water (Food and Agricultural Organization,
FAO) and was given the name and internet address of the database in
which the data is available (AQUASTAT). The user was also told that
international organizations are a valuable source for data concerning a
large number of countries and that they often offer databases for free.

"I need all kind of information on the topic "job satisfaction". Can
you also please supply me with statistical information? All
information on the topic will be useful for me."
This kind of question is asked rather often at EconDesk. One could
get the impression that the user is just lazy and wants someone else to
do her / his homework. One could assume that a library would refuse
to answer such a question. This type of question can however also be
seen as a kind of cry for help. Maybe this user has not got the slightest
idea where to start her / his search for information on the topic and
that she / he would grasp at any straw. In this case, EconDesk
recommended two or three bibliographical databases to the user
(ECONIS, EconBiz Metasearch, WISO). She / he was given the
relevant search terms and an explanation of truncation and how to use
it in these databases. She / he was asked to refine the question on
statistical data at a later date if it was still needed. The service
EconVisit was recommended to the user.
In this way users' Information Literacy is improved step by step through
examples of a topic of their interest. Users learn that a library is a competent
partner for questions concerning the search of information and they are no
longer restricted to the opening hours and the location of the library. Thanks
to the already mentioned involvement of subject librarians in EconDesk,
•
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users with very specific information needs who already have a certain level
of Information Literacy can also be provided with answers successfully.

2 Interconnection of EconDesk and the Online Tutorial LOTSE

2.1 Referral to LOTSE
While answering questions in EconDesk, it became clear that it is very timeconsuming to explain all details of searching for literature and facts or other
aspects of Information Literacy repeatedly in every single answer via email,
internet chat or telephone. Although the QuestionPoint 7 software, which is
used for processing the email- and chat questions of EconDesk, allows to
save scripts for frequently asked questions or frequently repeated situations,
it is impossible to provide all potentially relevant material on Information
Literacy through EconDesk in every single answer. Especially in phone calls
or internet chats, where users are used to get information quickly, it is not
possible to explain the search for and ordering of information in detail.
Another aspect of the problem is that it is very hard to estimate the user's
level of Information Literacy. When a question is sent to EconDesk in which
the user only asks for information on how to search literature on a certain
topic, you cannot tell if she / he only needs to be named the relevant
databases and search terms or also needs to be instructed about Boolean
operators, truncation of terms and interlibrary loan or document delivery
services etc. This especially pertains to email questions which constitute the
largest portion of questions within EconDesk, because here you have only an
asynchronous communication and cannot evaluate the existent knowledge of
the user.
The solution to both problems, the huge amount of information that must
be given to the user to enable her / him to solve her / his information problem
and the inability to assess the user's level of Information Literacy, was found
in the referral to the online tutorial LOTSE. LOTSE (Library Online Tour
and Self-Paced Education) is an online tutorial on Information Literacy
initiated by the University and Regional Library (Universitäts- und
7

http://www.questionpoint.org
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Landesbibliothek) Münster. It contains information on all aspects of
Information Literacy: the search, access and evaluation as well as the use of
information. The contents of LOTSE are generated in a cooperation of nine
libraries from Germany and Austria 8 - with the University and Regional
Library Münster contributing most of the content. LOTSE does not only
contain general information on Information Literacy, but subject-specific
contents related to thirteen subjects9 . One of these subject-specific tutorials is
the economics tutorial edited by the German National Library of Economics
(ZBW). It is possible to use LOTSE in connection with EconDesk because of
its modular structure.

Figure 1 Modular structure of LOTSE exemplified by the tutorial on economics. It contains the main
sections "search for literature" "order literature", "find contacts", "keep yourself up-to-date", "search for
facts", "use the library", "learn and research"

Users can enter the content of LOTSE at any topic of interest. Since every
single article in LOTSE has got its own URL, EconDesk staff can pinpoint
the content that is needed for a particular user, like e.g. the use of Boolean
8

The libraries taking part in LOTSE: http://lotse.uni-muenster.de/impressum/indexde.php#lr
9
The subjects available in LOTSE: http://lotse.uni-muenster.de/impressum/indexde.php#fr
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operators 10 , the truncation of terms 11 , the ordering of literature from another
library 12 or the search for textbooks 13 etc. Users can decide for themselves if
they need further reading before they start their search for literature or facts.
They get to know LOTSE as a tool which answers general questions on
Information Literacy and which also informs about topics that were not
pointed out in the EconDesk-email, -chat or -phone call. The contents
concerning Information Literacy in LOTSE are explained in much more
detail than is possible in an answer from EconDesk and the information is
available online at any time. The value of LOTSE for EconDesk can be
demonstrated by the example of the three questions that were already
described above:
•

"How do you define the term agribusiness?"
In addition to the definition sent to the user, the section "search for
textbooks / basic literature on your topic" and the section "glossaries
and encyclopaedias" of LOTSE can be pointed out.

•

"How much water is used in different countries of the world?"
In addition to the database relevant to this question, the section
"search for statistics on economic topics" and the section
"international organizations related to economics" can be pointed out
to the user.

•

"I need all kind of information on the topic "job satisfaction". Can
you also please supply me with statistical information? All
information on the topic will be useful for me."
In addition to the specification of bibliographical databases and
relevant search terms, the section "learning literature search in five
steps" and the section "bibliographical databases in economics" of
LOTSE can be pointed out to the user.

10

The Article "Use of Boolean Operators" http://lotse.uni-muenster.de/wirtschaftswissen
schaften/literatur_suchen/suchstrategien/exkurs_operatoren-de.php
11
The Article "Use of Truncation" http://lotse.uni-muenster.de/wirtschaftswissenschaf
ten/literatur_suchen/suchstrategien/exkurs_trunkieren-de.php
12
Article "Delivery Services" http://lotse.uni-muenster.de/wirtschaftswissenschaften/
literatur_beschaffen/lieferdienste/lieferdienste-de.php
13
The Article "Search for Basic Literature on your Subject" http://lotse.uni-muenster.de
/wirtschaftswissenschaften/literatur_suchen/grundlagenliteratur/grundlagenliteratur-de.php
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2.2 Referral to EconDesk
LOTSE was designed to improve users' Information Literacy and to help
users with problems concerning their information need. LOTSE covers all
aspects of Information Literacy; it is very comprehensive and available at any
time. Users can use LOTSE either as a reference work where to look up
information on a certain topic of interest, or as a tutorial where to learn how
to search, access, evaluate and use information. However - LOTSE cannot be
tailored to individual questions on highly specific topics. It does not provide
dynamic contents. It is also possible that users do not understand the contents
of LOTSE, have questions concerning the handling of the website or other
questions. Therefore it is very important to offer personal contact regarding
LOTSE and the acquisition of Information Literacy. Connecting the online
tutorial with the online reference is as important or maybe even more
important as a personal tutor is regarded as elementary in e-learning. This
connection was realized through links to EconDesk that are placed on every
single site of the economics section of LOTSE. Users are invited to turn to
EconDesk personally with any question concerning information search and
are directed to the EconDesk site where they can decide if they prefer to call,
chat or send an email to EconDesk.

3 Conclusion
EconDesk and LOTSE, although quite different services, were both designed
to increase the Information Literacy of users. On the one hand, EconDesk
offers more than the online tutorial LOTSE, which is available at any time
but cannot be tailored to individual questions on highly specific topics. On
the other hand, LOTSE can include much more information than an internet
chat, a telephone call or an email. Each of these two services serves a
particular purpose and it depends on the user's individual information request
which of these is more suited to the situation. The effectiveness of these two
services can therefore be increased by connecting them closely, so that all
possible questions can be addressed and the user can be supplied with
sufficient information to solve his / her information problem.
Specialization in one subject, here the subject economics, allows to
attend also to advanced users with very specific fields of interest and to
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provide high-quality information efficiently. Interconnecting the two services
also guarantees that users can contact a real person with whom to interact
during their e-learning experience and can be given individual care in
situations of information need.

Sheila Webber
University of Sheffield

Information Literacy Education for Masters
Students: the Search/Teach Exercise
Introduction
This paper describes an Information Literacy intervention undertaken with
students on the MA Librarianship and MSc Information Management
programmes at the University of Sheffield, UK, the Search/Teach exercise.
Firstly the context of the interventions is described, then the university and
the author’s overall approach to Information Literacy and to learning and
teaching in the module. The intervention is then described in some detail,
finishing with reflections on students’ response to the intervention.

The learning and teaching context
This exercise is part of a module “Information Resources and Information
Literacy” which is core to both the Librarianship and Information
Management programmes. The aims of this module are that students will:
•

understand key aspects of Information Literacy and information
behaviour including: the nature of information needs, information
seeking strategies, and the complexities entailed in satisfying
information needs;

•

understand organisational issues relating to the satisfaction of
information needs and developing clients’ Information Literacy;

will be able to demonstrate and evaluate their Information Literacy,
for example expertise in accessing, using, comparing and evaluating
information resources such as Web of Science, the Internet and
DIALOG.
The module assessments are an annotated bibliography, a literature review
drawing on the items in this bibliography and a reflection on the student’s
achievement in Information Literacy, structured around the SCONUL 7
•
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Pillars model of Information Literacy (SCONUL, 1999). Each lecturer in
Department sets topics, and then acts as a client and marks the assignment;
students select from the lists posted to our Virtual Learning Environment
(VLE).
About 60 students take the module each year, with a mixture of
disciplinary backgrounds, nationalities and future career goals: usually about
one third of the class are international students. We have some evidence
about our students’ experiences with Information Literacy: from previous
research studies (Picken, 2005), and from an exercise on previous experience
of Information Literacy that is undertaken in week one of the module. In this
latter exercise students consider varying approaches to pedagogy for
Information Literacy, as discovered though research (reference). This
evidence shows that:
•

Some students feel they have had no Information Literacy education
in their first degree;

•

Most of the rest recall Information Literacy being in the 1st year of
their undergraduate degree;

•

Different aspects of Information Literacy are brought into focus for
the students by different types of assignment;

Students report a variety of pedagogic approaches to Information
Literacy by lecturers on their first degree course. However, the
dominant approaches from teaching faculty are perceived to be those
of facilitating access to information resources or seeing teaching
Information Literacy as someone else’s job.
This means we cannot make too many assumptions about students’
Information Literacy, even at Masters level. However, all students come into
the programmes with strengths in some area of Information Literacy. An aim
of assessments and class exercises is to enable students to identify and apply
their existing skills, and to identify and work on areas for improvement.
Group exercises such as the one described here enable learners to
demonstrate expertise and support their peers, as well as learn.
Information Literacy is identified in the University of Sheffield’s
Learning, Teaching and Assessment Strategy as one characteristic of a
Sheffield Graduate, namely that a Sheffield graduate should: “Demonstrate
the core capabilities and skills of Information Literacy, interacting
confidently with the nature and structure of information in their subject and
handling information in a professional and ethical manner” (University of
•
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Sheffield, 2007). Thus the institutional context is supportive in stressing the
importance of Information Literacy. The author’s underpinning learning and
teaching goals for Information Literacy education are that:
•

Students become self-aware (critical and confident) about their own
Information Literacy and information behaviour

•

Students understand value of Information Literacy in their lives and
work

•

Adopting a pedagogic approach which facilitates this, using whatever
tools, techniques etc are appropriate.

The Search/Teach exercise
The intervention described here is formative, and takes place mid-semester.
Students are told that they will produce a brief guide to searching a specific
database, and publish a short list of other resources providing training and
advice. We call it the Search/Teach exercise, because students are themselves
learning to search more effectively and then teaching these skills to others. It
is also useful to have a short name for the exercise!
The reasons for introducing the exercise were:
•

Although students had demonstrations of key databases and some
hand-on exercises in class, a good number of them were not using the
databases effectively to search for material for assignments;

We want to increase the focus on teaching roles and skills for library
and information professionals.
Producing database guides encourages students to explore databases in depth
and think more critically about key features and functions. In order to explain
the features to others, the students need to gain a level of expertise
themselves. Knowing that the guides will be evaluated adds motivation, gives
learners practice in exercising critical skills, and also provides useful
feedback, without the lecturers having to mark the work.
A briefing sheet sets out the task and explains that by the end of the
exercise students should:
•

•

Have better knowledge and skills in using one or more of the
databases which are the focus of the exercise: Web of Knowledge
(WoK), Google Scholar, Emerald Library e-journal collection and
Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA);
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•

Have created a guide to WoK, Google Scholar, Emerald Library or
LISA;

•

Know more about the skills and knowledge needed to produce and
evaluate support materials to help people search;

•

Have increased knowledge and skills relating to Squidoo or a weblog
(Squidoo is a free application that enables you to create a structured
web page of information on a subject);

Be aware of how these activities relate to Information Literacy and be
able to reflect on their own strengths and weaknesses in these areas.
This is relevant to the assignment for this module and for lifelong
learning.
Students are also given a document which explains how this task relates to
each of the SCONUL 7 Pillars of Information Literacy.
The Search/Teach exercise is represented in Diagram 1:
•

Diagram 1: The Search/Teach exercise

The Search/ Teach exercise is carried out over four weeks, starting in week 6
in 2006/7 and in week 4 in 2007/8. In Diagram 1 “f2f” means that there was
activity face to face in class (a computer lab).
In the first week of the exercise, we explain the task and distribute
briefing sheets. We immediately ask students to form groups independently,
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using the Group sign-up function on our VLE (which is WebCT) and to start
work on the task as soon as they have formed a group. The first time we ran
this exercise (2006/7) we had groups of 4-5 students, but the students fed
back that this was too large a group to manage for a formative task and that
working in pairs would be easier. Therefore in 2007/8 we specified that
people should find a pair, but could work in a three if they wished (which
some did). We followed up non-attenders after the class and assigned them to
groups. We set up private discussion groups for each WebCT group, so they
could post draft material and have private discussion within their online
WebCT groups.
Students were expected to work on the task between classes,
familiarising themselves with their database, and with this postgraduate
cohort we knew that this was a reasonable expectation. In week two of the
Search/Teach cycle we gave two short presentations: one on learning and
cognitive styles (and implications for supporting learners) and one on
producing written search guides. Students then worked on the task in class, so
we were able to ask them about progress and check that all group members
were engaged.
In the first iteration of this exercise we used LAMS (Learning Activity
Management Software: http://www.lamsinternational.com/) to design a
online learning sequence about group working (as part of the DESILA
project: http://www.shef.ac.uk/desila/). Students went through the online
sequence in their groups, examining resources that advised about good
practice in group work, including a quiz, and then answered some questions
about their management of their Search/Teach group. Some groups were left
with a list of actions (e.g. agreeing deadlines, exchanging phone numbers).
As the groups were smaller in 2007/8 this exercise was not so necessary,
but it was certainly useful in 2006/7, enabling students (and us) to identify
groups that needed extra encouragement. Although it may not seem directly
related to Information Literacy, poor experiences within a group can be a
major barrier to attaining any learning outcomes, so we aim to support the
process of group work explicitly whether an actual task is assessed or not.
There was no class time devoted to the Search/Teach task in the third
week of the cycle: students were developing their guides and preparing to
post them to the VLE in time for the final Search/Teach class. However, the
theme was continued, since the session that week included presentations from
library and information professionals who were developing Information
Literacy in their organisations. The speakers came from a university and a
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multinational company. They gave practical examples of how and why they
developed Information Literacy, and the strategies they used. This helped to
reinforce some of the ideas we had introduced in the second week (in
particular, the importance of thinking about who you were targeting and what
their learning needs were). The speakers from the multinational company
showed that Information Literacy was not just an academic matter.
By the final Search/Teach session students had to post their database
guide to the VLE, together with a link to their weblog or Squidoo lens. They
had already been given criteria to use in assessing the guides (see Appendix
1), and they used these in class. Groups studying different databases were
paired: they swapped and evaluated the guides and then got together to
present their evaluations to each other. We toured round the groups, asking
questions and ensuring that students moved to the feedback stage. Finally we
asked the whole class for feedback on questions such as: Were they likely to
use the databases more? Had any of the databases been surprisingly useful or
disappointing? Were there ways we could have improved the exercise? What
did they feel they had got out of it?
We found that students were, by this point, able to argue the pros and
cons of the databases in a more informed manner: sometimes differing views
of a particular database emerge and these can be interesting debates. The
main suggestions for improvement from the first year were making the
groups smaller and starting the sequence earlier in the semester (so that it is
further away from assessment deadlines, and develops skills earlier). We
implemented both of these in 2007/8.
The guides were of a good standard, with some excellent work,
indicating that students had understood database features enough to explain
them coherently. Examples of an accompanying blog guide (providing links
to other guides) is at http://googlescholarlinks.blogspot.com and of a Squidoo
lens at http://www.squidoo.com/usingemeraldinsight. Our observation of the
evaluation and feedback sessions was that students were able to apply
assessment criteria to each others’ guides and discuss issues raised by
differing opinions.
In summary, we felt that this exercise provided a more effective
alternative to sessions in which databases are demonstrated and exercises are
set. Some students will engage enthusiastically, whatever the approach.
However, when there are traditional hands-on sessions, there is the risk that
students will see the goal as completing the exercises, rather than
understanding how they might use a particular resource in their future
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studies. Even when the exercises are tied into current assignments (for
example, in this class, the bibliographies they need to compile) we have
observed a tendency for students to concentrate on devising a strategy for a
particular task, rather than gaining a deeper knowledge which would enable
them to use the resource for a different task in the future.
The additional benefits were in exercising students’ evaluative skills, and
giving them practice in designing an educational guide, so that they could
start to audit their skills in that area too. Further improvements can doubtless
be made (e.g. in supporting creation of the blogs and Squidoo lenses to
develop Web 2.0 skills) but it has been worth the effort in planning and
implementing the intervention.
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Appendix 1:
Inf6350: Information Resources and Information Literacy
Framework for evaluating the guide
These are some key questions, but this is not an exhaustive list and you may think
of other aspects you wish to include in your evaluation.
Purpose
Is it clear what the aims of the guide are?
Is it clear who the guide is aimed at?
Is it clear whether the guide is meant to be a tutorial or a quick reference guide?
Structure
Is the overall structure logical and useful?
In step-by-step explanations: is each necessary step clearly identified?
Is it easy to find your way round the guide?
Does it include all the elements you would expect, from its aims?
Layout and style
Is the guide legible and clear?
Does the use of highlighting, headings, emphasis, white space etc. help to draw
your attention to important steps, words & concepts?
Is the use of graphics good?
Overall evaluation
Did the guide meet its aims?
Did you find it easy to use?
Would it help you search LISA/WoK/Google Scholar better?
Overall, what do you think of it?

Framework for evaluating the Squidoo lens or Weblog
Layout and ease of use
e.g.
is it easy to find your way round it?
is the layout and design good (legible, attractive)?
Does it work (e.g. do the links work)?
Content
e.g.
Are the links relevant and well chosen?
Are the titles and descriptions sufficient to give you a good idea of what to expect
when you click on the link?
Overall evaluation
e.g.
How well does it serve its purpose?
Is it useful?

Both guide and lens/blog
Between them, did they include all the elements specified in the briefing for this
task?

Short Biographies of Chairs and Speakers
Susie Andretta works as a Senior Lecturer in Information
Management, London Metropolitan University. Her
publishing profile focuses on Information Literacy
education related to academic and professional
development contexts. She is currently working on an
Information Literacy project sponsored by the National
Library for Health. Susie was a speaker at KWIL.

Debbi Boden, formerly from Imperial College London,
now is the Deputy Director of Information and Learning
Services at the University of Worcester. She is also Chair
and founder of the CILIP CSG Information Literacy Group
and works with the Bradford Metropolitan Council on a
pilot project POP-I. Debbi was a speaker at KWIL.

Nadja Böller works as research and teaching assistant at
the University of Applied Sciences, HTW Chur. She is also
editor of ‘arbido’, Switzerland’s only scientific journal in
the field of libraries, archives and information
management. Nadja was a speaker at KWIL.

Benjamin F. Bowman is the head of Information Retrieval
Services for the Bio - Medical Section of the Max Planck
Society. In 1978 he was awarded the Ph.D. at the Max
Planck Institute of Biochemistry. Benjamin chaired the
sessions ‘Empirical Studies’ and ‘Teaching and Services’ at
KWIL.
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F. Bartow Culp is the head of the Chemistry Library and
Associate Professor of Library Science at Purdue
University in West Lafayette. He received a Ph.D. in
Organic Chemistry from the University of Delaware.
Bartow was a speaker, together with Alexis Smith Macklin,
at KWIL.

Thomas Hapke works as a subject librarian for chemical
engineering at the University Library of the Hamburg
University of Technology and as deputy librarian
responsible for the customer services of the library. His
Information Literacy activities led to projects in e-learning
like DISCUS and VISION. Thomas was a speaker at
KWIL.

Mary Harrison is a graduate of Carleton University
(Ottawa), McGill University (Montreal) and the Open
University. The first half of her professional career was
spent in Canadian federal government research libraries;
notably, those supporting researchers within the
Department of Finance Canada and Environment Canada.
She is now the Research Support Librarian at Manchester Metropolitan
University (MMU) where she is a member of the Library’s InfoSkills
Steering Group and e-space (MMU’s institutional repository) Steering
Group. Mary was a speaker, together with Rosie Jones, at KWIL.

Rosie Jones is the Deputy Library Services Manager at
Manchester Metropolitan University Business School
Library. She is also a member of the organising committee
for the UK’s Librarians Information Literacy Annual
Conference (LILAC). Rosie chaired the session ‘Concepts
and Fundamentals’ and she was a speaker, together with
Mary Harrison, at KWIL.
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Oliver Kohl-Frey is the library vice director and head of
user services at the University of Konstanz. He holds a
Master in political sciences and economics and in library
science. Oliver was a speaker at KWIL.

Nicole Krüger from the German National Library of
Economics (ZBW) in Kiel is employed for the coordination
of EconDesk and as a Reference Librarian of EconDesk.
She is also contact person for LOTSE Economics and
Business Studies. Nicole was a speaker at KWIL.

Carol Leibiger from the University of South Dakota works
as Information Literacy Coordinator and Head of Public
Services (Associate Professor in the Library). She was
awarded the Ph.D. in Germanic Languages and Older
Germanic Literatures. Carol was a speaker, together with
Will Schweinle, at KWIL.

Alexis Smith Macklin is Associate Professor of Library
Science at Purdue University. She specializes in
information literacy and problem-based learning. Alexis
was a speaker, together with F. Bartow Culp, at KWIL.

Patricia Davitt Maughan from the University of
California, Berkeley, works as the Library’s User Research
Coordinator. She is also a consultant to the California
Digital Library. She was a speaker at KWIL.

Susanne Mühlbacher is a doctoral candidate in the field of
"workplace Information Literacy" at Roche Diagnostics
GmbH, Penzberg. She is also teaching at the department of
information science, Professor Dr. Hammwöhner, at the
University of Regensburg. Susanne was a speaker at KWIL.
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Hannah Gascho Rempel is the Graduate Student Services
Coordinator and the Biosciences Librarian at Oregon State
University. She holds a Master of Library and Information
Science and a Master degree in Horticulture. Hannah was a
speaker at KWIL.

Bernd Schmid-Ruhe is the project manager for the project
on Information Literacy for advanced library users at the
University of Konstanz. He is also the coordinator for the
integrated IT- services of the university. Bernd chaired the
sessions ‘E-Learning’ and ‘New Tech’ at KWIL.

Will Schweinle works at the Department of Psychology at
the Boise State University. He received his doctorate in
Experimental Psychology from the University of Texas.
Will was a speaker, together with Carol Leibiger, at KWIL.

Sheila Webber is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of
Information Studies, University of Sheffield, UK. Her key
area of interest for teaching and research is information
literacy. She has been frequently invited to speak on this
topic and she maintains the Information Literacy Weblog.
She was principal investigator into a three year project
investigating UK academics’ conceptions of information
literacy and is Director of the Centre for Information Literacy
Research. She is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Library and
Information Professionals and of the Higher Education Academy, and
was the Information World Review Information Professional of the
Year.

